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Zusammenfassung


Abstract

Software obfuscation is a category of code transformation techniques employed by software developers to protect digital assets (e.g. proprietary algorithms, secret keys, etc.), against malicious end users of their applications. Dozens of obfuscating code transformations have been published in the last three decades, and some researchers have focused on quantifying and characterizing the strength of these transformations against human-assisted analysis. Relatively fewer advances have been made in quantifying and characterizing the strength of these transformations against automated analysis. This is because the general software distribution model (also called the “software monoculture”) assumes that an application is obfuscated once and the same executable code is distributed to all end-users. Therefore, if one malicious end-user is able to bypass the obfuscation which protects an application, then the same attack can be applied to all other end-users of the same application. However, with the dawn of “software diversity” different software end-users receive different instances of the same software, obfuscated using different combinations of code transformations. Ideally, this means that the same attack is no longer applicable to all end-users and human-assisted analysis no longer scales when millions of software instances appear every day. On the one hand, software diversity is heavily employed by malware developers, in order to evade detection by anti-virus engines. On the other hand, software diversity via code obfuscating transformations has been proposed as a defense mechanism of benign software against attacks aiming to violate the integrity of software behavior via code manipulation (i.e. tampering), code injection and code reuse. However, practitioners are skeptical about employing obfuscation for protection of their own software. This is, in part, due to the fact that it is not clear how to characterize the strength of software obfuscation.

In this thesis, we develop a framework for the characterization of software obfuscation strength against automated analysis attacks. We do this by formulating automated analysis as search problems, whose complexities depend on various software characteristics. These characteristics become apparent after an attack is formulated using our framework. This helps developers to choose obfuscating transformations, which change those software characteristics, such that heuristics are no longer applicable or to increase the search effort to an extent that it is no longer economically attractive. We present multiple experiments involving various software applications, obfuscating transformations and an automated attack based on symbolic execution, whose results support our hypothesis. Using the insights gained from this approach towards obfuscation strength characterization, we are able to improve the state of the art of obfuscating transformations.
Outline of the Thesis

CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
This chapter presents an introduction to the topic and to the fundamental issues addressed by this thesis. It discusses context, motivation, goals and limitations of this work.

CHAPTER 2: OBFUSCATION IN THEORY
This chapter presents a brief overview of cryptographic obfuscation and why it is currently far from being practical. Parts of this chapter have previously appeared in a peer-reviewed publication [14], co-authored by the author of this thesis.

CHAPTER 3: OBFUSCATION IN PRACTICE
This chapter presents an overview of obfuscation and software diversity transformations employed in practice. It also describes challenges of building practical obfuscators. Parts of this chapter have also appeared in a publication [22], co-authored by the author of this thesis.

CHAPTER 4: AUTOMATED MATE ATTACKS
This chapter presents the main contribution of this thesis: a model for reasoning about obfuscation strength by representing different steps of all automated Man-At-The-End (MATE) attacks as search problems. Parts of this chapter have previously appeared in a peer-reviewed publication [21], co-authored by the author of this thesis.

CHAPTER 5: CODE OBFUSCATION AGAINST SYMBOLIC EXECUTION ATTACKS
This chapter presents a characterization of automated symbolic execution attacks based on the model from Chapter 4. These characteristics are used to reason about and compare the resilience of a subset of obfuscation transformations from Chapter 3. Parts of this chapter have been published in a peer-reviewed publication [18] co-authored by the author of this thesis.

CHAPTER 6: PREDICTING COST OF SYMBOLIC EXECUTION ATTACKS ON OBFUSCATED CODE
This chapter presents a framework for predicting the time required by a successful symbolic execution attack, on obfuscated programs. The framework requires the metrics stated in Chapter 5. Parts of this chapter have appeared in a publication [19] co-authored by the author of this thesis.

CHAPTER 7: IMPROVING OBFUSCATION TRANSFORMATIONS AGAINST SYMBOLIC EXECUTION
This chapter presents novel obfuscation transformations, which aim to raise the bar against symbolic execution attacks. These transformations specifically target the program charac-
teristics derived using the search model from Chapter 4. Parts of this chapter have been published in two peer-reviewed publications [18, 20] co-authored by the author of this thesis.

CHAPTER 8: RELATED WORK
This chapter presents related work in the sub-field of obfuscation strength evaluation and alternative solutions to software obfuscation and diversity for the purpose of software protection. Parts of this chapter have been published in peer-reviewed publications [21, 18, 17, 112] co-authored by the author of this thesis.

CHAPTER 9: CONCLUSIONS
This chapter first presents a summary of what has been done throughout the chapters of this thesis. Subsequently, we state the results of the thesis and the lessons learned during the development of this work. Afterwards, we discuss limitations and avenues for future work.

N.B.: Multiple chapters of this dissertation are based on different publications authored or co-authored by the author of this dissertation. Such publications are mentioned in the short descriptions above. Due to the obvious content overlapping, quotes from such publications within the respective chapters are not marked explicitly.
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Part I.

Introduction and Background
1. Introduction

The Man-In-The-Middle (MITM) attacker model, formalized by Dolev-Yao in the early 1980s [72], has become the de facto standard in research papers dealing with secure communication. The goals of a MITM attacker include violating the confidentiality and integrity of information in transit between two trusted parties. A MITM attacker is an external third party, who does not have direct access to any internal states of the trusted parties. Originally, the MITM could eavesdrop on the communication between two trusted parties, hence, confidentiality was the main concern. MITM actions were extended to tampering with messages or impersonating a trusted party, raising the issues of integrity and authentication.

Research in the filed of security and cryptography, has led to mature protocols which are in wide-spread use since the 1990s and can withstand MITM attacks. On the other hand, the Man-At-The-End (MATE) attacker model [54], assumes that the attacker has (limited) control of one end, of a two-party interaction, e.g. the MATE is the end-user of an application developed by another party. The goals of a MATE attacker include violating the confidentiality of algorithms or other data inside of a software program and/or the integrity of software behavior as intended by the developer. Practically, any device under the control of an end-user (e.g. PC, TV, game console, mobile device, smart meter, etc.), running proprietary software is exposed to MATE attacks. The adversary is no longer a third party, in between two trusted parties, but rather one of them with physical, local or remote access to the target device.

A model of the MATE attacker capabilities, akin to the degree of formalization of the MITM attacker, is still missing from scientific literature. However, MATE attackers are assumed to be extremely powerful. They can examine software both statically using manual or automatic static analysis, or dynamically using state of the art software decompilers and debuggers [142]. Shamir et al. [189], present a MATE attack, which can retrieve a secret key used by a black-box cryptographic primitive to protect the system, if it is stored somewhere in non-/volatile memory. Moreover, the memory state can be inspected or modified during program execution and CPU or external library calls can be intercepted (forwarded or dropped) [225]. Software behavior modifications can also be performed by the MATE attacker by tampering with instructions (code) and data values directly on the program binary or after they are loaded in memory. The MATE attacker can even simulate the hardware platform on which software is running and alter or observe all information during software operation [53]. The only remaining line of defense in case of MATE attacks, is to increase the complexity of an implementation to such an extent that it becomes economically unattractive to perform an attack [53].
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1.1. Benefits of Software Obfuscation

MATE attacks have raised the need for software protection mechanisms. Several techniques for software protection have emerged over the last two decades. The implementation of these different protection techniques can be done using: only software, software running on trusted hardware and/or software communicating with a trusted remote party (server). Using software-only protection techniques is the most attractive idea since it does not restrict the number users to those who have trusted hardware and eliminates the costs of setting up and maintaining a trusted remote server.

Implementations of such software-only protection mechanisms such as those offered by Irdeto Cloakware [115], Arxan [9], and whiteCryption [114] started being integrated in commercial products in the late 1990s when software vendors realized that a significant amount of end-users would rather crack their software, than buy a license for it [54]. Moreover, these cracks were applicable to all copies of that software and were easily distributed to other users. Therefore, they caused a loss in potential revenue for the software vendors. Nowadays, software protection is still heavily employed by malware developers, Digital Rights Management (DRM) systems, mobile applications, etc. Yet little is known about the how we can characterize the strength of such protection mechanisms. This leads to skepticism about any claimed security guarantees and to slow progress in the field of software protection.

Falcari et al. [80], put the existing software-only protection techniques into four categories:

- **Obfuscation**, which thwarts reverse-engineering attacks by concealing its logic, data and identifiers.
- **Tamper-proofing**, which protects the integrity of software.
- **Watermarking**, which is used to trace back the original owner of unauthorized software copies.
- **Birthmarking**, which is used to determine code that has been copied from one program and used illegally in another program.

Given the large difference of attacker goals for each of the four categories of software protection techniques, in this thesis we choose to focus on obfuscation. Obfuscation is also divided in two major areas of research: (1) cryptographic obfuscation and (2) practical code obfuscation. Cryptographic obfuscation offers concrete security guarantees, nevertheless, they are currently far from being practical [25]. In this thesis we will briefly discuss the practical issues behind cryptographic obfuscation, however, the main focus will be on practical code obfuscation, which we will refer to simply as obfuscation. Obfuscation consists of software transformations at the level of source code, intermediate representation and/or native code, which aim to hide sensitive information available in the software application, from MATE attackers. Such sensitive information includes but is not limited to: the
algorithm performed by the software, the location of instructions which perform a certain functionality (e.g. decryption of a media stream, integrity checks, etc.), metadata (properties) of the program (e.g. whether it is malicious or not, which function it performs, which tools have been used to obfuscate the program, etc.) and confidential data (e.g. hard-coded keys, passwords, IP addresses, etc.).

Unfortunately, obfuscation cannot withstand a MATE attacker for an indeterminate period of time. History has repeatedly shown that given the right motivation a MATE attacker will be able to circumvent the obfuscation-based protection of a particular binary program [197]. This is particularly dangerous because of the current software development and distribution model called software monoculture, where all end-users receive a copy of the same binary for each software application. In software monocultures attacks are developed once and can subsequently be executed on all other software copies, running on systems of other end-users. Software diversity aims to decrease the applicability of MATE attacks on software by creating syntactically diverse, but functionally equivalent instances of one software program [86]. This does not stop the MATE from executing an attack against one particular software instance, and then create a tool which automatically applies this attack. Nevertheless, it increases the chances that the attack tool will not work against other instances of the same software, which eliminates the economical attractiveness of the attack tool.

Analogy with Cryptography Commercial obfuscation developers often keep the obfuscation algorithm and/or the details of its implementation secret, violating Kerckhoff’s principle which states that a system should be secure even if everything about the system, except the key, is public knowledge [127]. Therefore, obfuscation is often associated with the term security by obscurity. However, by combining the ideas of software diversity and obfuscation we can move away from security by obscurity, towards something similar to cryptography, where only the key is kept secret, not the algorithm.

Similarly to cryptographic ciphers, the input configuration (e.g. sequence of obfuscation transformations, their parameters and random seeds) to a software obfuscation engine can be seen as a randomly chosen key, which characterizes the output of the engine in a unique way. We can attain software diversity by using different keys to protect different instances of the same software application. Ideally, this forces a MATE attacker to invest a similar amount of effort for attacking each different instance of the same software, similar to a cryptanalysis attack on ciphertexts encrypted with different keys. Therefore, it would be safe to make the obfuscation algorithms public and only protect the random key, akin to cryptographic ciphers. In this thesis we will always assume that the attacker has full knowledge about the implementation of the obfuscation transformations applied to the programs being attacked, nonetheless, s/he does not know the input configuration used for obfuscating that program.

As opposed to cryptographic ciphers, a successful MATE attack against an obfuscated application does not require recovering the secret key (except for metadata recovery at-
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tacks [179] where the goal of the attacker is to recover the key). This is because obfuscation transformations (generally) do not have an inverse transformation, such as encryption and decryption. The reason why obfuscation transformations do not have an inverse is that many such transformations (similarly to compiler optimizations), destroy information about symbol names, comments, control flow, etc. Often this information cannot be recovered automatically by an inverse transformation. However, a MATE attacker’s goal may be different from recovering the original (unobfuscated) version of the program, e.g. bypassing a check does not require recovering the original program, it just requires finding the location of the check in the obfuscated code and disabling it. Section 1.2 describes the capabilities and goals of the attacker which this thesis will focus on.

1.2. Attacker Model

Characterizing the strength of obfuscation against all MATE attacks is challenging, since this depends on: the goal of the attacker, the degree of knowledge of the attacker and the techniques and tools the attacker uses. The goals of the MATE attacker that this thesis will focus on are:

- Recovering hidden data (e.g. a password), from an obfuscated program.
- Exploring all executable code of an obfuscated program, e.g. in order to locate integrity checks or trigger conditions.

Moreover, in this thesis we focus on MATE attackers in the context of software diversity, where MATE attackers are not successful if they can achieve their goal on a single software instance. In the context of software diversity MATE attackers are only successful if they can automate their attacks such that they are applicable to all (or a majority of) obfuscated instances of a given software. If we make another analogy with cryptography here, then our attacker model is similar to the ciphertext-only attack, where the attacker is assumed to have access only to the ciphertext and no access to the corresponding plaintext. One interesting observation is that MATE attackers are not always malicious, they can also be benign. In the following paragraphs we present two scenarios where MATE attackers employ automated attacks for malicious and benign reasons, respectively.

**Malicious MATE**  Malicious MATE attackers perform (often illegal) attacks which cause monetary loss for software vendors and/or end-users. One example of automated attacks is called code patching. Code patching modifies the code of a program (statically and/or dynamically) in order to change the input-output (IO) behavior of that program. Starting from the late 2000s some organizations started to automate such code patching attacks targeting popular applications (e.g. web browsers) in order to change their behavior in a way that would bring financial gains to those organizations. Such automated attacks, which change the behavior of applications without the explicit request of the end-users fall into a
category called Potentially Unwanted Programs (PUPs). PUPs are often bundled together with (seemingly) useful software, which leads end-users into unknowingly installing them. Once installed, PUPs change the behavior of popular programs by tampering with process memory, locally stored resources or the environment in which they run. Examples of PUP behavior include: changing the default search engine of a web-browser, aggressively displaying pop-up advertisements, tracking actions of end-users, causing an overall system slowdown and asking for fees to “fix performance”. On the one hand, this change creates some form of financial gain for the organizations that own the PUPs. On the other hand, this change is detrimental for the vendor of the popular software and dangerous for its end-users. Recent work investigating the distribution of PUPs indicates that Google Safe Browsing generates on average over 60 million warnings related to PUPs per week, three times that of malware warnings [208]. Techniques employed by PUPs (e.g. code injection in the process memory, run-time memory patching, system call interposition) generally, do not raise any alarms in anti-virus software, because they are also performed by non-malicious third party software including anti-virus software, accessibility and graphics driver tools [207]. Some anti-virus products are able to detect PUPs. However, the vendors of popular software applications (e.g. web browsers) cannot assume that such anti-virus software is present on all end-user systems. Therefore, developers of popular applications incorporate protection mechanisms based on software diversity and obfuscation, inside of their own products, which introduce a tolerable amount of overhead and are transparent for end-users. Malicious MATE attackers therefore aim to develop PUPs which can bypass such protection mechanisms.

Benign MATE  Not all software developers are benign. An example of malicious software developers are malware developers. Malware often performs illegal actions on the environment of a victim end-user, e.g. steal confidential information such as credit card numbers, passport numbers, passwords, etc. Malware developers also heavily employ obfuscation and software diversity because:

1. Diversely obfuscated binaries break signature-based malware detection, which lets malware developers infect as many end-users as possible.

2. Malware developers do not want any of these end-users (i.e. victims of their malware), to be able to reverse engineer the malware binaries and neutralize them.

Hence, benign MATE attackers are often malware analysts working for antivirus companies who want to understand what the malware is doing in order to disarm and remove it. Malware analysts are faced with millions of malware samples per day, which makes manual analysis unscalable. Therefore, they are forced to develop automated attacks which can handle diversely obfuscated code. These automated attacks will then be distributed as updates to the anti-virus engines of all end-users (probably having diverse instances of the malware), in order to stop the malware if it is present or detect it when it is transferred to the end-user’s machine.
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1.3. The Need for Characterizing the Strength of Software Obfuscation

In order to understand the some specific terms which will be used throughout the remainder of this thesis, this section describes the seminal work of Collberg et al. [58, 59], who proposed four dimensions for characterizing the quality of code transformations. These dimensions are:

- *Potency* against human-assisted analysis attacks.
- *Resilience* against automated analysis attacks.
- *Stealth* which refers to the effort of identifying the transformed (part of the) code inside a given program.
- *Cost* of the transformed program compared to the original program, which includes: run-time, memory and file size overhead.

Each of these dimensions can be associated with a discrete scale of values, e.g. low, medium and high. They can also be associated with one or more integer numbers. For instance, cost values are associated with metrics indicating the average or maximum overhead in terms of: run-time, memory usage and file sizes, for a certain set of program executions. However, for the values of potency, resilience and stealth it is not clear which measures to use. Collberg et al. [58] propose using various code complexity metrics for measuring potency, namely: program length [102], cyclomatic complexity [149], nesting complexity [103], data flow complexity [165], fan-in/-out complexity [105], data structure complexity [157], object oriented design metrics [47]. These metrics are believed to be correlated with the difficulty of understanding code for humans, nevertheless, there have been user studies which argued that this correlation is weak [199]. Collberg et al. [59] argue that the degree of stealth strongly depends on the program being transformed, because some transformations may produce stealthy code in some contexts (i.e. where the surrounding code is similar to the obfuscation output) and un-stealthy code in others. Several researchers have discussed possible measures of resilience [124, 7, 143, 155]. Despite the numerous efforts in this area, a recent survey of most of the common obfuscating transformations and deobfuscation attacks indicates that after more than two decades of research, we are still lacking reliable concepts for evaluating the resilience of code obfuscation against attacks [184].

Intuitively, a defender is chiefly interested in a quantifiable expression over his/her program and all attackers, saying that attacking a particular obfuscation transformation is bounded below by a certain work-factor. However, we believe this to be a very lofty goal. On the other hand, an attacker is mainly interested in developing an attack which outperforms any prior known attacks, especially if these attacks are not efficient in the attacker’s context. We believe that these two perspectives complement each other. Therefore, we propose a model for quantifying obfuscation resilience by stipulating a – possibly hypothetical,
unknown, non-computable – lower bound. This reflects the perspective of the defender’s interests. In practice, we are confined to providing single data points; their values define upper bounds for the lower bounds. These are interesting if a defender can conclude that even though s/he may not know the lower bound, available data already suggests that the obfuscation mechanism is too weak, assuming the best known attackers, according to today’s knowledge.

1.4. Goal

The overarching goal of this thesis is to provide a framework for the quantitative characterization of the resilience of software code obfuscation transformations w.r.t. automated MATE attacks. This framework will aid the decision making process of an obfuscating party regarding which obfuscation transformations to employ for different scenarios involving automated attacks. Moreover, this framework will also guide the development of new obfuscation transformations to help defend against automate MATE attacks.

1.5. Problem Statement and Research Questions

Since there exist multiple obfuscation transformations and multiple automated MATE attacks, it is unclear how to quantify the effect of different obfuscation transformations w.r.t. different attacks. Moreover, it is unclear if cryptographic obfuscation may be of practical use for some scenarios, or which combination of practical code obfuscation techniques to choose when defending against a particular set of MATE attacks. Therefore, the problem addressed in this work is that of characterizing the strength of obfuscated programs against automated MATE attacks. To solve this problem statement and to achieve the goal of this thesis, the following research questions must be answered:

1. What is the overhead of using cryptographic obfuscation? (answered in Chapter 2)
2. What practical code obfuscation transformations have been proposed in the literature? (answered in Chapter 3)
3. How can we characterize the strength of obfuscation transformations using a general model that covers all attacks? (answered in Chapter 4)
4. Are there common (sub-)goals that must be achieved in order for a group of automated MATE attacks to be successful? (answered in Chapter 5)
5. Is there a way to determine an upper limit to the number of obfuscation transformations to apply? (answered in Chapter 5)
6. Which obfuscation transformations hinder automated attacks, by how much and at what cost? (answered in Chapter 5)
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7. How can we determine which code features have the highest impact on different automated MATE attacks? (answered in Chapter 6)

8. How can we build obfuscation transformations that are stronger than current ones? (answered in Chapter 7)

9. What are the state of the art approaches for evaluating or characterizing the strength of obfuscation? (answered in Chapter 8)

1.6. Thesis Statement

This work focuses on answering the research questions from Section 1.5 in order to support the hypothesis that:

All automated MATE attacks involve search problems. The effort needed to solve such search problems can be quantified based on: (1) the attacker goal, (2) the characteristics of the program, which is the object of the attack, (3) the search strategy and (4) the heuristic function employed by attacker.

Elaborating on the hypothesis, the core of this work shows that by formulating automated MATE attacks as search problems, one is able to:

- Determine the program characteristics (e.g. size of program, McCabe cyclomatic complexity \[149\], etc.), which influence the effort of the automated MATE attack (see Chapter 4).

- Choose only those existing obfuscation transformations that affect program characteristics such that the automated MATE attack effort is increased (see Chapter 5).

- Predict the effort (e.g. time) needed to perform an automated MATE attack based on the characteristics of the program (see Chapter 6).

- Develop new obfuscation transformations that change the program characteristics such that the automated MATE attacks are prevented or hampered (see Chapter 7).

All of these previously enumerated results substantiate our thesis.

1.7. Solution

The general challenge of software obfuscation is to find transformations that are both practical and secure against any MATE attacker. In this respect we discuss how secure we can make practical obfuscations and how practical provably secure obfuscations are. However, we restrict the scope of this work to a special class of automated MATE attacks (i.e. attacks which use: symbolic execution, pattern matching, pattern recognition, taint analysis, etc.), because human assisted analysis is highly dependent on factors beyond our
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control (e.g. knowledge, ingenuity, etc.) and relatively more expensive to perform, due to humans which need to be involved to perform attacks.

In this scope we propose a framework which is able to characterize the strength of obfuscation based on the effort of automated MATE attacks. Our framework is instantiated for common state-of-the-art obfuscation transformations and automated attacks based on symbolic execution. We implemented and published obfuscation transformations for which we did not find a freely available implementation. We then performed different case-studies where we obfuscated a set of programs and measured their impact on different attacks w.r.t. the original (unobfuscated) counterparts. The results lead to an intuition as to which obfuscation transformations can withstand which automated attacks given a certain amount of computing resources and time to execute the attack. More importantly, we identify key software features that are able to characterize the strength of obfuscation w.r.t. symbolic execution attacks. To show the importance of these features, we build a model leveraging them, in order to predict the effort needed by automated MATE attacks.

The benefits of our framework do not end with characterizing the strength of obfuscation based on the effort needed by automated MATE attacks. By using the information regarding which software features have a high impact on the attack effort, we are able to develop new obfuscation techniques that increase the effort by leveraging those features.

Since it is not possible to envision attack techniques that are yet to be published or developed, we do not claim that our results provide a lower bound on the resilience of an obfuscation transformation against arbitrary attacks. Instead, we provide an upper bound on the lower bound, i.e. we claim that the best attacker will not be worse than shown by our results. More importantly, we claim that the effort of any automated MATE attack – which is developed after the publication of this thesis – can be characterized using our framework. Therefore, the upper bound on the lower bound must be updated whenever a new attack becomes available.

1.8. Contributions

This thesis makes the following contributions:

- **A framework for characterizing the strength of obfuscation with respect to known automated MATE attacks.** The strength is measured using the effort needed by the best known attack. Using our framework we can formulate all automated MATE attacks as search problems, which facilitates reasoning about how to characterize the effort of the attack.

- **Several instantiations of our framework for various attacker goals and automated attacks.** We present an in-depth study of automated MATE attacks based on symbolic execution. We find that symbolic execution is able to bypass several popular obfuscation transformations with no human assistance. We discuss why different obfuscation transformations have different effects on the time needed to successfully complete a
symbolic execution attack. Moreover, we identify the most important features needed to characterize the strength of obfuscation against such attacks. We use these features to build a regression model which can predict the time needed for an attack, with high accuracy.

- **Implementations of obfuscation transformations that help improve resilience against specific automated attacks.** Based on our findings from the case-study on symbolic execution attacks, we develop two novel obfuscation transformations, which can exponentially increase the effort of such attacks.

Parts of the contributions of this thesis have previously appeared in the following peer-reviewed publications, co-authored by the author of this thesis:

1. **Banescu, S; Collberg, C; Ganesh, V; Newsham, Z; Pretschner, A. Code Obfuscation Against Symbolic Execution Attacks.** In Proceedings of the 32nd Annual Computer Security Applications Conference (ACSAC), 2016. **Best Paper Award.**


In addition to the previously enumerated papers, the author of this thesis has co-authored the following peer-reviewed publications, which tackle relevant problems, related to the topic of this thesis, but are not part of this thesis:

8. **Banescu, S; Ahmadvand, M; Pretschner, A; Shield, R; Hamilton, C. Detecting Patching of Executables without System Calls.** In Proceedings of the 7th ACM Conference on Data and Application Security and Privacy (CODASPY), 2017.


11. Banescu, S; Pretschner, A; Battre, D; Cazzulani, S; Shield, R; Thompson, G. Software-Based Protection against ”Changeware”. In Proceedings of the 5th ACM Conference on Data and Application Security and Privacy (CODASPY), 2015.

1.9. Structure

Chapter 2 provides an overview of theoretical obfuscation constructions and issues that hinder their application in practice. Chapter 3 provides a classification and a survey of obfuscation transformations. Chapter 4 describes our framework for characterizing the strength of obfuscation against automated MATE attacks. Chapter 5 presents a case study where we instantiate the framework for dynamic symbolic execution attacks with the goal of extracting a license key from obfuscated programs. Chapter 6 presents another case study where we aim to extract the most relevant features that characterize the effort of a symbolic execution attack, in order to build prediction models to estimate the time needed for such attacks. Chapter 7 presents novel obfuscation techniques to hinder symbolic execution attacks. Chapter 8 presents related work. Chapter 9 presents conclusions, insights and future work.
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This chapter presents a brief overview of cryptographic obfuscation and why it is currently far from being practical. Parts of this chapter have previously appeared in a peer-reviewed publication [14], co-authored by the author of this thesis.

The first formal study of obfuscation was published in 2001 by Barak et al. [26]. They proposed that an ideal obfuscator should be able to take any program and transform it into a virtual black box, i.e. a MATE attacker would be able to interact with it in the same manner as with a program running on a remote server, however, the attacker would not be able to learn anything from the program in addition to what can be learned from its input-output behavior. In Section 2.1 we show the formal definition of this ideal (black-box) obfuscator as given in [26], as well as a sketch of the proof that such an obfuscator cannot exist.

Over a decade later, Garg et al. [90] proposed a construction for indistinguishability obfuscation, a different obfuscation notion than black-box obfuscation, which guarantees that the obfuscations of two programs implementing the same functionality are computationally indistinguishable. This was a major breakthrough in cryptography, since a few years earlier it was proven by Goldwasser and Rothblum [97] that indistinguishability obfuscation is the best possible type of obfuscation that can be achieved for all programs. Therefore, we are currently seeing a revival of interest in obfuscation from the cryptographic community, because the construction of Garg et al. [90] may be employed to construct functional encryption, public key encryption, digital signatures, etc. We describe this construction in Section 2.2. Afterwards, we present our own implementation of this construction and its applicability in practice in Section 2.3

2.1. Impossibility of Black-Box Obfuscation

As opposed to practical obfuscation which describes transformations directly on computer programs, cryptographic obfuscation often talks about transformations on boolean circuits, which can be translated to computer programs, however, they are not as expressive as most programing languages used in practice (e.g. boolean circuits do not allow loops such as C/C++, Java, etc.). A boolean circuit $C$ is a directed acyclic graph, where nodes are represented by conjunction, disjunction and/or negation gates with maximum 2 inputs (fan-in-2), which process only boolean values. The inputs of a circuit are all gates with in-degree 0, while the outputs are gates with out-degree 0. If $C$ has $n$ inputs and $x \in \{0, 1\}^n$, then we denote by $C(x) \in \{0, 1\}^m$, the $m$-bit output of $C$ when given input $x$. Therefore, a
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circuit $C$ can be defined as a function $C : \{0,1\}^n \to \{0,1\}^m$. The size of a circuit (denoted $|C|$) is equal to the total number of gates in that circuit. The following sections will also overload the semantics of the vertical bars ($| \cdot |$) operator, which denotes the absolute value when applied to a real number. The depth of a circuit is the length of the longest path from input to output gate, in the circuit. If $S$ is a Probabilistic Polynomial Time Turing Machine (PPT), we denote by $S_C(x)$ the output of $S$ when given input $x$ and oracle access to the circuit $C$. Oracle access is not limited to a single circuit, e.g., $S_{C,D}(x)$ denotes the output of $S$ when given input $x$ and oracle access to both circuits: $C$ and $D$. Finally, note that circuits are also represented using a string of binary digits of a certain maximum size. Therefore, circuits can also be treated as input data of PPTs.

2.1.1. Definition of Black-Box Obfuscation

In this context an obfuscator must satisfy three properties. Firstly it must preserve the input-output behavior of its input program. Secondly, it must not induce more than a polynomial overhead. Finally, a PPT attacker must not able to compute any predicate (property) of the original program from the obfuscated program, which property the attacker could not compute given only oracle access to that original program. These properties are formally described in the following definition.

**Definition 2.1. (Circuit Obfuscator [26])** A probabilistic algorithm $O$ is a circuit obfuscator if the following conditions hold:

- **(functionality)** For every circuit $C$, the string $O(C)$ describes a circuit that computes the same function as $C$.

- **(polynomial slowdown)** The description length and running time of $O(C)$ are at most polynomially larger than that of $C$. That is, there is a polynomial $p$ such that for every circuit $C$, $|O(C)| \leq p(|C|)$.

- **(virtual black box property)** For any PPT $A$, there is a PPT $S$ and a negligible function $\alpha$ such that for all circuits $C$

$$\left | \Pr[A(O(C)) = 1] - \Pr[S^{C}(1^{\lceil |C| \rceil}) = 1] \right | \leq \alpha(|C|).$$

We say that $O$ is efficient if it runs in polynomial time.

2.1.2. Sketch of Impossibility Proof

Barak et al. [26] state in a theorem that such an obfuscator does not exist for all circuits (programs). However, note that the theorem does not say that it is impossible to build a black-box obfuscator for a particular set of circuits (programs). Moreover, the virtual black-box property is not always necessary in practice. Therefore, this impossibility result has not discouraged other researchers looking into practical obfuscation transformations.
The proof of the previous theorem is based on a counter example. In this section we do not provide the entire proof, instead, we only show the counter example to give the reader an intuitive understanding of the impossibility result and we refer to the original paper [26] for the full proof.

If a black-box obfuscator exists for all programs, then even if an attacker is given two or more obfuscated programs, s/he should not be able to infer any property about any of these programs by combining them in some way. This statement is defined by Barak et al. [26] as:

**Definition 2.2.** (2-circuit Obfuscator [26]) A 2-circuit obfuscator is defined in the same way as a circuit obfuscator (see Definition 2.1), except that the “virtual black-box” property is replaced by the following:

- (virtual black-box property) For any PPT $A$, there is a PPT $S$ and a negligible function $\alpha$ such that for all circuits $C, D$

$$\left| \text{Pr}[A(O(C), O(D)) = 1] - \text{Pr}[S^{C,D}(1^{|C|+|D|}) = 1] \right| \leq \alpha(\min\{|C|, |D|\})$$

Barak et al. [26] show that 2 circuits can be merged into one. Hence, after proving that 2-circuit obfuscators do not exist for all programs, it is straightforward to prove that circuit obfuscators do not exist as well. Here we will only show the proof that 2-circuit obfuscators do not exist for all programs. The essence of the proof is that there is a fundamental difference between having oracle access to a function and having a program that computes that function. If a function is (exactly) learnable via a polynomial number $p(k)$ of queries to the oracle, then this difference is insignificant. Therefore, the proof assumes the existence of one-way functions which are unlearnable by a PPT attacker via queries to an oracle, e.g.:

$$C_{\alpha,\beta}(x) = \begin{cases} \beta & \text{if } x = \alpha \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$

The second circuit $D_{\alpha,\beta}$ that will be obfuscated is a point function, which interprets its input as a function ($C$), and distinguishes whether this function outputs a particular value ($\beta$) when given a particular input ($\alpha$), i.e.:

$$D_{\alpha,\beta}(C) = \begin{cases} 1 & C(\alpha) = \beta \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$

The MATE attacker is a PPT $A$, which given two circuits as arguments, simply applies the second argument on the first argument, i.e. $A(C, D) = D(C)$. Hence, if $C_{\alpha,\beta}$ and $D_{\alpha,\beta}$ can be represented with $\Theta(k)$ bits of information, then for any $\alpha, \beta \in \{0, 1\}^k$,

$$\text{Pr}[A(O(C_{\alpha,\beta}, O(D_{\alpha,\beta}) = 1] = 1$$

(2.1)
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On the other hand, a PPT attacker $S$, with only oracle access to $C_{\alpha,\beta}$ and $D_{\alpha,\beta}$ will only have a probability of $2^{-\Omega(k)}$ of guessing an input that will cause either of the two oracles to produce an output different from 0, i.e.:

$$\left| \Pr[S^{C_{\alpha,\beta},D_{\alpha,\beta}}(1^k) = 1] - \Pr[S^{Z_k,D_{\alpha,\beta}}(1^k) = 1] \right| \leq 2^{-\Omega(k)}, \quad (2.2)$$

where $Z_k$ is a circuit which outputs zero for all inputs. However, from the definition of the MATE attacker $A$ we have:

$$\Pr[A(O(Z_k),O(D_{\alpha,\beta})) = 1] = 0 \quad (2.3)$$

Equations 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 show that there does not exist a 2-circuit obfuscator for all programs, because there exists a class of functions for which the virtual black-box property does not hold.

Note that this proof has focused on an adversary which aims to compute any 1-bit predicate (property) of a program. In Barak et al. [26], we also find a more general type of adversary, than the one who wants to compute a property of the program. This adversary’s goal is to generate an output distribution given only oracle access to $P$, which is computationally distinguishable from anything s/he can compute given $O(P)$. This type of adversary is the focus of indistinguishability obfuscation, which we discuss in Section 2.2.

2.2. Indistinguishability Obfuscation

This section presents the definition and candidate indistinguishability obfuscation construction developed by Garg et al. [90] applied to boolean circuits in $\text{NC}^1$ [8], preceded by the concepts needed to understand this construction.

An indistinguishability obfuscator must satisfy two properties: (1) it must preserve the input-output behavior of the unobfuscated circuit and (2) given two circuits $C_0, C_1 \in C_\lambda$ and their obfuscated counterparts $iO(\lambda,C_0), iO(\lambda,C_1)$, a PPT adversary will not be able to distinguish which obfuscated circuit originates from which original circuit with significant probability (the advantage of the adversary is bounded by a negligible function of the security parameter $\lambda$). This definition is formally specified by Garg et al. [90] in the following definition.

**Definition 2.3.** (Indistinguishability Obfuscator ($iO$) [90]) A uniform PPT $iO$ is called an indistinguishability obfuscator for a circuit class $\{C_\lambda\}$ if the following conditions are satisfied:

- For all security parameters $\lambda \in \mathbb{N}$, for all $C \in C_\lambda$, for all inputs $x$, we have that
  $$\Pr[iO(\lambda,C)(x) = C(x)] = 1$$

- For any PPT distinguisher $D$, there exists a negligible function $\alpha$ such that the following holds: For all security parameters $\lambda \in \mathbb{N}$, for all pairs of circuits $C_0, C_1 \in C_\lambda$, we have that if $C_0(x) = C_1(x)$ for all inputs $x$, then
  $$|\Pr[D(iO(\lambda,C_0)) = 1] - \Pr[D(iO(\lambda,C_1)) = 1]| \leq \alpha(\lambda)$$
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Figure 2.1.: Boolean circuit and its corresponding Branching Program (BP).

The previous definition does not indicate how to construct $iO$. In the following we present the mathematical building blocks needed for the candidate construction proposed by Garg et al. [90].

2.2.1. Branching Programs

Even though at an abstract level $iO$ applies to boolean circuits, in the candidate construction proposed by Garg et al. [90] all circuits are transformed into Branching Programs (BPs). A BP – also called a Binary Decision Diagram (BDD) – is a rooted, connected, directed, acyclic graph, which is used to compute a boolean function. A BP has two types of nodes, namely decision nodes with out-degree equal to two and terminal nodes with out-degree equal to zero. All decision nodes are associated with exactly one input variable – representing an input of the circuit – and the two outgoing arcs represent logical values 0 and 1 assigned to the input associated to that node. All terminal nodes are of two types, namely logical 0 or 1, representing the output value of the circuit. Figure 2.1b shows an example of a BP corresponding to the simple circuit from Figure 2.1a, which computes the following boolean function: $f(x, y, z) = x \land (y \lor z)$. A layer of a BP is defined as the set of non-terminal nodes with the same distance from the root node. All nodes in the same layer are associated with the same input variable. The BP in Figure 2.1b has three layers corresponding to input variables $x$, $y$ and $z$. The length of the BP is equal to its number of layers.

In [90], each layer $i$ of a BP is encoded as two square permutation matrices of size $m$, i.e. $A_{i,0}, A_{i,1} \in \{0, 1\}^{m \times m}$. The two permutation matrices correspond to the logical values 0 and 1, that may be assigned to the input variable associated to layer $i$. The result of such a BP is computed by choosing one of the two permutation matrices corresponding to the logical value assigned to the input variable associated to each layer. These matrices are then multiplied and the result is compared with two pre-computed permutation matrices, corresponding to the two terminal nodes 0 and 1, i.e. $A_0, A_1 \in \{0, 1\}^{m \times m}$. This encoding of a BP is called an oblivious linear branching program and is formally defined subsequently.
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Definition 2.4. (Oblivious Linear Branching Program [90]) Let $A_0, A_1 \in \{0, 1\}^{m \times m}$ be two distinct arbitrarily chosen permutation matrices. An $(A_0, A_1)$ oblivious BP of length $n$ for circuits with $\ell$-bit inputs, is a sequence of instructions $BP = ((inp(i), A_{i,0}, A_{i,1}))_{i=1}^{n}$, where $A_{i,b} \in \{0, 1\}^{m \times m}$, and $inp : \{1, n\} \rightarrow \{1, \ell\}$ is a mapping from BP instruction index to circuit input bit index. The function computed by the BP is

$$f_{BP,A_0,A_1}(x) = \begin{cases} 0 & \text{if } \prod_{i=1}^{n} A_i x_{inp(i)} = A_0 \\ 1 & \text{if } \prod_{i=1}^{n} A_i x_{inp(i)} = A_1 \\ \text{undef} & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$

The transformation from a circuit to an oblivious linear branching program (hereafter simply BP) is made possible by Barrington’s theorem [29], which states that any fan-in-2, depth-$d$ boolean circuit (i.e. all circuits from class $\text{NC}^1$ [8]) can be transformed into a BP of length at most $4^d$ using only permutation matrices of size $5 \times 5$, that computes the same function as the circuit.

2.2.2. Universal Circuits and Kilian’s Protocol

The family of circuits $C_\lambda$ is characterized by $\ell$ inputs, $\lambda$ gates, $O(\log \lambda)$ depth and one output. $C_\lambda$ has a corresponding polynomial-sized Universal Circuit (UC), which is a function $U_\lambda : \{0, 1\}^f(\lambda) \times \{0, 1\}^\ell \rightarrow \{0, 1\}$, where $f(\lambda)$ is some function of $\lambda$. $U_\lambda$ can encode all circuits in $C_\lambda$, i.e. $\forall C \in C_\lambda, \forall z \in \{0, 1\}^\ell, \exists C_b \in \{0, 1\}^{f(\lambda)} : U_\lambda(C_b, z) = C(z)$. It is important to note that the input of $U_\lambda$ is a $f(\lambda) + \ell$ bit string and that by fixing any $f(\lambda)$ bits, one obtains a circuit in $C_\lambda$.

UCs are part of the candidate $iO$ construction, because they enable running Kilian’s protocol [128], which allows two parties ($V$ and $E$), to evaluate any NC$^1$ circuit (e.g. $U_\lambda$) on their joint input $\lambda = (x,y)$, without disclosing their inputs to each other, where $x, y$ are the inputs of $V$, respectively $E$. This is achieved by transforming the circuit into a BP, $BP = ((inp(i), A_{i,0}, A_{i,1}))_{i=1}^{n}$ by applying Barrington’s theorem [29]. Subsequently, $V$ chooses $n$ random invertible matrices $\{R_i\}_{i=1}^{n}$ over $\mathbb{Z}_p$, computes their inverses and creates a new Randomized Branching Program (RBP), $RBP = ((inp(i), \tilde{A}_{i,0}, \tilde{A}_{i,1}))_{i=1}^{n}$, where $\tilde{A}_{i,b} = R_{i-1} A_{i,b} R_i^{-1}$ for all $i \in \{1, n\}, b \in \{0, 1\}$ and $R_0 = R_n$. It can be shown that $RBP$ and $BP$ compute the same function. Subsequently, $V$ sends $E$ only the matrices corresponding to her part of the input $\{\tilde{A}_{i,b} : i \in \{1, n\}, inp(i) < |x|\}$ and $E$ only gets the matrices corresponding to one specific input via oblivious transfer. $E$ can now compute the result of $RBP$ without finding out $V$’s input. Kilian’s protocol is related to the notion of program obfuscation, if we think of $V$ as a software vendor who wants to hide (obfuscate) a program that is going to be distributed to end-users ($E$). However, Kilian’s protocol [128] is modified in [90], by sending all matrices corresponding to any input of $E$, which allows $E$ to run the RBP with more that one input. This modified version is vulnerable to partial evaluation attacks, mixed input attacks and also non-multilinear attacks, which extract information about the secret input of $V$. 
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To prevent partial evaluation attacks Garg et al. [90] transform the $5 \times 5$ matrices of $BP$ into higher order matrices, having dimension $2m + 5$, where $m = 2n + 5$ and $n$ is the length of $BP$. Subsequently, they add 2 bookend vectors of size $2m + 5$ in order to neutralize the multiplication with the random entries in the higher order matrices. To prevent mixed input attacks a multiplicative bundling technique is used, which leads to an encoded output of $BP$. To decode the output of the $BP$ an additional BP of equal length with $BP$, which computes the constant 1 function, is generated and the same multiplicative bundling technique is applied to it. Subtracting the results of the two BPs executed on the same inputs, will decode the output of $BP$. To prevent non-multilinear attacks, the candidate construction of Garg et al. [90] employs the Multi-linear Jigsaw Puzzle (MJP).

2.2.3. Multilinear Jigsaw Puzzle (MJP)

An overview of MJP is illustrated in Figure 2.2 and consists of two entities, i.e. the Jigsaw Generator (JGen) and the Jigsaw Verifier (JVer). The JGen is part of the circuit obfuscator. It takes as input a security parameter ($\lambda$), a UC ($U_{\lambda}$) and the number of input bits ($\ell$) of any circuit simulated by $U_{\lambda}$. JGen first applies Barrington’s theorem [29] to transform $U_{\lambda}$ into a Universal Branching Program (UBP), $UBP$ of length $n$. Subsequently, the Instance Generator takes $\lambda$ and the multilinearity parameter ($k = n + 2$) as inputs and outputs a prime number $p$ and a set of public system parameters (including a large random prime $q$ and a small random polynomial $g \in \mathbb{Z}[X]/(X^m + 1)$). Afterwards, $UBP$ is transformed into a RBP by: (1) transforming the BP matrices into higher order matrices, (2) applying multiplicative
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bundling and (3) the first step of Kilian’s protocol. The output of JGen is a set of public system parameters and the randomized UBP \( (\mathcal{RND}(UBP_\lambda)) \) with all matrices encoded by the Encoder component.

The output of JGen can be used to obfuscate a circuit \( C \in C_\lambda \) by fixing a part of the inputs (garbling) of \( \mathcal{RND}(UBP_\lambda) \) such that it encodes \( C \) for all \( z \in \{0, 1\}^\ell \). Garbling is done by discarding the matrices of \( \mathcal{RND}(UBP_\lambda) \) which correspond to values not chosen for the fixed input bits. The result of this step is \( iO(\lambda, C) \), the candidate of Garg et al. [90]. It is sent to an untrusted party which evaluates it by fixing the rest of its inputs and providing it as input to the JVer. The JVer outputs 1 if the evaluation of \( iO(\lambda, C) \) is successful and 0, otherwise.

2.3. Applicability in Practical Scenarios

Although the proposers of indistinguishability obfuscation acknowledge that their construction is not practical as of today [75], concrete details had not been published at the time that the author of this thesis co-authored [14]. The motivation of [14] was thus to better understand how far the candidate construction is from being used in real applications. To do so, we prototypically implemented the algorithm described in [90] and benchmarked its space and time performance depending on various parameters. Details are presented in the following.

2.3.1. Implementation

Our proof-of-concept implementation was done in Python, leveraging the SAGE computer algebra system and can be downloaded from the Internet [93]. It consists of the following modules, corresponding to the light blue rectangles from Figure 2.2: (1) building blocks for UC creation, (2) Barrington’s theorem for transforming boolean circuits to BPs, (3) transformation from BP matrices into higher order matrices and applying multiplicative bundling (4) 1st step of Kilian’s protocol for creating RBPs from BPs, (5) instance generator for MJP, (6) encoder for MJP, (7) circuit encoder into input for UC, (8) partial input fixer for RBPs, and (9) zero testing of jigsaw verifier.

Technical challenges faced Although commonly used in the literature, we could not find a readily available implementation of Universal Circuits (UC) that was easily adaptable to our setting. Therefore we decided to implement our own UC component, following the less performant algorithm of [182]. For the sake of performance, this component can be improved by following for instance the more performant (but more complex) algorithm suggested in [182] or [210].

Challenges interpreting [90] We also faced some challenges while interpreting the candidate construction description, in particular their suggested encoding function. For instance it was difficult to come up with concrete values for some parameters, since the relation
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between them is given using the big $O$ notation. On the other hand, the Encoder function requires to reduce an element $a \in \mathbb{Z}_p$ modulo a polynomial $g$ of degree $\geq 1$. We could not think of a better canonical representative for this reduction than $a$ itself, which makes us believe that either the modulo reduction is redundant or Garg et al. [90] had another canonical representative in mind (a polynomial) which is unclear how to compute.

**Summary of current status** Currently, our implementation can perform most steps of the candidate construction, with the exception of the zero test. We believe this is a result of an incorrect choice of the canonical representative of $a$ modulo $g$ or/and of the concrete parameters as discussed above. We have raised these issues in popular mathematics and cryptography forums and contacted Garg et al. [90] for clarification with no success at the moment of elaborating this document. However, note from Figure 2.2 that the improper functioning of the zero test does not affect the results of benchmarking the Circuit Obfuscator presented in the next section, because it is part of the Jigsaw Verifier.

### 2.3.2. Benchmarking

We executed our experiments on a machine with average hardware, i.e. four 2.6 GHz cores and 64 GBs of memory. The first experiment aims to investigate the resources required to obfuscate a circuit consisting only of AND gates as a function of its number of inputs and gates. As illustrated in Figure 2.2 the first step of obfuscation consists of generating the UC, corresponding to the first step of our experiment. The number of circuit inputs were varied between 2 and 4, while the number of gates between 1 and 10. The recorded outputs are shown in Figure 2.3 and consist of the: number of gates, memory usage, output file and generation time needed for the UC. Observe that increasing the number of inputs causes a linear increase in each measured output of the experiment, while increasing the number of gates causes an exponential increase. The memory usage is around one order of magnitude higher than the file size due to the compression algorithm we use to store UCs.
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The second step of our experiment consisted of transforming the previously generated UCs into BPs using our implementation of Barrington’s theorem [29]. However, it was infeasible to transform all the previously generated UCs because of the fast polynomial increase in memory usage and file size, illustrated in Figure 2.4. We estimated the size of generating a BP for a UC which encodes a circuit by applying following recursive formula (corresponding to our implementation), to the output gate of a UC:

\[
 l(gate) = \begin{cases} 
 1 & \text{if type}(gate) = \text{Input} \\
 l(gate.\text{input}) & \text{if type}(gate) = \text{NOT} \\
 2l(gate.\text{input1}) + 2l(gate.\text{input2}) & \text{if type}(gate) = \text{AND} 
\end{cases}
\]

The estimated memory usage of a universal BP which encodes 4 inputs and 6 gates, corresponding to the largest UC we show in Figure 2.3, is over 4.47 Peta Bytes, which is infeasible to generate on our machine.

The third step of our experiment was to transform the BPs generated previously into RBPs by transforming the BP matrices into higher order matrices, applying multiplicative bundling and the first step of Kilian’s protocol [128]. The results of this experiment are shown in Figure 2.5. Additionally to the number of inputs and gates, in this experiment we also have the matrix dimension increase \((m)\) and the choice of the prime \((p)\) corresponding to \(\mathbb{Z}_p\) in which Kilian’s protocol operates. The choice of \(m\) influences both the generation time and the file size polynomially. Observe that the memory usage remains constant for different values of \(m\). This is due to compatibility issues between SAGE and our memory profiler. However, we observed that the actual memory usage is still one order of magnitude higher than the file size. On the one hand, \(p\) influences the generation time linearly. On the other hand, the memory usage and file size are affected only if the data type width (range) of \(p\) grows, e.g. from a byte to an integer. Note that, the memory usage is not shown in Figure 2.5 since it could not be measured reliably due to technical limitations of our memory profiler. We estimate that the memory usage is approximately one order of magnitude higher than the file size.

![Figure 2.4: Generation of BPs (X-axis: no. inputs (ℓ), no. gates of input circuit (λ))](image)
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2.4. Summary

In this section we have presented a non-trivial upper bound on the size and performance of the obfuscated versions of small circuits. To give an idea about the practicality of this construction, consider a 2-bit multiplication circuit. It requires 4 inputs and between 1 and 8 AND gates for each of its 4 output bits. An obfuscation would be generated in about $10^{27}$ years on a 2.6 GHz CPU and would require 20 Zetta Bytes of memory for $m = 1$ and $p = 1049$. Executing this circuit on the same CPU would take $1.3 \times 10^8$ years. This clearly indicates that for the time being the candidate construction is highly unpractical.

However, this upper bound can still be tightened (perhaps even dramatically) by improving upon our preliminary implementation. In particular, there exist better algorithms for the generation of UCs, which directly affect the size of the obfuscation [182, 210]. There is an inherent limitation for this improvement due to the fact that the output of gates in UCs are reused by other gates, which causes duplication of matrices in BPs when using Barrington’s theorem [29]. Therefore, one improvement is to avoid using Barrington’s theorem as suggested by Ananth et al. [4]. On the other hand, we have only implemented the construction for $\text{NC}^1$ circuits: the candidate construction includes an extension to cope with bigger circuit classes, that includes the use of fully homomorphic encryption. As research advances towards practical fully homomorphic encryption, we expect our open implementation of the candidate indistinguishability obfuscation algorithm to foster improvements by the community.
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This chapter presents an overview of obfuscation and software diversity transformations employed in practice. It also describes challenges of building practical obfuscators. Parts of this chapter have also appeared in a publication [22], co-authored by the author of this thesis.

A practical obfuscator is in essence a compiler that takes a program as input, and outputs a functionally equivalent program, which is harder to understand and analyze than the input program. The meaning of the phrases “functionally equivalent” and “harder to understand and analyze” are different in practice than in theory (see Chapter 2) and this difference will be discussed in this chapter. For instance, some classical compiler optimizations are also considered obfuscation transformations, because in order to make the code more efficient, such optimizations may replace control-flow abstractions that are easy to understand by developers (e.g. loops), with other constructs which are less straightforward (e.g. goto statements).

One of the first works which proposed practical code (obfuscation) transformations for the purpose of software diversity, was published by Cohen in 1993 [53]. In his work, Cohen describes the ultimate attack (which is equivalent to the MATE attacker we described in Chapter 1), and the ultimate defense in this context, which can be done by increasing the complexity of the attack by means of code (obfuscation) transformations, trusted hardware or a combination of the two. Cohen also proposes a set of thirteen code transformations, which he suggests should be mixed according to the application and the security goals of the software developer. The work of Cohen has been extended by numerous authors. Some authors have focused on obfuscation [58, 184], others on software diversity [134, 31], however, it is clear that by employing (different) obfuscation transformations on the same input program we can obtain a multitude of diverse software instances.

3.1. Practical Challenges of Code Transformations

This chapter provides a conceptual overview of code transformations and does not focus on any particular implementation. Nevertheless, it is important to also keep implementation challenges in mind when talking about code transformations. Therefore, here we give an indication of one of the most important challenges facing obfuscation implementations in practice, i.e. correctness.
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As stated in the informal definition of obfuscation, at the beginning of this chapter: obfuscators are a type of compilers. Therefore, similarly to compilers, obfuscators may introduce bugs, i.e. change the IO behavior (functionality) of their input program [106]. Since such a change in functionality is undesirable, several researchers have tackled this problem in the field of compilers. One approach for solving this issue is to build a formally verified compiler [136]. Nonetheless, such a task is, for the time being, time consuming and resource intensive for practical compiler developers.

Another approach for solving the previous issue is to directly test if the output of the compiler (obfuscator) is functionally equivalent to its input. However, from Rice’s theorem we know that this problem is in general undecidable. Nevertheless, there are works [118, 192, 82], which employ equivalence checking heuristics on logic circuits or programs that can be clearly mapped onto logic circuits. Conversely, Holling et al. [109] have proposed an automatic tool for testing non-equivalence of programs, i.e. given a certain time budget the tool performs a symbolic analysis on the input and output programs and tries to find inputs for which outputs do not match. This is less expensive to perform than equivalence checking, nonetheless, it has issues with scalability as well.

The most scalable and successful approach for solving the previous issue is to directly test compilers for bugs. Random testing has been applied to many compilers for over 50 years with relatively high levels of success [34]. Yang et al. [229] employed random differential testing [151], i.e. randomly generating C programs and comparing the outputs of several compilers, e.g. different versions of the GNU C Compiler (GCC) and Low Level Virtual Machine (LLVM) compilers. They found more than 300 previously unknown bugs.

3.2. Classification of Code Obfuscation and Diversity Transformations

Several surveys and taxonomies for software obfuscation and diversity have been proposed in the literature [58, 13, 147, 134, 31, 184]. This section describes the most common classification dimensions presented in those works. The following sections present the actual transformations based on these dimensions.

3.2.1. Abstraction Level of Transformations

One common dimension of code transformations is the level of abstraction at which these transformations have a noticeable effect, i.e. source code, intermediate representation and binary machine code. Such a distinction is relevant for usability purposes, e.g. a JavaScript developer will mostly be interested in source code level transformations and a C developer will mainly be interested in binary level. However, none of the previously mentioned taxonomies and surveys classify transformations according to the abstraction level. This is due to the fact that some obfuscation transformations have an effect at multiple abstraction levels.
Moreover, it is common for papers to focus only on a specific abstraction level, disregarding transformations at other levels.

### 3.2.2. Time of Transformations

The time point at which a transformation can be applied is a classification dimension proposed by Larsen et al. [134]. The possible times when a transformation can be employed are: implementation, compilation & linking, installation, loading, execution and update. This dimension is related to the abstraction level of transformations, from Section 3.2.1, because implementation time is always associated with the source code level of abstraction and compilation & linking is always associated with intermediate representation. However, it is not completely overlapping, e.g. Java bytecode is an intermediate representation which can be transformed also after compilation & linking. Applying code transformations earlier in the development or distribution stage may or may not provide a higher level of security [140]. Moreover, it may also be more costly for the developer to do so [53, 87, 23].

### 3.2.3. Unit of Transformations

Larsen et al. [134] proposed classifying transformations according to the of granularity at which they are applied. Therefore they propose the following levels of granularity:

- **Instruction level** transformations are applied to individual instructions or sequences of instructions. Larsen et al. [134] assume the intermediate representation level of abstraction. However, this unit of transformation can be translated easily to binary machine code. Also at source code level we can consider a code statement as one or more instructions.

- **Basic block level** transformations affect the position of one or more basic blocks. Basic blocks are a list of sequential instructions that have a single entry point and end in a branch instruction.

- **Loop level** transformations alter the familiar loop constructs added by developers.

- **Function level** transformations affect several instructions and basic blocks of a particular subroutine. Moreover, they may also affect the stack and heap memory corresponding to the function.

- **Program level** transformations affect several functions inside an application. However, they also affect the data segments of the program and the memory allocated by that program.

- **System level** transformations target the operating system or the runtime environment and they affect how other programs interact with them.
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The unit of transformation is important in practice because developers can choose the appropriate level of granularity according to the asset they must protect. For example, loop level transformations are not appropriate for hiding data, but they are appropriate for hiding algorithms. However, the same problem, as for the previous classification dimensions, arises for the unit of transformation, namely the same obfuscation transformation may be applicable to different units of transformation.

3.2.4. Dynamics of Transformations

Another classification dimension which is related to the time of transformation from Section 3.2.2, is the dynamics of transformation used by Schrittwieser et al. [184]. The dynamics of transformation indicate whether a transformation is applied to the program or its data statically or dynamically. Static transformations are applied once during: implementation, compilation & linking, installation or update, i.e. the program and its data does not change during execution. Dynamic transformations are applied at the same time points as static transformations, however, the program or its data also change during loading or execution. Even though dynamic code transformations are generally considered stronger against MATE attacks than static ones, they require the code pages to be both writable and executable. This opens the door for remote attacks (e.g. code injection attacks [203]), which are more dangerous for end-users than MATE attacks. Moreover, dynamic transformations generally have a higher performance overhead than static transformations, because code has to first be written (generated or modified) and then executed. Therefore, on the one hand, many benign software developers avoid dynamic transformations entirely. On the other hand, dynamic transformations are heavily used by malware developers.

3.2.5. Target of Transformations

The most common dimension for classifying obfuscation transformations is according to the target of transformations. This dimension was first proposed by Collberg et al. [58], who indicated four main categories: layout, data, control and preventive transformations. In a later publication Collberg and Nagra [57] refined these categories into four broad classes: abstraction, data, control and dynamic transformations. Since the last class of Collberg and Nagra [57] (i.e. dynamic transformations), overlaps with the dynamics of transformation dimension, described in Section 3.2.4, we will use a simplification of these two proposals where we remove the dynamic transformations class and merge the abstraction, layout and control classes. Therefore, the remaining transformation targets are:

- **Data transformations**, which change the representation and location of constant values (e.g. numbers, strings, keys, etc.) hard-coded in an application, as well as variable memory values used by the application.

- **Code transformations**, which transform the high-level abstractions (e.g. data structures, variable names, indentation, etc.) as well as the algorithm and control-flow of the
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Possible values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abstraction level</td>
<td>Source code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intermediate representation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Binary machine code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Implementation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Compilation &amp; linking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Installation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Loading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Execution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Update</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit</td>
<td>Instruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Basic block</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Loop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamics</td>
<td>Static</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dynamic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target</td>
<td>Data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Code</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1.: Classification dimensions for obfuscation transformations.

This dimension is important for practitioners, because it indicates the goal of the defender, i.e. whether the defender wants to protect data or code. Note that obfuscation transformations which target data may also affect the layout of the code and its control-flow, however, their target is hiding data, not code. In practice data transformations are often used in combination with code transformations, to improve the potency and resilience of the program against MATE attacks.

3.2.6. Summary of Obfuscation Transformation Classification

Table 3.1 provides a summary of the classification dimensions described above along with the possible discrete values that each dimension can take. In the next section we choose to present a survey of obfuscation transformations classified according to their target of transformation, because it entails a clear partition of transformations.
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3.3. Survey of Obfuscation and Diversity Transformations

The following presents a state of the art survey of practical obfuscation transformation techniques, grouped according to their target of transformation, namely data and code.

3.3.1. Data Transformations

Data transformations can be divided into two subcategories, namely constant data and variable data transformations. In the following we first present an overview of constant data transformations, followed by an overview of variable data transformations.

Constant Data Transformations

Transformations in this category affect static (hard-coded) values. Abstractly, such transformations are encoding functions which take one or more constant data items \( i \) (e.g. byte arrays, integer variables, etc.), and convert them into one or more data items \( i' = f(i) \). This means that any value assigned to, compared to and based on \( i \) is also changed according to the new encoding. There will be a trade-off between resilience and potency on one hand, and cost on the other, because all operations performed on \( i \) require computing \( f^{-1}(i) \), unless \( f \) is homomorphic w.r.t. those operations.

Opaque predicates  
Collberg et al. [58] introduce the notion of opaque predicates. The truth value of these opaque predicates is invariant w.r.t. the value of the variables which comprise it, i.e. opaque predicates have a value which is fixed by the obfuscator e.g. the predicate \( x^2 + x \equiv 0 \pmod{2} \) is always true. However, this property is hard for the attacker to deduce statically. Collberg et al. [58] also present an application of opaque predicates, which is called extending loop condition. This is done by adding an opaque predicate to loop conditions, which does not change the value of the loop condition, but makes it harder for an attacker to understand when the loop terminates.

![Figure 3.1: Opaque expressions based on linked lists.](image-url)
Opaque predicates can be created based on mathematical formulas which are hard to solve statically, but they can also be built using any other problem which is difficult to compute statically, e.g. aliasing. Aliasing is represented by a state of a program where a certain memory location is referenced by multiple symbols (e.g. variables) in the program. Several works in the literature show that pointer alias analysis (i.e. deciding at any given point during execution, which symbols may alias a certain memory location), is undecidable [133, 176, 111]. Therefore, Collberg et al. [58] propose to leverage this undecidability result to build opaque predicates using pointers in linked lists. For instance, consider the linked list illustrated in the top-left part of Figure 3.1. This circular list consists of four elements and it has two pointers (i.e. $q_1$ and $q_2$) referencing its elements. After performing three list operations, i.e. inserting another list element, splitting the list in two parts and then moving the pointer $q_2$ one element forward, the obfuscator knows that the element referenced by $q_1$ is higher than the element referenced by $q_2$. However, this relation is hard to determine using static analysis techniques, therefore $q_1 > q_2$ represents an opaque predicate, which is always true. Wang et al. [216] employ such opaque expressions to hide code pointer values, hence, obfuscating control flow via data obfuscation.

One extension of opaque predicates was made by Palsberg et al. [166], who propose dynamic opaque predicates which change their truth values between different runs of the program. A further extension appeared in the work of Majumdar and Thomborson [144], who proposed distributed opaque predicates which change their truth values during the same execution of a program, depending on the location in code, where they are evaluated.

**Convert static data to procedural data (a.k.a. Encode Literals)** A simple way of obfuscating a hard-coded constant is to convert it into a function (program) that produces the constant at runtime [58]. This transformation implies choosing an invertible function (program) $f$, feeding the constant to $f$ as input and storing the output. During runtime the inverse of that function, i.e. $f^{-1}$ is applied to the output of $f$ which was stored somewhere in the program. Obfuscating a hard-coded constant value (e.g. 5), by using simple encoding functions (e.g. $f(i) = a \cdot i + b$), leads to small execution overheads. However, since $i$ is a constant, such functions can also be deobfuscated using compiler optimizations such as constant folding [12]. Therefore, another way of hiding constants is to build expressions dependent on external variables (e.g. user input). For instance, opaque expressions – similar to opaque predicates except that their value is non-Boolean – always have a certain fixed value.

**Listing 3.1: Code before Encode Literals**
```c
1 int main(int ac, char* av[]) {
2     int a = 1;
3     // do stuff
4     return 0;
5 }
```

**Listing 3.2: Code after Encode Literals**
```c
1 int main(int ac, char* av[]) {
2     double s = sin(atof(av[1]));
3     double c = cos(atof(av[1]));
4     int a = (int) (s * s + c * c);
5     // do stuff
6     return 0;
7 }
```
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Listing 3.3: Hiding the value of \( k = 0x876554321 \) using Mixed Boolean-Arithmetic.

```c
int main(int argc, char* argv[])
{ // compiled on a 32-bit architecture
    int x = atoi(argv[1]);
    int x1 = atoi(argv[2]);
    int x2 = atoi(argv[3]);

    int a = x * (x1 | 3749240069);
    int b = x * ((-2*x1 - 1) | 3203512843);
    int d = ((235810187 *x+281909696- x2) ˆ (2424056794+x2));
    int e = ((3823346922 *x+3731147903+2*x2) | (3741821003 + 4294967294*x2));

    int k = 135832444 *d +4159134852*e+272908530*a+409362795*x+136454265*b+2284837645 +
        415760384*a+b*+ 2814675136+a*d+1478492160+a+e+3325165568+b+b+2771124224+b*x +
        1247281152*a*x+1408237568*b+d+2886729728+b*e+4156686336*x+x+4224712704*x*d +
        415760384*a+a+70254592*x*e+1428160512*d+d+1438646272*d*e+1428160512*e*e;

    // do stuff
    return 0;
}
```

during program execution, e.g. \( \cos^2(x) + \sin^2(x) \) is always equal to 1, regardless of the value of \( x \). Therefore, the constant value 1 from the C code from Listing 3.1, can be encoded using this opaque expression, which cannot be simplified away by the compiler. The resulting code after this obfuscation is shown in Listing 3.2. This transformation can also be applied to string constants, which can be split into substrings or even single characters, which can be interpreted as integers. At runtime these substrings or characters would be concatenated in the right order to form the original string.

Mixed Boolean-Arithmetic  Zhou et al. [232], propose a data encoding technique called Mixed Boolean-Arithmetic (MBA). MBA encodes data using linear identities involving Boolean and arithmetic operations, together with invertible polynomial functions. The resulting encoding is made dependent on external inputs such that it cannot be deobfuscated using compiler optimization techniques. The following example is taken from [232] and it aims to encode an integer value \( k = 0x87654321 \). The example gives \( k \) as an input to the following second degree polynomial with coefficients in \( \mathbb{Z}/(2^{32}) \):

\[
f(x) = 727318528x^2 + 3506639707x + 6132886 \pmod{2^{32}}.
\]

The output of computing \( f(k) \) is 1704256593. This value can be inverted back to the value of \( k \) during runtime by using the following polynomial:

\[
f^{-1}(x) = 1428291584x^2 + 1257694419x + 4129091678 \pmod{2^{32}}.
\]

Note that Zhou et al. [232] describe how to pick such polynomials and how to compute their inverse. Since the polynomial \( f^{-1}(x) \) does not depend on program inputs and the value of \( f(k) \) is hard-coded in the program, an attacker can retrieve the value of \( k \) by using constant propagation. In order to create a dependency of \( f^{-1}(k) \) on program inputs, the
following Boolean-arithmetic identity is used:

\[ 2y = -2(x \lor (-y - 1)) - ((-2x - 1) \lor (-2y - 1)) - 3. \]

This identity makes the computation of a constant value (i.e. \(2y\)), dependent on a program input value, i.e. \(x\). Note that this relation can be applied multiple times for different program inputs. The resulting Boolean-arithmetic relation is further obfuscated by applying the following identity:

\[ x + y = (x \oplus y) - ((-2x - 1) \lor (-2y - 1)) - 1. \]

Making the computation of \(f^{-1}(k)\) dependent on three 32-bit integer input arguments of the program and applying the second Boolean-arithmetic relation multiple times gives the code in Listing 3.3, which dynamically computes the original value of \(k = 0\times87654321\). Note that in Listing 3.3, variables \(a, b, d\) and \(e\) are input dependent, common subexpressions of the MBA expression of \(k\).

**White-box cryptography** This transformation was pioneered by Chow et al. [49, 50], who proposed the first White-Box Data Encryption Standard (WB-DES), respectively White-Box Advanced Encryption Standard (WB-AES) ciphers in 2002. The goal of White-Box Cryptography (WBC) is the secure storage of secret keys (used by cryptographic ciphers), in software, without hardware keys or trusted entities. Instead of storing the secret key of a cryptographic cipher separately from the actual cipher logic, white-box cryptography embeds the key inside the cipher logic. For instance, for Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) ciphers, the key can be embedded by multiplication with the T-boxes of each encryption round [83]. However, simply embedding the key in the T-boxes of AES is prone to key extraction attacks since the specification of AES is publicly known. Therefore, WB-AES implementations use complex techniques to prevent key extraction attacks, e.g., wide linear encodings [226], perturbations to the cipher equations [37] and dual-ciphers [125].

The idea behind the white-box approach in [50] is to encode the internal AES cipher logic (functions) inside Look-up Tables (LUTs). One extreme and impractical instance of this idea is to encode all plaintext-ciphertext pairs corresponding to an AES cipher with a 128-bit key, as a LUT with \(2^{128}\) entries, where each entry consists of 128-bits. Such a LUT would leak no information about the secret-key but exceed the storage capacity of currently available devices. However, this LUT-based approach also works for transforming internal AES functions (e.g. XOR functions, AddRoundKey, SubBytes and MixColumns [83]) to table lookups, which can be divided such that they have a smaller input and output size. Moreover, LUTs can also be used to encode random invertible bijective functions, which are used to further obfuscate the LUTs representing internal AES functions. This leads to an implementation which is much more compact in terms of storage, in the order of a few megabytes.
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One-way transformations  One-way transformations refer to mapping data values from one domain to another domain (e.g. \( f(i) = i' \)), without needing to perform the inverse mapping \( f^{-1}(i') \) during runtime. This means that \( f \) must be homomorphic w.r.t. the operations performed using \( i \). For instance, a cryptographic hash function such as a Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA), e.g. SHA-256 (denoted \( H \)) may be used as a one-way transformation. \( H \) can map a hard-coded string password \( s \) to a 256-bit value, i.e. \( v = H(s) \). Generally, the only operation performed with a hard-coded password is an equality check with an external user input \( i \). Hence, \( v \) does not need to be mapped back to \( s \) during runtime. Instead, the program can compute \( v' = H(i) \) and verify the equality between the hard-coded value \( v \) and the dynamically computed \( v' \). Since the implementation of \( H \) for cryptographic hash functions, does not disclose the inverse mapping \( H^{-1} \), the MATE attacker is forced to either guess \( s \), or identify the equality comparison and modify it such that it always indicates equality regardless of \( i \). The latter tampering attack can be hampered if the code of the equality check is highly obfuscated, which can be achieved by applying code obfuscation transformations, as presented in Section 3.3.2.

Variable Data Transformations

The transformations in this category modify the representation or structure of variable memory values. The goal of such transformations is to hamper the development of automated MATE attacks, which can assume that a certain variable memory value will always have a certain representation or a certain structure (e.g. an integer array of 100 contiguous elements). If such assumptions hold then automated attacks are easier to develop, because they mainly rely on pattern matching. Therefore, by employing the transformations presented in this section, one can raise the bar for these kinds of attacks.

Split variables  The idea behind this transformation is to substitute one variable by two or more variables [58]. For instance, an integer variable \( i \) that only takes values between 0 and 7 can be split into three boolean variables \( b_1, b_2 \) and \( b_3 \) that represent the integer \( i \) in binary format, i.e. \( b_1 b_2 b_3 \). This idea is similar to converting static data to procedural data, except that splitting variables does not apply to constant values, but to any value that a variable may hold at any moment during execution.

Merge variables  Two or more variables can be merged into a single variable, if the ranges of the combined variables fit within the precision of the compound variable [58]. For example, up to four 8-bit variables can be packed into a 32-bit variable. Any operations on the individual variables has to be carefully crafted in order not to affect the other variables, which may increase cost. On the other hand, these specially crafted operations stand out to a MATE attacker, who could figure out that multiple variables are stored in a compound variable.
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Restructure arrays  Similarly to variables, arrays can be split or merged [58]. However, in addition to that, arrays can be folded (increasing the number of dimensions), or flattened (decreasing the number of dimensions). Folding and flattening break code abstractions put in by software developers (e.g. matrices are flattened into arrays), which force reverse engineers to reason about the code in order to recover this useful abstraction.

Reorder variables  This transformation targets locations of variables in program memory, by permuting them [53]. It has low cost, but also low potency. The only improvement is in terms of resilience. Pappas et al. [167] apply this transformation at binary level by reassigning register operands at basic block level. They show that this transformation is able to eliminate (on average) over 40% of Return Oriented Programming (ROP) gadgets in different instances of the same program.

Dataflow Flattening  Dataflow flattening, proposed by Anckaert et al. [6], is an advanced version of variable reordering proposed by Cohen [53]. It periodically reorders data stored on the heap via a memory management unit, such that the functionality of the program is not altered. In addition to reordering the data on the heap, dataflow flattening also proposes moving all local variables from the stack to the heap and scrambling pointers to hide the relation between the different pointers returned to the program. This transformation has a high potency and resilience, nonetheless, its execution overhead is also high.

Randomized stack frames  This transformation assigns each newly allocated stack frame a random position on the stack [86]. Additionally, it pads each stack frame internally by a random amount, such that return address and local variable offsets are located at unpredictable locations. The potency is low, but the resilience is increased.

Data space randomization  Bhatkar and Sekar [33] introduce a data transformation technique which they call Data Space Randomization (DSR). The idea of this technique is to XOR data values stored in program memory (e.g. stack and heap) with randomly generated masks. The masks do not need to be fixed, they can be generated dynamically at runtime. The technique is inspired by PointGuard [63], which encrypts code pointers. This technique is reported to introduce an average run-time overhead of 15% and it can protect against buffer- and heap-overflow attacks.

3.3.2. Code Transformations

This section presents transformations, which hide the algorithms (i.e. the logic) inside programs, but also the high-level abstractions added by developers. As opposed to constant data transformations, which in some cases perform one-way mappings of data to a completely different domain (e.g. hash functions), code transformations must always perform a
mapping to the same domain of executable code, because obfuscated code must be able to run on the underlying machine where it is installed.

**Instruction substitution**  This technique (first mentioned in [53]) is based on the fact that in some programming languages as well as in different Instruction Set Architectures (ISAs), there exist several (sequences of) equivalent instructions. This means that substituting an instruction (sequence) with its equivalent will not change the semantic behavior of the program, nevertheless, it will result in a different binary representation. A concrete implementation and evaluation of this technique was first described by Jacob et al. [116] and it is also used in the *Hyidan* tool [77]. The transformation has a moderate cost, however, it offers low potency, due to the fact that the number of transformations available is limited. Regarding the resilience of this transformation, Pappas et al. [167] measured the effect of this transformation at binary basic block level, against ROP attacks and discovered that it reduces less than 20% of ROP gadgets. Moreover, the use of uncommon instructions will decrease stealth, i.e. indicate to an attacker where the substitution occurred. In order to improve the stealth of this transform, De Sutter et al. [69] proposed a technique called *instruction set limitation*, which proposes candidates for substitution based on the statistical distribution of instruction types in the program. Mason et al. [146] also proposed a similar technique with the purpose of improving the stealth of shellcode by encoding it as text written in the English language.

**Encode Arithmetic**  This technique is proposed by Collberg [55] and it is a variant of *instruction substitution*, which substitutes boolean or arithmetic expressions by expressions involving both boolean and arithmetic operations, which are harder to understand. One example of such a transformation is illustrated by Listing 3.5, which shows a C code snippet after *encode arithmetic* has been applied to the right-hand side of the assignment to variable \( z \) from line 5 of Listing 3.4. The drawback of this approach is that there are a limited number of such Boolean-arithmetic identities available in the literature [220]. Eyrolles et al. [79] have proposed writing a reverse transformation for each of them, after identifying MBA expressions via pattern matching.
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**Garbage insertion**  This technique implies inserting arbitrary sequences of instructions, that are independent of the data flow of the original program and do not affect its IO behavior (functionality) [53]. The possible sequences that may be inserted are virtually infinite, nonetheless, the performance-cost grows proportionally to the number of inserted instructions. This technique changes the relative offset the original instructions of the program. It also raises the complexity of reverse-engineering by cluttering the original code. However, note that garbage code should be inserted only after performing compiler optimizations, because it can be identified and eliminated via taint analysis. The transformation space for this technique is limited only by physical or practical run-time constraints such as time delays and memory consumption, because as opposed to dead code, garbage code is always executed.

**Insert dead code**  This technique is similar to Cohen’s garbage insertion technique [53] and Forrest’s adding or deleting nonfunctional code [86]. Moreover, it also includes the modification of control-flow such that a dead branch is added, i.e. a branch that is never taken during runtime. Adding the dead branch is facilitated by opaque predicates. In order not to disclose the truth value of opaque predicate by leaving the dead branch empty, Collberg suggests inserting dead code (i.e. code that is never executed) on the dead branch. To further confuse the attacker, the dead code can be a buggy version of the other branch, which is always chosen.

**Convert a reducible to a non-reducible flow graph**  This technique is based on the fact that native or machine code can be more expressive than programming languages. This enables language-breaking transformations [58], i.e. using instructions from an ISA, which have no direct correspondent construct in the source language (e.g. the goto instruction in Java bytecode has no direct correspondent statement in the Java source language). An automated deobfuscator such as a decompiler will try to find a source language construct that can simulate the lower level instruction, or it will fail. For example, a structured loop is converted into a loop with multiple headers by adding a conditional jump to the middle of the loop, guarded by an opaque predicate will confuse a decompiler.

**Program encoding**  This technique keeps one or more instructions encoded (i.e. encrypted [215, 41] or compressed [164]), while the program is off-line and decodes the sequence(s) when the program is running [53]. The complexity of deobfuscation depends on the algorithm used for encoding, e.g. a compression algorithm can be undone without a secret key, while an encryption requires finding the key. However, the costs may also be relatively high-compared to other techniques, because the code has to be decoded before it can be executed. There is a trade-off between potency, resilience and cost depending on the level of granularity at which this transformation is applied, i.e. if applied at instruction level, the cost as well as potency and resilience are high, while if applied at program level these measures are all low. Additionally, this technique does not protect well against dynamic
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Analysis attacks, e.g. during execution the code is decoded in memory and it can be read or modified directly in memory by the MATE attacker.

Virtualization obfuscation This technique is related to the program encoding technique, because it also implies an encoding of instructions [53]. Additionally, it also requires an interpretation engine (called “simulator” or “emulator”), which is able to decode the instructions and execute them on the underlying platform. Moreover, the simulator may also be running on top of another interpretation engine and so forth, giving an arbitrary nesting level. Normally, this creates complexity for static-analysis attacks, because the attacker has to first understand the custom interpreter logic and then the code running on top of it. The most significant difference of virtualization w.r.t. program encoding is that no code must be written to a memory location during decoding. However, the trade-off between potency, resilience and cost for this transformation are the same as in the case of program encoding.

Self-modifying code This technique has been discussed in several works [53, 141, 123, 147]. It implies adding, modifying and/or removing instructions of a program during its execution. Therefore, it creates a high complexity for static-analysis attacks. Nevertheless, it is not as effective against dynamic-analysis if the executed instructions are exactly the same in different runs of the program with the same inputs. Moreover, if the executed instructions randomly differ from one execution to the other, this technique also offers protection against dynamic-analysis. Similarly to program encoding, this is a dynamic transformation, however, in the case of self-modifying code, there is no dedicated decoder routine. Instead, the existing code is “responsible” for modifying itself and the modifying instructions are often spread throughout the entire program. The trade-off between potency, resilience and cost is similar to that of program encoding and simulation. Self-modifying code is seldom employed at low units of transformation such as instruction, basic block, loop or function. The most common unit at which it is applied is program level because this leads to a larger set of possible pairs of modifying and modified instructions.

Adding and removing calls This technique first proposed by Cohen [53], can be applied at any unit of transformation. Adding a call to a sub-routine implies: (1) selecting an arbitrary sequence of instructions, (2) creating a sub-routine using that sequence and (3) finally, substituting a call to that sub-routine with the original sequence. Removing a call to a sub-routine implies: (1) substitute the body of a subroutine with all calls to that routine and (2) delete the sub-routine. This causes changes in the structure of a program, which creates more complexity for MATE attacks. The cost of this technique grows or decreases with the number of inserted, respectively removed subroutine calls.

This method has been extended by Bănescu et al. [24], such that system calls are added or existing system calls are substituted with equivalent ones. They call this transformation
behavior obfuscation because it hides the system call trace analyzed by behavioral malware analysis engines.

**Merging and splitting functions**  These two techniques are the code correspondents to the data obfuscation transformations of merging and splitting variables [53]. Merging is done by creating larger functions with more inputs and outputs, some of which are independent. Another approach towards merging functions or even basic blocks is proposed by Jacob et al. [117]. They make use of the fact that some ISAs (e.g. Intel x86) have a variable width encoding, which allows the program counter to jump in the middle of instructions and then start interpreting those bytes as the beginning of another instruction. This way two functions or basic blocks can share bytes of code by having their instruction bytes overlapped with each other. The two overlapping functions (basic blocks) have a different starting address and can therefore be executed unambiguously.

Splitting is done by dividing large functions into smaller functions, such that the output of one function are used as inputs to the other. Similarly to the adding and removing calls transformation, this technique changes the structure of the program, breaking abstractions added by developers, which makes the code more difficult to understand. Moreover, the cost of this transformation is increased or decreased with the number of split, respectively merged functions.

**Loop transformations**  Several loop transformations have been proposed as compiler optimization passes by Bacon et al. [12]. Collberg et al. [58] argue that these loop transformations also increase software complexity metrics and can therefore be considered obfuscation transformations that increase potency. *Loop tilling* or *blocking* is intended to improve cache locality, by dividing loop iteration lengths into parts that fit in the CPU cache. This increases the nesting level of loops and is therefore more potent. *Loop distribution* or *fission* breaks the independent instructions in a loop body into multiple loops with the same iteration length, which increases the number of loops in the code. *Loop unrolling* replicates the body of the loop a certain number of times and reduces the number of iterations correspondingly, which increases the number of lines of code in the program.

**Adding and removing jumps**  This technique changes the control-flow of the program by adding spurious jumps or removing existing jumps [53]. Adding jumps can be done by substituting an arbitrary sequence of instructions $I$ by: (1) a jump to a random position, (2) followed by $I$ and (3) a jump to the instruction immediately following $I$ in the original version of the program. Removing jump instructions may also be done if it does not alter the original semantics of the program, e.g. unconditional jumps may be removed. However, in practice adding jumps is more frequently employed in order to increase the complexity of the MATE attack. The transformation space of this technique is bounded by the length of the program it is applied to. The cost of this method grows (decreases) with the number of inserted (removed) jump instructions. The potency and resilience of adding jumps can
be increased by further obfuscating the addresses of the jumps using data obfuscation techniques such as opaque expressions or converting static data to procedural data.

**Instruction reordering**  This technique targets sequences of instructions, which when permuted, do not alter the original program execution [53]. The candidate instruction sequences targeted by this technique are also candidates of parallel processing optimizations, because they can be independently performed by different execution threads, without any danger of race conditions. The reordered sequence of instructions must be equivalent to the original sequence. The cost and potency of this transformation are low. However, Pappas et al. [167] have employed instruction reordering on binary basic block level and have shown that this transformation reduces the number of ROP gadgets by over 30%, hence, increasing the resilience against ROP attacks. Note that this transformation can be also performed at basic block level, however, this would have a lower increase in potency and resilience compared to instruction reordering.

**Control flow flattening**  Wang et al. [216] and Chow et al. [51] proposed Control Flow Flattening (CFF), which collapses all the basic blocks of a function into a flat (3-level) Control Flow Graph (CFG), which hides the original control flow of the program. The first level of the CFG is similar to an interpreter dispatcher, which chooses the right basic block where to go on the second CFG level. The third level of the CFG is a common exit point for all basic blocks on the second levels, which loops back to the basic block on the first CFG level. Such a 3-level CFG may be implemented using a switch statement embedded inside an infinite loop. The order in which the cases of the switch statement must be executed is indicated by an integer (control) variable, which is updated by every case of the switch statement accordingly, before, during or after part of the logic of the original program is executed. The infinite loop is exited when a case contains a return or break statement.

**Branch functions**  Linn and Debray [139] propose hiding the control flow of calls, conditional and unconditional jumps, from static disassembly algorithms, by replacing them with calls to a so called branch function. A branch function computes the actual target of the jump dynamically using a parameter passed by the callee. Instead of returning to the instruction immediately following the call instruction, the branch function either jumps to the address of the original jump instruction which it replaced, or to several “junk” bytes after the call instruction that it replaced. The structure of the control flow graph is also flat similar to CFF, however, the switch-statement is replaced by the branch function.

Schrittwieser and Katzenbeisser [183] present an extension of branching functions, which is explicitly aimed at defending against both static- and dynamic-analysis techniques. The targets of the branch functions are ROP gadgets (i.e. short instruction sequences ending in a return instruction) [188]. Additionally, they generate gadget graphs which add redundancy such that the one path in the original code can have multiple paths in the obfuscated code. This is meant to hamper dynamic analysis attacks by generating different traces for the
same inputs. The disadvantage of this method is that its potency and resilience increases inversely proportional to the size of the gadgets, while its cost decreases exponentially with this size.

**Remove comments and change formatting**  This transformation is only applicable to programs which are delivered as source code (e.g. JavaScript). Comments are removed if they exist and all space, tab and newline characters are also removed, which results in a continuous string of code which is more potent against human attackers, than the original code. The original formatting cannot be recovered [58]. The cost of this transformation is also low and in many cases it even improves memory costs and execution speed. However, a similar alignment can be automatically generated via static analysis. Therefore, the resilience of this transformation is very low. However, they have found their way into commercial products, such as: Stunnix [198], DashO [172], Dofuscator [173], Thicket [186], ProGuard [99] and yGuard [230].

**Scrambling identifier names**  This transformation implies changing all symbol names (e.g. variables, constants, functions, classes, etc.) into random strings [58]. This is a one-way transformation, because the names of the symbols cannot be automatically recovered by a deobfuscator. Therefore, the MATE is forced to understand what a symbol is from a semantics point of view. It has a much higher potency and resilience than formatting removal since identifiers contain useful abstractions added by software developers. Similarly to removing comments and changing formatting, this transformation has a very low cost and it is also used as an optimization that reduces code size, because long symbol names can be replaced by shorter ones.

**Removing library calls and programming idioms**  Most programs perform calls to external libraries providing useful data structures (e.g. lists, maps, etc.) and algorithms (e.g. sorting, searching, etc.). MATE attackers often start by inspecting calls made to external libraries to give a high-level indication of what the program is doing. This transformation implies replacing such dependencies on external libraries with own implementations where possible [58]. Note that such a transformation is stronger than static linking, which only copies the code of the library routines in the executable. Static linking can be easily reverse engineered by pattern matching attacks [195]. Techniques from the field automatic program recognition [222] can be used to identify common programming patterns and replace them with less obvious ones. For example, consider iterating over a linked list; the standard list data structure can be replaced with a less common one, such as cursors into an array of elements.

**Modify inheritance relations**  Programs written in some object-oriented programming languages are distributed in some intermediate format to end-users (e.g. C#, Java, etc.). These intermediate formats are only compiled to native code on the client’s machine.
and contain useful object-oriented programming abstractions. In such programs it is important to break the useful abstractions offered by classes, their structure and their relations (e.g. aggregation, inheritance, etc.). According to Collberg et al. [58], the complexity of a class grows with its depth in the inheritance hierarchy and the number of its direct descendants. This can be done by splitting classes and inserting dummy classes. One variant of class insertion is called false refactoring [58]. False refactoring is performed on two or more classes that have no common behavior. All instance variables of these classes having the same type are moved into the new parent class. Methods of the parent class can be buggy versions of methods from its child classes. This approach has been further extended by Foket et al. [85], who propose a technique called class hierarchy flattening. In this approach a common interface that contains all methods of all classes is created. All classes implement this common interface and they have no other relationship between each other. This effectively destroys class hierarchies and forces the attacker to analyze the code.

Function argument randomization  Randomizing the order of formal parameters of methods and inserting bogus arguments is a technique implemented by tools such as Tigress [56]. The purpose of this transformation is to hide common function signatures across a large diverse set of instances. This transformation is straightforward to perform for programs which do not offer an external interface (e.g. libraries). However, if this obfuscation is applied to a library, then it changes the interface (of that library), and all the corresponding programs using that library will have to be updated as well. The potency, resilience and cost of this transformation are low.

3.3.3. Summary of Survey

In the survey presented above, we have enumerated several practical data and code obfuscation transformations. On the one hand, these transformations can be applied to real-world software applications, as opposed to cryptographic obfuscation, presented in Chapter 2. On the other hand, practical obfuscation does not offer provable security guarantees like cryptographic obfuscation does. Nevertheless, many contexts mandate the use of practical obfuscation transformations to protect digital software assets, e.g. secret keys, premium content, intellectual property of code, etc. In such contexts, the goal is to raise the bar against the majority of MATE attackers, not all possible attackers, e.g. developers are concerned about malicious end-users, not governmental organizations, which are highly funded. Therefore, it is crucial for software developers to determine which software protection techniques to use in order to achieve this goal. The following chapters of this thesis describe a framework which enables a characterization of software protection strength, by means of computing the effort against automated MATE attacks. This framework aids software developers in choosing the appropriate obfuscation transformations for their applications.
Part II.

The Core
4. Automated MATE Attacks

This chapter presents the main contribution of this thesis: a model for reasoning about obfuscation strength by representing different steps of all automated MATE attacks as search problems. Parts of this chapter have previously appeared in a peer-reviewed publication [21], co-authored by the author of this thesis.

Man-At-The-End (MATE) attacks can be of two types: human-assisted or automated. Human-assisted attacks require non-trivial guidance by a human agent, who has experience and intuition regarding the attack. Human-assisted attacks involve a trial-and-error approach to problem solving and often require creativity for reaching the goal. On the other hand, automated attacks involve a programmatic approach for reaching the goal, i.e. all of the information and steps required by the attack are known and well defined such that they are or can be implemented using a combination of software and hardware.

As discussed in Chapter 1, this thesis focuses on automated attacks, because human-assisted attacks, do not scale when a large number of diverse software instances are targeted by a MATE attacker. Moreover, the effectiveness of obfuscation against human-assisted attacks is difficult to quantify, since it not only depends on the features of the tools used by the MATE attacker, but also on the knowledge and skills of that attacker. For instance, given the same deterministic obfuscated program and the same analysis tools (e.g. IDA Pro [73]), a professional malware analyst is highly likely to complete the task of analyzing the program, significantly faster than a computer science student who is familiar with the analysis tools, but has little experience with obfuscated programs. On the other hand, executing an automated attack multiple times – with the same seed, if the attack is randomized – on the same obfuscated program, results in the same analysis time – minus a negligible delta due to other background processes and the OS scheduler – regardless of the skills of the human executing the attack.

4.1. Classification of Automated MATE Attacks

In contrast to the classification of software protection techniques (see Chapter 3), the classification of MATE attacks has been the topic of relatively few publications [54, 1, 184]. This section presents the most relevant classification dimensions w.r.t. the contents of this thesis.
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4.1.1. Attack Type Dimension

Basile et al. [30] argue that it is not feasible to consider every possible attacker goal since it represents the desired end-result for the attacker, e.g. see the position of other players in computer games, or play premium content without paying, etc. Therefore, in this thesis we classify attacks according to their type, i.e. the means through which an attacker goal can be achieved. According to Collberg et al. [55, 54], there are four types of information a MATE attacker may be interested in recovering from an obfuscated program:

- The original or a simplified version of the source code. This is always the case for MATE attackers who are interested in intellectual property theft, i.e. stealing a competitor’s algorithm.

- A statically embedded or dynamically generated data item. Common examples of such data items are decryption keys used by DRM technologies to play premium content only on authorized devices, for authorized users. However, data items may also include hard-coded passwords, IP addresses, etc.

- The sequence of obfuscation transformations and/or tools used to obfuscate (protect) the program, also called metadata. This kind of information is often used by antivirus engines to detect suspicious binaries, based on the fact that several previously seen malware have used the same obfuscation transformations and/or tools.

- The location, (i.e. lines of code or bytes) of a particular function of the code. For instance, the attacker may be interested in the module which performs premium content decryption in order to copy it and reuse it in another program, without necessarily understanding how it works.

We compare these four information types proposed by Collberg et al. [55, 54], with the analyst’s aims proposed by Schrittwieser et al. [184]:

- Code understanding, which according to its description in the paper maps to the source code information type described above. However, the name of this category suggests a more general attack type than a full recovery of the entire source code, because it could be sufficient to have a partial code understanding. For example, a malware analysis engine can decide that a software is malicious using its observed behavior (e.g. unsolicited calls to premium telephone numbers), which does not require full understanding of the source code. Moreover, metadata recovery also falls inside of this category of code understanding. Therefore, in this thesis we will use this more general category, i.e. code understanding.

- Finding the location of data, which maps perfectly onto the data item information type described above. However, the phrase location of data may be mistaken for the location information type. Therefore, this thesis will simply use data item recovery.
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• Finding the location of program functionality, which maps onto the location information type described above. However, Schrittwieser et al. [184] also add that this type of information may be used to answer questions regarding if the program is malicious or not. In this thesis we move such questions to the code understanding category, because we believe an answer to such a question, requires some level of code understanding, but not necessarily recovering the entire source code.

• Extraction of code fragments, which does not directly map onto any of the information items described above. However, we believe that finding the location of program functionality is a prerequisite to this aim of the analyst, because extraction can only be done after the location of the code fragment has been recovered. Therefore, in this thesis we associate this aim of the analyst with the location information type.

In sum, we use the following three categories of attack types with the meanings discussed above: (1) code understanding, (2) data item recovery and (3) location recovery.

4.1.2. Dynamics Dimension

Dynamics is one of the most commonly used classification criteria for automated MATE attacks and it refers to whether the attacked program is executed on a machine or not, i.e.:

• Static analysis attacks do not execute the program on the underlying (physical or virtual) machine. The subject of the analysis is the static code of the program.

• Dynamic analysis attacks run the program and record executed instructions, function calls and/or memory states during execution, which are the subject of analysis.

Static attacks are commonly faster than dynamic attacks. However, static analysis attacks do not handle many code obfuscation transformations as well as dynamic analysis attacks. This does not mean that dynamic analysis attacks can handle any kind of obfuscation easily. For instance, it is challenging to dynamically analyze programs employing code transformation techniques that achieve temporal diversity, i.e. the program has significantly different execution traces and/or memory states on every execution. Moreover, dynamic analysis is in general incomplete, i.e. it cannot explore or reason about all possible executions of a program, as opposed to static analysis.

4.1.3. Interpretation Dimension

Code interpretation refers to whether the program’s code or the artifacts generated using it (e.g. static disassembly, dynamic traces), are treated as text or are interpreted according to a semantic meaning (e.g. operational semantics). Therefore the two types of code interpretation considered in this thesis are:
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- **Syntactic attacks** which treat the program’s code or any other artifacts generated by executing or processing it, as a string of bytes (e.g. characters). For example, pattern matching on static code [195] and pattern recognition via machine learning traces of instructions [24], treat the code as a sequence of bytes.

- **Semantic attacks** which interpret the code according to some semantics, e.g. denotational semantics, operational semantics, axiomatic semantics and variations thereof [84]. For example, abstract interpretation [62] uses denotational semantics, while fuzzing [200] uses operational semantics.

Syntactic attacks are generally faster than semantic attacks due to the missing layer of abstraction that interprets the code. Coincidentally, most syntactic attacks are performed via static analysis and most semantic attacks are performed via dynamic analysis. However, there are exceptions e.g. the syntactic analysis of dynamically generated execution traces and semantic static analysis via abstract interpretation, which will be presented in more detail in Section 4.3.

4.1.4. Alteration Dimension

Alteration refers to whether the automated MATE attack changes (alters) the code or not. This type of classification is analogous to the message alteration classification of MITM attacks on communication channels. Hence there are two types of code alteration:

- **Passive attacks** do not make any changes to the code or data of the program. For instance, extracting a secret key or password from a program does not require any code alterations.

- **Active attacks** make changes to the code or data of a program. For example, removing data or code integrity checks (e.g. password checks), requires modifying the code of the program. Also “disarming” malware may also involve tampering with its code.

If an attacker’s goal can be achieved via either passive or active attacks, then the type of attack used depends on the complexity of the program under attack and the types of protection the program has in place. For instance, if a program is protected via dynamically verified checksums of the program input, then active attacks require finding and disabling these checksumming instructions, which could be more costly than a passive attack.

4.1.5. Summary of MATE Attack Classification

Table 4.1 provides a summary of the classification dimensions described above along with the possible discrete values that each dimension can take. In the remainder of this thesis we will refer to these dimensions when describing attack implementations.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Possible values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Attack type</td>
<td>Code understanding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Data recovery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Location recovery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamics</td>
<td>Static</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dynamic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code interpretation</td>
<td>Syntactic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Semantic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alteration</td>
<td>Passive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Active</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1.: Classification dimensions for automated MATE attacks.

4.2. Definition of Automated MATE Attacks

Intuitively, an automated MATE attack as a collection of software applications, which are linked together through inputs and outputs and which are able to satisfy the goal of a MATE attacker. A MATE attacker aims to compromise the confidentiality, integrity or availability of data or code in a software application, e.g. recovering a secret key from one or more applications, modifying the behavior of one or more applications, etc. Therefore, we model an automated MATE attack using a path in an attack net [150]. An attack net is a petri net [158], where places represent digital items (i.e. data or code) and transitions represent execution steps of an automated MATE attack. Places are connected to transitions via directed arcs. The attack net has one or more starting places (sources), i.e. places which have no incoming arcs, and one or more ending places (sinks), i.e. places which have no outgoing arcs. An automated MATE attack is started by assigning a set of tokens to a subset of sources, such that one or more transitions can fire. Tokens are consumed by transitions and each transition execution produces a token. The attack ends when one of the sinks contains a token. If we run all paths in parallel, the best (e.g. fastest) attack will generate the first token in the sink. In practice, a MATE attacker would prefer to pick the best attack path, instead of running all attacks in parallel. However, the attacker cannot determine the best attack path without, at least, estimating the effort of each transition along each path.

For instance, consider the attack of bypassing a license check in a software application such as a computer game. An example of the attack net corresponding to this attack is shown in Figure 4.1, where places are represented by ovals and transitions are represented by rectangles. Each step (i.e. transition) in this attack net is an algorithm with inputs and outputs. Each of the four possible first steps of this attack net take the binary executable code as input and each of the last steps outputs the digital item necessary to achieve the attacker’s goal. In Figure 4.1 there are two possible sinks, i.e. (1) the attacker obtains the license key without paying for it, or (2) the binary code is patched such that there is no need for a license key anymore. There are five different possible paths that can be taken by the MATE attacker from the source to one of the sinks:

1. The path at the top of Figure 4.1 shows an automated MATE attack where the license
key is found via random testing the binary code, i.e. enumerating different program inputs. According to our taxonomy from Section 4.1, this attack can be classified as: \textit{type} = data item recovery, \textit{dynamics} = dynamic, \textit{interpretation} = semantic and \textit{alteration} = passive. Further details about this attack are given in Section 4.3.2.

2. The second path in Figure 4.1 shows an automated attack where the license key is extracted by first marking the input corresponding to the license key as symbolic and then symbolically executing the code to gather path constraints (see Chapter 5). Each path constraint is sent to a SAT-/SMT-solver, which either returns concrete values to satisfy the constraints, or it returns that no such values were found. If sufficient concrete values are found, symbolic execution continues until it finds a path constraint equivalent to the license check. If this path constraint can be solved, by the SAT-/SMT-solver, then the attacker obtains a correct license key. Note that this attack has multiple steps (i.e. transitions) and different steps may be classified in different categories of our taxonomy from Section 4.1. For instance, the first and third steps on this path are static, while the second step is dynamic. If this is the case, then we will classify the entire path as dynamic. All the other classification criteria are the same as for the random testing attack path.

3. In the third attack path from Figure 4.1 all the hard-coded strings are extracted from the binary in the first step. In the second step each of these strings is tried as an input to the program, until all the strings are exhausted or the license key is found. The classification of this attack is slightly different from the previous ones, i.e. \textit{type} = data item recovery, \textit{dynamics} = static, \textit{interpretation} = syntactic and \textit{alteration} = passive.
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4. In the fourth path from Figure 4.1 the binary code is first disassembled and then a pattern matching is applied to find the location of the license check(s). Finally, the check is patched such that the binary executable no longer performs any license checks. Note that the first two steps of this attack are passive and the last step is active. Also the first step is semantic, while the second and third steps are syntactic. Therefore, we classify the entire attack as: \textit{type} = location recovery, \textit{dynamics} = static, \textit{interpretation} = semantic and \textit{alteration} = active.

5. The last path from Figure 4.1 shows an automated MATE attack similar to the previous path, where the code is first disassembled. Afterwards the location of the license checks is determined via information-flow analysis. Finally, the checks are patched similarly to the previous attack path. This attack path is classified in the same way as the previous attack. Note that in this case the second step of the attack is also semantic. Further details about this attack are given in Section 4.3.2.

The overarching goal of this thesis is to characterize the strength of obfuscation. This is achieved by characterizing the effort needed by different automated MATE attacks (as the ones enumerated above), on obfuscated software. Therefore, we must be able to characterize each of the steps (i.e. transitions) on a path from a source to a sink. One the one hand, some of the transitions (e.g. Mark Input Symbolic or Patch License Checks in Code), may be trivial to characterize, because they are deterministic, i.e. the output of the transition is the same across multiple executions of that transition with the same input value. On the other hand, other transitions are not as trivial to characterize (e.g. Symbolic Execution, SAT-/SMT-Solving), because they involve non-deterministic search. This is the key observation of this thesis, namely that all automated MATE attacks involve one or more search problems, which are not trivial to characterize. However, not all problems are search problems. In the example form Figure 4.1 all paths from source to sink imply one or more transitions which are solved by searching, e.g. a search for the actual value of the license key or a search for the code implementing the license check. In Section 4.2.2 we propose a search model, which can be used to characterize the cost of each transition that implies search.

4.2.1. Formalization of Automated MATE Attacks

Code is represented by a sequence of bytes at syntactic level, however, at a semantic level it consists of three types of information, which are valuable for a MATE attacker. The three different information types stem from the attack type dimension presented in Section 4.1.1, and they are denoted by:

- \(\tau\), which represents the logic/algorithm implemented by (a part of) the code. This logic/algorithm can be represented using any level of abstraction (e.g. pseudo-code, first order logic, etc.). This information type maps to \textit{code understanding}.

- \(\delta\), which represents non-executable data hidden inside the code. This information type maps to \textit{data recovery}.
• \( \lambda \), which represents a location of one or more lines of code, which together perform a certain function (e.g., a license check, a code integrity check, etc.). This information type maps to location recovery.

Therefore we define code as the Cartesian product of these three information types, i.e.:

\[
\text{Code} \subseteq \text{Seq}(\tau) \times \text{Seq}(\delta) \times \text{Seq}(\lambda),
\]

where \( \text{Seq}(x) \) indicates a sequence of information items having type \( x \). Given this definition of code, an obfuscator that applies one or more transformations presented in Chapter 3, is a function: \( \text{obf}_x : \text{Code} \rightarrow \text{Code}, \) where \( x \in 2^{\{\tau, \delta, \lambda\}} \), i.e. an obfuscator aims to hide any combination of: logic, data and locations. Not that if \( x = \emptyset \), then \( \text{obf}_\emptyset \) represents the identity transformation. The previous definitions allow us to formalize an automated MATE attack as finding an “inverse” function \( \text{obf}^{-1}_y \) such that:

\[
x \in 2^{\{\tau, \delta, \lambda\}}, \ y \in \{\tau, \delta, \lambda\}, \ c \in \text{Code} : \text{obf}^{-1}_y (\text{obf}_x (c)) |_y = c |_y,
\]

where \( |_y \) represents the projection of \( c \in \text{Code} \) to \( y \in \{\tau, \delta, \lambda\} \). This means that even if the obfuscator aims to hide the set of information types \( x \) (e.g. logic and location by applying virtualization obfuscation), the MATE attacker is interested in recovering one information type \( y \) (e.g. location, because s/he wants to disable license checks in the code).

The challenge for the MATE attacker is that s/he only has a specification for \( \text{obf}^{-1}_y \), namely \( \text{obf}^{-1}_y (\text{obf}_x (c)) |_y = c |_y \), but no implementation. Hence, the MATE attacker needs to approximate the implementation by search. Note that the MATE attacker does not know the exact value of \( c |_y \) before the attack, but all MATE attacks are associated with a goal function \( g : \{\text{Seq}(\tau), \text{Seq}(\delta), \text{Seq}(\lambda)\} \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^+ \), such that:

\[
g(c |_y) = 0 \land \forall c' \in \text{Code}, \ c' |_y \neq c |_y : g(c' |_y) > g(c |_y).
\]

Function \( g \) is the function that indicates that the automated MATE attack has reached its goal and the search can stop. The output of \( g \) may indicate an ordering relation between different \( c', c'' \in \text{Code} \), e.g. when removing sequences of dead code from code, \( g \) may indicate the number of dead instructions still present in the code. However, \( g \) does not necessarily indicate an ordering relation between \( c', c'' \in \text{Code} \), i.e. \( g(c' |_y) < g(c'' |_y) \) does not necessarily mean that \( c'' |_y \) is somehow more similar to \( c' |_y \) than it is to \( c'' |_y \). For instance, when searching for a hard-coded symmetric key \( k \) inside \( \text{obf}_\emptyset (c) \), in order to decrypt a media stream \( m \) encrypted with \( k \), denoted \( e = \text{enc}_k (m) \). The MATE attacker does not know \( m \), however, s/he knows that the correct key \( k \) will result in a decryption of \( e \) – denoted \( \text{dec}_k (e) \) – which has H.264 encoding and multiple frames have a high amount of green in the bottom half, due to the color of the grass on the pitch. Therefore, \( g \) is defined as the number of non-green pixels – in the bottom half of the frame – divided by the number of (all shades of) green pixels, truncated to an integer. This definition of \( g \) indicates that if more than half of the pixels in the bottom half of the frame are green, then the correct decryption key has been found. Using the wrong decryption keys (e.g. \( k' \) and \( k'' \)) leads to garbage content.
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being decrypted, which highly likely results in non-zero values when applying \( g \) (e.g. 3 and 5, respectively). One cannot say that one of these keys is closer to the correct key \( k \), because its decrypted frame contains more green pixels.

If the MATE attacker had the implementation of \( obf_y^{-1} \), then s/he could easily retrieve the hidden information \( c|_y \). However, explicitly computing \( obf_y^{-1} \) is in general impossible, because even if the MATE attacker knows \( obf_y \), s/he cannot compute its inverse. For instance, when renaming variables, applying one-way transformations or even asymmetric cryptography (when the private key is not known), it is not feasible to compute their inverse transformations. Therefore, the only viable alternative for the MATE attacker is to approximate \( obf_y^{-1} \) by cleverly enumerating (i.e. searching for) \( c|_y \) such that:

\[
g(c'|_y) = 0
\]

This search can be performed statically on the obfuscated program \( obf_x(c) \), e.g. when searching for data in the code that corresponds to the license key. The search can also be performed dynamically, e.g. when searching for an input \( i \) of \( obf_x(c) \), which leads the program to execute a certain instruction.

From a pragmatic perspective, it does not make a difference if the attack finds secret data by enumerating (i.e. searching for) inputs to the code or by enumerating code, because the MATE attacker will always pick the fastest way. However, for the defending party, who wants to apply software obfuscation transformations to protect code and/or data, it is important to be able to estimate the complexity of the attack and identify code characteristics, which transformed by obfuscation, increase the time of an automated MATE attack. In Section 4.2.2 we propose a search model to aid the defending party in this way. By being able to approximate the complexity of an automated MATE attack, the defender knows if additional defenses are required or not. Using our framework this can be done without spending the resources to actually run the automated MATE attack, which could cost days or months of computation time.

4.2.2. Search Model

Before presenting the search model we define the terms needed to understand this model. The goal of automated MATE attackers is a digital item (i.e. data or executable code) having a specified property, which must be recovered or obtained from another digital item. This property of the goal is given by the definition of the goal function mentioned in Section 4.2.1. Examples of goals – inspired from Figure 4.1 – include: (1) an input value for the license key input of software X, which enables feature Y, or (2) a patch of one or more locations in software X, which enables feature Y, or even (3) assembly code of software X. Moreover, each place (i.e. input and output of a transition), in the attack-net from Figure 4.1 contains instances of digital items. Digital items in automated MATE attacks can be categorized as: (i) parts of the execution environment where the program is running (e.g. file-system, process-memory), (ii) the binary or packaged code of the the target program, (iii) the program’s input space and (iv) any digital items generated from or by the program (e.g. CFG, instruction traces).
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Data struct.</th>
<th>Digital item</th>
<th>Initial state</th>
<th>Action(s)</th>
<th>Goal state</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>String</td>
<td>Program input</td>
<td>Empty string</td>
<td>Add or remove characters to string</td>
<td>Input string causing segmentation fault</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Array</td>
<td>Binary orpackaged code</td>
<td>No strings marked in code</td>
<td>Set index back and forth, mark as string</td>
<td>Set of hard-coded strings marked in code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Set</td>
<td>Set of hard-coded strings</td>
<td>Random element from set</td>
<td>Remove element from set</td>
<td>Hard-coded password</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>List</td>
<td>Disassembled or decompiled code</td>
<td>No instructions marked</td>
<td>Process or mark instruction</td>
<td>All integrity checks marked</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Graph</td>
<td>Control-flow graph</td>
<td>Entry point node</td>
<td>Add or remove nodes (basic-blocks)</td>
<td>Shortest path from entry point to block that outputs error</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2.: Search problem specification examples

A problem is defined by a given input digital item and a desired output digital item, which is the goal of the problem. A problem can be illustrated using the input and output places of a transition in an attack net. The goal of a problem is not necessarily the goal of the MATE attacker, because the goal of one problem, is used as the input of the subsequent problem in the path from source to sink in the attack net. For a given attack-net the digital items in the sink represents the goal of the MATE attacker. To reach their goal, MATE attackers must solve one or more problems. Solving problems is done by executing an algorithm, which is a computational process involving a set of instructions that must be followed in a specified order. A solution to a problem is a trace of each execution step of an algorithm, starting from the input data and leading to the goal of that problem. In addition to finding a solution, an algorithm also applies the solution to the input digital item of the problem and gives the output digital item, instead of the solution itself. Therefore, an algorithm can be illustrated using a transition in an attack net. Note that, at an abstract level any digital item is a data structure. Some examples of digital items and their corresponding data structures are shown in the first two columns of Table 4.2. Treating inputs of algorithms as data structures, has the advantage that we can analyze the effort of such algorithms – given a certain input – as a function of the characteristics of these data structures. For some problems, it is trivial to quantify the effort needed to find their solutions (e.g. the Make Input Symbolic transition in Figure 4.1), because this is done by a deterministic algorithm. For other problems, the process of finding a solution involves a non-deterministic search algorithm, which is less trivial to quantify. Therefore, most of the effort of automated MATE attacks is spent solving non-deterministic search problems. A search problem is a type of problem that can be solved by a computational process called a search algorithm. Before solving a search problem using a search algorithm, one must choose a certain level of abstraction to define the following necessary elements, which represent building blocks for defining the search problem and algorithm:

- **State**
  - A state is a digital item (having a data structure \( d \in D \)), which may be annotated by marking certain elements of the data structure. Markings are denoted as \( m \in M \). For clarity, we will use a running example, where the digital item representing a program...
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(i.e. a list of instructions), is annotated with the current instruction pointer. A state may also be associated with one or more auxiliary digital items. In our running example the auxiliary digital item associated to a list of instructions, is an array of bytes representing the memory of the program. All states that are associated with the same problem belong to a set of states $S \subseteq D \times \text{Seq}(M)$.

- An action is a transition function between a pair of states, i.e. if $A$ is the set of all actions associated to the current search problem, then $\forall a \in A, a : S \rightarrow S$. Each state in $S$ has a known set of actions, each leading to another state. Actions also have a semantic meaning, as shown in the fourth column of Table 4.2. In our running example each state has the possible action of executing the instruction immediately following it, or in case of a jump instruction, the instruction where the control-flow jumps to.

According to the hypothesis of this thesis, characterizing the strength of different obfuscation transformations against an automated attack is equivalent to characterizing the effort needed by a search algorithm to solve a search problem. To facilitate the characterization of the effort needed by a search algorithm to solve a search problem, we propose a model (illustrated in Figure 4.2\(^1\)), involving a static (fixed) part, called the search problem specification and a dynamic part, called the search algorithm execution, which will be defined next. The search problem specification consists of the following elements:

1. An initial state ($s_0 \in S$), which is the first state of the search algorithm execution (see examples in column three of Table 4.2). In our running example the initial state is given by annotating the program’s entry point as the current instruction and initializing the digital item representing the memory of the program with all zero values.

2. A successor function ($\text{succ} : S \rightarrow 2^{A \times S}$), which returns the set of all actions that can be performed in a given state and indicates the states where those actions lead to. In our

\(^1\)We have used terms similar to those in Chapter 3 of a textbook on Artificial Intelligence [178]
running example we obtain the successor function by applying an action to a state, e.g. executing the instruction indicated by the current state will lead to a state where the instruction pointer is moved to the subsequent instruction and the memory is updated according to the operational semantics of the executed instruction. Therefore, one can derive the successor function using the definition of all possible actions.

**Goal test**

3. A *goal test* function \( g : S \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^+ \), which indicates the distance of the state given as input to the goal, i.e. if \( s \in S \) and \( g(s) = 0 \) then \( s \) is a goal state. The distance from the goal has no standard measurement unit, i.e. it depends on the search problem. For some problems, \( g(s) \) only has two possible outputs (i.e. a Boolean output), namely 0 if \( s \) is a goal state and 1 if \( s \) is not a goal state. Examples of states where a goal was reached are given in column five of Table 4.2. In our running example, we choose the goal state as the state where the current instruction pointer is set to a target instruction that prints a distinctive message (e.g. “You win”), on standard output. Therefore, the goal test is computed by counting the number of instructions between the current instruction pointer and the target instruction.

**Cost**

4. A set of *cost* metric units \( C \), which quantify the effort of all actions. Cost metric units include various aspects of *time* (e.g. CPU hours) and *space* (e.g. bytes). In our running example, a cost metric could be the number of CPU hours.

**Step cost**

5. A *step cost* function \( c : S \times A \rightarrow C \), which quantifies the cost of taking a certain action while in a certain state (see column six of Table 4.2). In our running example, the step cost is the the number of CPU cycles needed to execute an instruction, move the instruction pointer and update the memory.

**Search algorithm execution**

The *search algorithm execution* requires a search problem specification. Additionally, it also consists of the following elements:

**Search tree**

1. A *search tree* \( T = (S_s, A_s) \), where \( S_s \) and \( A_s \) are multi-sets containing elements from \( S \) and \( A \), respectively. The search tree is rooted in the initial state and it is *expanded* by applying the successor function to this state, i.e. \( suc(s_0) \). This expansion consists of adding the arcs (i.e. actions) and nodes (i.e. states having a unique identifier) – returned by the successor function – to the search tree. Note that each node in the search tree has a unique identifier, which allows multiple nodes to contain the same state in the search tree. It is important to note that the successor function does not impose any order on its output set of (action, state) pairs. Therefore, a search algorithm cannot pick the “left-most” or “right-most” node from the set of successors. Instead, any node – from the set of successor nodes – is selected nondeterministically by a search algorithm. Expansion of the search tree continues by applying the successor function to other non-expanded nodes. There are no cycles in a search tree, which means that there can be multiple nodes in the search tree representing the same state. Therefore, the search tree holds the *history* of the search algorithm execution.
2. A fringe \((F \subseteq S_s)\) is the set of nodes in the search tree which have not been expanded yet, i.e. they are leaves of the tree. Intuitively, the fringe is an annotation on the search tree which indicates the leaves of the tree. In each step of the search algorithm execution a node on the fringe is expanded.

3. Zero, one or two heuristic functions \((h \in H)\). Heuristic functions may be associated with: (1) the search strategy (see next bullet point for definition) or (2) the data structure representing a state of the problem. If associated with the search strategy, heuristics are defined as \(h : S \rightarrow C\), and they prioritize the states on the fringe by estimating their utility. If associated with the data structure, heuristics are defined as \(h : D \rightarrow D\), and they transform the data structure and hence the state space of the problem from \(S\) to \(S'\) such that the size (breadth and/or depth) of the search tree is smaller and/or the cost of computing the \(g\) function is smaller. Such heuristics are generally applied once, before starting the search algorithm execution (see example in Section 4.3.1). Heuristic functions are derived from information about the search problem \((i \in I)\), e.g. side channels. Heuristic function derivation is generally a human-assisted process, mathematically represented by the function \(drv : I \rightarrow 2^H\). Note that a search execution may use: (1) no heuristic, (2) one heuristic associated with the search strategy, (3) one heuristic associated with the data structure or (4) two heuristics, where one is associated with the search strategy and the other with the data structure.

4. A search strategy function \((stg : 2^S \times H \rightarrow S\), where \(stg \in A\)), which selects a state from the fringe of the search tree, optionally using a heuristic function. A common strategy is to select the best state from the fringe, i.e. the greedy strategy. However, often selecting the best state is not possible, because after applying the heuristic to all states on the fringe, there are multiple states which have the same (highest) utility value. In such cases – where there are multiple “best” states on the fringe – the strategy is used to pick one state. Examples of strategies which do not use heuristic functions include: breadth-first search, depth-first search and iterative deepening depth-first search.

5. A search cost function \((t : 2^S \times A \rightarrow C)\), which quantifies the time and space of the search algorithm execution. In order to do this the search cost function sums up: (1) the step costs of all the (state, action) pairs in the search tree\(^2\), and (2) the cost needed to compute the search strategy and heuristic functions on different states, in order to generate the tree itself. For instance, the time complexity is the number of CPU hours spent by the search algorithm execution, generating the search tree and visiting states, until a goal state or the cutoff is reached, while the space complexity is the maximum memory size used by the algorithm (e.g. for storing multiple states at the same time).

6. A cutoff value \((cut \in C)\), which is a concrete cost value used to stop the search if the search cost exceeds this value. This value is generally used for search problems which

---

\(^2\)Computing the search cost would not be feasible if the search tree would contain loops, because it would not be clear how many iterations of the loop were executed.
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are NP-hard (e.g., optimization problems). Examples of cutoff values include a certain number of hours or a certain number of GBs in memory usage.

Using this search model, we can map every transition – along with its input and output places – from an automated MATE attack path, in an attack net. The input and output places of a transition indicate the digital items representing the states and the search problem specification, i.e., \( \text{Spec} = (s_0, suc, g, C, c) \). Note that a search problem specification can be solved in both a human-assisted and an automated way. This thesis focuses only on the automatic approaches, which – as opposed to human-assisted approaches – can be formulated as search algorithm executions, i.e., \( \text{Exec} = (\text{Spec}, T, F, i, h, stg, t, \text{cut}) \), where:

- \( h \in H_{\text{ref}} \) and \( H_{\text{ref}} \subseteq H \) is the set of reference heuristics applicable to \( \text{Spec} \) given \( i \in I \), i.e., \( \text{drv}(i) = H_{\text{ref}} \).
- \( stg \in A_{\text{ref}} \) and \( A_{\text{ref}} \subseteq A \) is the set of reference algorithms applicable given \( \text{Spec} \) and \( h \).

The set \( H_{\text{ref}} \) and \( A_{\text{ref}} \) contain elements, which are publicly known, i.e., they have been published in the literature. For any other heuristics, information or strategies, a human-assisted task is required to develop such elements.

Best known attacker Intuitively, a search strategy and a heuristic function can be applied to many different search problem specifications. In our model this translates to the fact that there exist many possible search algorithm executions for the same search problem specification. The best known attacker for a given search problem specification \( \text{Spec} \) is the search algorithm execution \( \text{Exec} \) iff:

\[
\forall \text{Exec}' \neq \text{Exec} : \quad t(T) \leq t(T') \\
\land \quad \text{Exec} = (\text{Spec}, T, F, i, h, stg, t) \\
\land \quad \text{Exec}' = (\text{Spec}, T', F', i', h', stg', t),
\]

where \( h, h' \in H_{\text{ref}} \) and \( stg, stg' \in A_{\text{ref}} \). Intuitively, this means that: given the same way of computing the search cost, the best known attacker has the lowest search cost across all other search algorithm executions, which consist of known information, heuristics and search strategies Note that this does not include unknown information, heuristics and strategies, which could be developed via a human-assisted MATE attack.

Search algorithm execution Using these notions we can describe the search algorithm execution using Algorithm 1. The input of this algorithm is the search problem specification \( \text{Spec} \) and the output is a state \( s_g \in S \). The first steps (lines 3-4) are to initialize the search tree and the fringe \( F \) with a multiset, respectively set containing only the initial state \( s_0 \).

The main body of the algorithm (lines 5-11) consists of a \textit{while} loop which runs until one of the following conditions is true: \( g(stg(F, h)) = 1 \) or \( t(T) \geq \text{cut} \). These are called the \textit{stopping conditions} of the search algorithm execution, i.e., the search stops whenever the state chosen
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ALGORITHM 1: Exec, i.e. search algorithm execution

1. **Input:** Spec = (s₀, suc, g, C, c);
2. **Output:** s₉ ∈ S;
3. T = ((s₀, 1), ∅);
4. F = {s₀};
5. **while** (g(stg(F, h)) > 0) **and** (t(T) < cut) **do**
6. s = stg(F, h);
7. F = F \ s;
8. T' = T \ suc(s);
9. F = F ∪ {s|s ∈ S' \ S₉ ∧ T' = (S'_₉, A'_₉) ∧ T = (S₉, A₉)};
10. T = T';
11. **end**
12. **return** s₉ such that ∀s ∈ S₉ : g(s₉) ≤ g(s).

from the fringe, by the strategy is a goal state or when the search cost has reached the cutoff value. The first step inside the loop is to apply the strategy and heuristic to select (line 6) and then remove a node from the fringe (line 7). The successor function is applied to the selected state s and the result is added to the search tree (line 8); note that \( \cup \) denotes a multiset union on both search nodes and arcs. Afterwards, the search nodes added to the search tree are also added to the fringe and the search continues (lines 9-10). Finally, the algorithm returns the state s₉ in the search tree, which is closest to the goal (line 12). Note that this could be a goal node if \( g(stg(F, h)) = 0 \), however, it could also be a non-goal node, if the cutoff caused the **while** loop to exit.

4.2.3. Estimating Search Cost

The search cost of the search algorithm execution from Algorithm 1 (i.e. \( t(T) \) on line 5), consists of the total number of calls to the following functions: \( stg, h, suc \) and g. Theoretically, the search cost could be estimated without actually running the search algorithm execution, if the following values can be estimated:

- The actual cost of computing the \( stg, suc, h \) and g functions during each iteration.
- The number of while-loop iterations until a stopping condition is met.

Firstly, we note that all of these functions take as input one or more states. From an abstract perspective, states – in our search model – consist of classical data structures such as: sets, lists, trees or graphs. Hence, the computational cost of all of these functions will depend on some characteristics of these data structures (e.g. size of a set, average fan-in of nodes in a graph, depth of a tree, etc.). Generally, the computational cost of the four functions: \( stg, suc, h \) and g is similar for different states having the same characteristics.
Secondly, we note that the actual number of while-loop iterations until a stopping condition is met, depends on the order in which elements are stored in these data structures. This thesis does not claim that we are able to give a formula for computing the actual search cost based on code characteristics. Instead, this thesis focuses on estimating the average cost of a search, which also implicitly includes estimating the depth of the goal and the branching factor. For instance, the average cost of a depth-first search on a degenerate tree representing a list of hard-coded strings, depends on the size of the list of strings. The actual cost may be smaller or higher because the goal state is encountered as the first or last element of the list, respectively.

Thirdly, the search cost does not only depend on branching factor and the minimum depth of a solution in the search tree, but also on the effectiveness of the heuristic – used by the search strategy – in prioritizing the states from the fringe, to be expanded in the next iteration of the search algorithm execution. This is because heuristics have an important impact on the number of while-loop iterations, until a stopping condition is met. Even if the branching factor of the search tree is high, a good heuristic is able to prioritize all these branches, such that only a small number of them are explored for each node in the search tree. As we will see in Section 4.3, heuristics are the main differentiating factor between most automated MATE attacks. Most of the research literature on automated MATE attacks aims to improve the cost of previous attacks by using innovative heuristics. Therefore, it is not enough to build a model for estimating the cost of an automated attack, only from data structure characteristics and the characteristics of the search tree, we also need to factor heuristics into our model, as discussed in the following paragraph.

**Characterizing heuristics**  Heuristics have the role of simplifying the search problem by prioritizing the choices that can be made – in each iteration of the while-loop from Algorithm 1 – by the search strategy. In order to do this, heuristics are derived via a human-assisted process using information about the search problem specification. Sources for this information are broad and include results from empirical studies that solve similar search problems, human intuition, etc.

Without the prioritization of choices, done by the heuristic, the search strategy makes an uninformed choice from all possible choices until the goal state is reached. Therefore, without heuristics, the characteristics of the search tree such as minimum depth of goal state and branching factor, are enough to estimate the search cost. This is actually the case for the search problem of guessing a random cryptographic key of \( n \)-bits given a (plaintext, ciphertext) pair, i.e. the total number of states, \( |S| = 2^n \), gives an estimate of the number of tries that the attacker must perform in order to guarantee a successful attack. As mentioned previously, the actual number of tries may be as low as 1 if the attacker guesses the key from the first try.

In practical attacks against cryptographic cipher implementations, attackers use information sources such as cache timing side-channels [16]. Attackers formulate heuristic functions on this information in order to prune branches of the search tree, such that it is feasible
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to do a brute-force enumeration on the remaining possible states (i.e. secret key values). Therefore, heuristics can be seen as a way of reducing the number of explored branches of a search tree. We can factor heuristics into our model by estimating the degree to which a certain heuristic will “reduce” the branching factor of a search tree, by guiding the search algorithm execution to visit only a subset of the possible successor states. This estimate also depends on the characteristics of the data structure contained in a state of the search tree.

Deterministic and non-deterministic search algorithm execution If a heuristic is able to perform a strictly monotonic ordering between all possible choices in all states, then the search algorithm execution is fully deterministic. Often however, heuristics are only able to reduce the possible choices to a certain set, where all states have the same (highest) utility value. At this point the best-first strategy will choose one of these “best” states uniformly at random, hence the search algorithm execution is non-deterministic. Many state-of-the-art search algorithms employ such a random choice strategy and are therefore non-deterministic. It is more difficult to predict the cost of non-deterministic search algorithm executions in comparison to deterministic search algorithm executions. Nevertheless, we can give an average estimate for it.

Average time-to-compromise Using the Big-O notation to characterize the worst case cost of the search algorithm execution is not in accordance with common security principles [180]. According to these principles the defender is urged to assume the best case scenario for attackers. However, using Big-Ω (Big-Omega) notation to characterize the best case scenario for attackers, is too vague for practitioners. Pragmatically an entity who employs obfuscation wants concrete numbers in terms of time (e.g. seconds) and computation power (e.g. a machine with 8 cores of 3.5 GHz and 64 GBs of RAM), but this is not resolved using Big-O or Big-Ω analyses. One approach along these lines is called average time-to-compromise [152] and it gives a quantitative estimate of the time that an IT system can withstand a cyber-attack. This idea is borrowed from physical security, where the security of safes is measured by the number of minutes it takes an attacker – having access to a certain fixed set of tools – to brake the safe [132]. We use a similar approach, however, instead of manual attacks, we measure the cost needed by automated attack steps (search algorithm executions) to reach a goal state, given a certain amount of computation resources, i.e. CPUs and memory.

4.2.4. Power of MATE Attacker

In many security settings it is common to assume that the attacker has unlimited or very high resources. For instance, in cryptographic settings, leaking the contents of a message sent between two war allies, to their common enemy (a MITM), may have insurmountable costs. Therefore, it is assumed that the MITM attacker is willing to spend a great amount of resources to decrypt messages sent between two parties (e.g. allies). However, this
assumption does not hold for several other scenarios. In this thesis we focus on software protection scenarios, where MATE attackers, often do not have such great gains.

For instance, automatic attacks on software are relevant for scenarios where a software developer employs software diversity \[86, 87\] via obfuscation (i.e. different end-users run differently obfuscated versions of the same program), and a MATE attacker targets all obfuscated versions of that program. This means that the amount of computing resources an attacker can spend on an automated attack must be limited in order to cope with the large amount of obfuscated versions. Moreover, automated attacks that target a large population of end-users often come in the form of PUPs \[148\] or changeware \[23\], executed on the machines of end-users, i.e. commodity hardware on average.

If software developers want to protect their applications (e.g. Google Chrome, Microsoft Windows, etc.), against PUPs or changeware, by using software diversity via obfuscation, then these protections must be able to withstand an automated attack with computation power equivalent to commodity hardware and not a super computer. Furthermore, the window of opportunity for such automated MATE attacks is limited (e.g. a few days, weeks, months), because of continuous software updates bring new diverse software instances containing different (combinations) of software protection, which force MATE attackers to redesign and redistribute their automated attacks. Note that, software diversity is known to cause high storage and distribution costs for software vendors who want to perform: differential updates, crash-dump debugging and binary signing by the OS vendor \[23\].

Another example of automated attacks on software are attacks performed by anti-virus and malware analysis engines. Similar to the previous scenario, these engines run on the machines of end-users and they must analyze binary files – which potentially are diversely obfuscated malware instances – in a matter of seconds. This means that for a malware developer, who is interested in infecting as many victims as possible, it is enough to protect his malicious software using enough obfuscation to be able to bypass an automated attack executed by an anti-virus or malware analysis engine. Even organizations performing malware analysis (e.g. McAfee, Symantec, etc.), who have more advanced hardware capabilities must process millions of different malware variants per day \[148, 201\]. This means they cannot invest much more than a small quota of hardware power to analyze each malicious binary.

Therefore, as opposed to encrypted communication (which must be secure against supercomputers running for a large amount of time), it is generally sufficient for software developers if diversely obfuscated applications withstand an automated attack running on commodity hardware for a limited amount of time (e.g. one hour, one month, etc.). This is true for the context of software diversity and automated MATE attacks explicitly assumed in this thesis (see Section 1.2).

### 4.2.5. Benefits of Search Model

Based on this model we develop a comprehensive way to characterize the effort required by the steps (i.e. transitions in the attack net), of all automated MATE attacks. In order
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to characterize the strength of obfuscation transformations our frameworks enables: (1) identifying the features of the data structures of states, which have a significant influence on the cost of searching for a solution and then (2) identify how these features are affected by different obfuscation transformations. Obfuscation transformations which have the largest impact on such features and hence the effort of search, are “stronger” than other transformations, w.r.t. the corresponding automated attack. This aspect is explored in a case-study presented in Chapter 5.

The characterization of the effort required by the steps which involve search enables reasoning about the overall cost of the automated MATE attacks. This gives software developers an indication of how much time their software would resist against an automated MATE attack, because the attack will last at least as long as the search algorithm execution for one transition in an attack-net path. Knowing this software developers can employ additional software protection mechanisms – if necessary – in order to increase the time needed for executing that attack step (i.e. transition). Moreover, we can use the identified features of the data structures and a model of the strategy (optionally including a heuristic) in order to predict the time needed by the automated attack, without actually performing the search. This aspect is explored in Chapter 6.

Lastly, the data structure features and heuristics instantiated in the model, help us reason about which kinds of obfuscation transformations would increase the cost of the attack. In order to prevent or hamper paths from source to sink in an automated MATE attack, we must apply or develop obfuscation transformations that affect these features and/or heuristics, such that the search cost increases. Therefore, software developers can choose the strongest transformations from the point of view of resilience against all known automated MATE attacks. We will elaborate on this aspect in Chapter 7.

4.3. Survey of Automated MATE Attacks

As a support for our claim that: *all automated MATE attacks can be seen as multi-step workflows (i.e. paths from sources to sinks in an attack net), containing one or more search problems*, this section presents a survey of automated MATE attacks. We instantiate our search model from Section 4.2 for several steps of automated MATE attacks. Note that the purpose of this section is to illustrate the benefits of our model (see Section 4.2.5), on various automated MATE attacks and it is, by no means, an exhaustive survey of such attacks. For this purpose we indicate which software features are important for characterizing the effort of the attack.

Finally, different programming analysis techniques (e.g. pattern matching, taint-analysis, etc.) are presented for each attack interpretation category (i.e. syntactic and semantic) and for each attack type (i.e. code understanding, data recovery or location recovery). However, any such analysis technique is only one step of a multi-step MATE attack. Therefore, other attack types may also be achievable using the same program analysis technique within a different multi-step MATE attack.
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4.3.1. Syntactic Attacks

Syntactic attacks do not interpret the program code or any artifacts (e.g. instruction trace) generated by or from it. Note that in this section we do not classify the entire multi-step MATE attack as static, instead, we refer to one particular step as being static. Such a step could very well be preceded or followed by a dynamic analysis step. The advantage of this category of attacks is that they are applicable to a broader range of programming languages and artifacts, which increases re-usability and amortizes development cost. The disadvantage is that these attacks can often be hindered by most obfuscation transformations, as will be discussed in the following paragraphs.

Data recovery via pattern matching

As the name of this particular technique indicates, the MATE attacker provides a pattern (e.g. a regular expression [131]), and this automated attack attempts to find all the exact matches of this pattern. The data structure for pattern matching is generally a list of bytes or bits (e.g. machine code, memory dumps). However pattern matching can also be performed on graphs and trees, where patterns are represented by subgraphs.

Pattern matching is also used by antivirus engines or reverse engineering tools, such as the Interactive Disassembler (IDA), where patterns are commonly called signatures. Such signatures or patterns represent known pieces of (malicious) code, which if identified, remove the burden of human-analysis needed to understand them. For instance, the Fast Library Identification and Recognition Technology (FLIRT) built into IDA Pro [195], recognizes library functions which have been statically linked inside of a binary executable without any debugging symbols. This process is similar to that of disassembly. However, FLIRT has a much larger database of functions, which it must recognize, compared to the relatively lower number of possible assembly instructions that need to be recognized during disassembly.

The attack-net corresponding to this automated MATE attack is illustrated in Figure 4.3. FLIRT processes the binary machine code starting from the first byte, using a buffer which

![Attack-net representing data recovery attack via pattern matching](image-url)
### Search Problem Specification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Goal</strong></th>
<th>A function name, whose code matches the contents of the FLIRT buffer.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Data structure</strong></td>
<td>A set of sequences of machine code bytes and empty placeholders representing patterns of library functions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State</strong></td>
<td>A set of patterns and their associated function names.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Initial state</strong></td>
<td>A set containing all patterns and their associated names, from the database.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Search Algorithm Execution

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Actions</strong></th>
<th>Filter out patterns from current state, whose prefixes do not match the current contents of the buffer.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Strategy</strong></td>
<td>Only patterns whose prefix exactly match the contents of the buffer are selected.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Heuristic</strong></td>
<td>Store the set of patterns of library functions as a tree, where the root is an empty sequence and each node contains a sequence of machine code bytes and/or empty placeholders. The contents of the nodes on each path from the root to a leaf represents a function pattern. The contents of intermediate nodes are common code bytes for all function patterns of its descendants.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4.3:** Elements of search specification and execution for data recovery attack via pattern matching.

is initially empty and performs the following steps:

1. Add the value at the current index of the machine code into the FLIRT buffer and move the index to the next byte of machine code.

2. If end of machine code is reached, then stop.

3. If the current contents of the FLIRT buffer does not match the prefix of any function templates in the FLIRT database, then empty the buffer and go to step 1.

4. If the current contents of the buffer matches the prefix of multiple function templates in the FLIRT database, then perform step 1 again.

5. If the current contents of the FLIRT buffer matches exactly one of the function templates in the FLIRT database, then assign the function name to that machine code and empty the buffer. Afterwards go to step 1.

Steps 3, 4 and 5 of the previous algorithm involve matching one of the thousands of patterns of known functions to the current contents of the buffer. This matching step maps to the transition called Search for Match in FLIRT Database transition in the attack-net from Figure 4.3. In the following we instantiate our search model on this transition and we reason about how to characterize its cost and by which means it could be hampered or prevented.

Table 4.3 contains the instance of our search model from Section 4.2.2 for the Search for Match in FLIRT Database transition in the attack-net from Figure 4.3. The goal is finding
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![Search Tree Diagram](image)

Figure 4.4.: Initial part of search tree corresponding to data recovery attack via pattern matching from Table 4.3.

A function name, whose code exactly matches the contents of the buffer, or no possible match for the buffer contents. Note that it may be necessary to search for the same function multiple times because the code is not necessarily 4 or 8 byte aligned, therefore, it is not clear at which address a function ends and another begins. The data structure is a set of all function patterns, which consist of machine code bytes and placeholders for bytes. The most interesting part of this attack is the heuristic, which is applied to the data structure, instead of the strategy, i.e. the heuristic is to store the list of function patterns inside a tree structure, which coincides with the search tree as illustrated in Figure 4.4. In this tree, functions that have matching prefixes share common ancestor nodes in the tree. Each different function pattern is reconstructed via the nodes from the root to a leaf. This heuristic reduces the effort needed for checking the content of the buffer against all possible functions in the set, to only checking those functions that have the same prefix as the current contents of the buffer. This happens because executing an action of the search by choosing a sub-tree of the search tree from Figure 4.4, is equivalent to selecting only those function patterns that correspond to that sub-tree. Differently from the previous attack, the search tree is not infinite and it is known before the search starts, because it corresponds to the database (i.e. set) of function patterns. Note that the same automated attack is also performed by code disassembly. The only difference is that instead of matching function patterns, disassembly matches instruction patterns. The search cost for this attack is characterized by the length of the program in bytes (denoted $N$), the average depth of the search tree from Figure 4.4 (denoted $D$), the average branching factor of the search tree (denoted $B$) and the average depth of the average size (in bytes) of the nodes in the tree (denoted $S$). If we assume that cost of comparing two bytes takes $cyc$ CPU cycles, then the expected time for the search cost is:

$$E[t(T)] = \frac{N}{S} \cdot D \cdot B \cdot cyc.$$

Since this algorithm only involves equality comparison it is quite fast and hampering it by increasing the size of the code or the number of libraries it can recognize, will not slow it...
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Figure 4.5.: Attack-net representing code understanding attack via pattern recognition

down much. However, preventing such exact pattern matching attacks is straightforward, because we can break the assumption that an exact match exists, by any code obfuscation technique presented in Section 3.3.2. For instance, Ibrahim and Banescu [112] successfully employ a virtualization obfuscation tool for C#, developed by Banescu et al. [20], in order to hide the location of code integrity checks against pattern matching attacks. In their case the pattern is encoded using a regular expression, which is also a data structure heuristic, because it can store a large set of possible values in a compact finite-state automaton.

**Code understanding via pattern recognition**

It is not always possible to manually generate patterns for attacks. However, in the context of software diversity there are numerous instances of the same program. In pattern recognition, artificial intelligence algorithms are employed to automatically extract patterns from a large number of diverse software instances. The important difference is that these algorithms can potentially discover highly complex patterns, which a human attacker would not have detected.

Pattern recognition is used in behavioral malware analysis [24], which is a code understanding MATE attack according to our classification criteria. In this context, behavior is defined by the dynamic instruction trace or system call trace of a software application. Since there are many such possible traces that could be generated by malware or benign applications (i.e. goodware), supervised machine learning techniques are generally applied as part of such multi-step automated MATE attacks. Therefore, a set of dynamic traces are labeled as being generated by malware and another set of dynamic traces are labeled as originating from goodware. This way the machine learning algorithm can also eliminate patterns that are common to both malware and goodware.

Banescu et al. [24] employ Support Vector Machines (SVMs) [61] to identify patterns in system call traces recorded during the execution of applications. The attack-net corresponding to this automated MATE attack is illustrated in Figure 4.5, where system call traces are obtained by executing the code with multiple input values. Each trace is divided using a sliding window of $n$ system calls, where $n \in \{3, 6, 9\}$. For each window position Banescu et al. [24] extract a set of features, denoted $\mathbf{x}_i$, where $i \in \{1, 2, \cdots, N\}$ and $N$ is the total number of windows from all traces in the dataset. The number of features for each window are equal to the size of the window itself, because each feature $\mathbf{x}_i$ represents a unique code
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### Search Problem Specification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goal</th>
<th>The tuple of Lagrange multipliers which solves the quadratic programming problem, representing the dual of the constraint optimization problem of finding hyperplane coefficients to discriminate malware from goodware samples.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data structure</td>
<td>A tuple of Lagrange multipliers, i.e. positive real numbers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State</td>
<td>A tuple of Lagrange multipliers having assigned values.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial state</td>
<td>A tuple of Lagrange multipliers with randomly assigned values.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Search Algorithm Execution

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actions</th>
<th>Pick other values for one of the Lagrange multipliers.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strategy</td>
<td>Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO), which uses a divide and conquer approach, i.e. finds a pair of Lagrange multipliers at a time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heuristic</td>
<td>Select those values for one of the Lagrange multipliers in the pair, which violate the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions [35].</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.4.: Elements of search specification and execution for the **code understanding attack via pattern recognition**.

of a system call name. Each window position is a data point for the SVM and is labeled with a value \( y_i \), indicating whether it is originating from a malicious \((y_i = -1)\) or benign \((y_i = 1)\) application’s system call trace.

The goal of the SVM algorithm is to identify the coefficients of a hyperplane which can discriminate malware from goodware samples (i.e. data points). A **discriminant function** tries to separate the data points such that all points labeled as malware are on one side of the hyperplane (described by this function), and all other goodware points are on the other side of the hyperplane. For instance, a discriminant function may look like \( f(\vec{x}_i) = \vec{a} \cdot \vec{x}_i + b \), where \( \vec{a} \) is a vector of weights and \( b \) is a constant. SVMs do not only separate points by a hyperplane, instead they use two **support vectors**, which are two hyperplanes at the boundary of each class of points. The goal of the SVM algorithm is to equivalent to finding the values of \( \vec{a} \) and \( b \), such that for all values of \( \vec{x}_i \) and \( y_i \) in our dataset the following relation holds: \( y_i(\vec{a} \cdot \vec{x}_i + b) \geq 1 \). Support vectors are parallel to the hyperplane given by the discriminant function and these support vectors are chosen such that the distance between them is as large as possible. This is a constraint optimization problem, which can be reformulated as a quadratic programming problem solvable by searching.

Quadratic programming problems can be solved by a variety of methods, including the augmented Lagrangian algorithm [70], the generalized simplex method [66] and sequential minimal optimization (SMO) [171]. Banescu et al. [24] use the latter method, which takes a divide and conquer approach. Each subproblem contains one equation with two unknowns and can be solved analytically using a heuristic based search [171].

Table 4.4 presents an instance of our search model from Section 4.2.2 for this quadratic programming problem. A partial expansion of the search tree of this problem can be seen in Figure 4.6, where \( c \) and \( c' \) are two Lagrangian constants that must be determined such that
they maximize a quadratic function. Note that the branching factor and the depth of this tree are both infinite. Such problems are NP-hard and different search algorithm executions may take too much time to converge to an optimal solution, i.e. a hyperplane which perfectly partitions malware samples from goodware samples. Therefore, it is common to employ a cutoff time and take a suboptimal solution, e.g. Banescu et al. [24] employ a cutoff time of 3.5 hours in their experiments, which is also illustrated as the last transition in the attack-net from Figure 4.5. In this context, a suboptimal solution means an error in the classification, i.e. the precision and recall of the classifier are less than 100%.

These search problems are part of the SVM Training transition of the automated MATE attack from Figure 4.5. After training, the (suboptimal) solution is used as a model to classify other data points, as malicious or benign, based on their features. This is called the testing phase and it does not involve search. Therefore, we should find features which can characterize the search effort in the training phase. From the description of this automated attack, we know that the convergence time grows as a factor of the number of features \( n \) (i.e. the window size) of one data point and the number of points \( N \) in the data set. Moreover, the number of points in the dataset \( N \), grows proportionally to the length of the system call traces used for training. If we consider that finding a pair of Lagrange multipliers using the heuristic from Table 4.4, takes \( cyc \) CPU cycles, then the expected value of the search cost is:

\[
E[t(T)] = N \cdot n \cdot cyc.
\]

The work of Banescu et al. [24] confirms this through their experiments which indicate that given the same cutoff time, varying the size of the window results in classification models having higher errors for higher window sizes (i.e. higher \( n \)). Moreover, using fewer traces (i.e. lower \( N \)) for training, results in models with lower classification errors.

In order to defend against such an automated MATE attack, Banescu et al. [24] proposed employing behavior obfuscation, which adds random noise (in the form of additional system calls), to the system call traces used for the training phase. This noise increases the data points in the dataset and also create more overlap between malware and goodware data.
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Figure 4.7.: Attack-net representing key location recovery attack via pattern recognition

points, which causes the SVM algorithm to converge slower and therefore the classification error is higher.

Location recovery via pattern recognition

Pattern recognition was also used by Shamir and Van Someren [189] to locate the secret key of an RSA cipher hard-coded in binary programs. They assume that the key is stored in memory as a contiguous sequence of \( v \)-bits chosen uniformly at random. As opposed to the previous pattern matching attack, in this attack the pattern (i.e. the actual bit values of the key), is not given. Instead, the “pattern” that is recognized is a noisy (i.e. high entropy) bit sequence which represents the key with a high likelihood, because executable code or other data values are, generally, significantly less noisy. The corresponding attack-net is depicted in Figure 4.7, where the MATE attacker is looking for a hard-coded cryptographic key of \( v \)-bits, inside of a memory dump of \( N \)-bits, where \( N \gg v \). In the following we dive deeper into the analysis of the search problem in the second transition of this attack-net.

Table 4.5 presents the following necessary elements of the search model from Section 4.2.2: goal, data structure, state, initial state, actions, strategy and heuristic. The first four elements are part of the search problem specification and the last three are part of the search algorithm execution. We also depict a part of the search tree corresponding to this attack in Figure 4.8 (not all nodes have been expanded due to limited page width). Each node at an even depth of the search tree, has a large branching factor i.e. if the node has a sequence of \( N \) bits, the branching factor of that node is \( N/2 - 1 \), because one could choose any value of \( x \in \{2, 3, \ldots, N/2\} \) to expand next. Since the heuristic for these nodes (see Table 4.5), assigns the same utility value to all subsequent states, the strategy picks one of these “best” states uniformly at random. Each node at an odd depth of the search tree, has a different branching factor equal to the value of \( 2x - 1 \), where \( x > 2 \) is the value selected by its parent node (at the previous depth of the search tree). This happens because one can also chose two consecutive partitions, not just individual partitions, i.e. as long as not all partitions are selected. Consecutive partitions can be selected since one part of the secret key could reside at the end of one partition and the remaining part would then reside in the following partition. For instance, in Figure 4.8 at depth 1, the second child of the root (\( x = 3 \)) has 5 children, because we also consider the states where: the first and second partitions are concatenated \( P1|P2 \) and the second and third partitions are concatenated \( P2|P3 \). For these nodes, the heuristic assigns a utility equal to the entropy of that partition,
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Search Problem Specification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Goal</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Data structure</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Initial state</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Search Algorithm Execution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Actions** | • For nodes (i.e. states) at even depth in the search tree (see Figure 4.8) pick an integer value of $x \in \mathbb{N}^*$, to partition range of the memory dump into $x$ chunks of bits.  
• For nodes at odd depth in the search tree, pick the range of one or more chunks to partition deeper. |
| **Strategy** | Best-first search. If multiple “best” states, pick one of these states uniformly at random. |
| **Heuristic** | • For nodes at even depth in the search tree, pick $x \in \mathbb{N}^*$ greater than 1 and less than the length of the range divided by 2.  
• For nodes at odd depth in the search tree, pick chunks with highest entropy, because according to good security practices, RSA keys need to be randomly generated, uniformly distributed sequences of bits. |

Table 4.5: Elements of search specification and execution for key location recovery attack via pattern recognition.

which is a real number between 0 and 1. These values can be easily sorted and the “best” states are picked as those having the highest entropy (highlighted using a red arc label in Figure 4.8). However, note that even at odd levels in the search tree, there could be nodes that have the same entropy values and then the best-first search strategy picks one of these nodes uniformly at random.

Now that we have instantiated our search model, we continue with reasoning about how to characterize the attacker effort (i.e. search cost), to improve the attack and to create a defense (i.e. obfuscation transformation). The goal states are nodes in the search tree that have the range size equal to $v$ bits. Therefore, we can infer another heuristic that: at even levels of the search tree we must not have states with ranges lower than $v$ bits, because expanding such states will not lead to a goal state. The search tree is not balanced, since always picking the same value of $x$ leads to a depth of $\log_x N$, which varies for different values of $x$. Hence, a depth-first search strategy may end up exploring the deepest part of the tree, where goal states are rare. The disadvantage of breadth-first search is the large branching factor at even depths of the tree. Hence a good heuristic at even depths would dramatically reduce the cost of the attack. One heuristic that Shamir and Van Someren [189] implicitly indicate is choosing $x = v/4$. We believe that the reason for choosing this value is that it is coarse enough to indicate a meaningful entropy value and granular enough to indicate subparts
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Figure 4.8.: Initial part of search tree corresponding to key location recovery attack via pattern recognition from Table 4.5. For nodes at depth 1 the best next states, have highlighted actions.

of the secret key. Using this heuristic the branching factor at even levels is reduced to 1. Moreover, the key can be found even at depth 4 in the worst case, depending on the alignment of the key inside of the memory dump. If we use \( \text{cyc} \) to denote the number of CPU cycles needed to compute the entropy of a chunk of \( x = \frac{v}{4} \) bits, then the estimated search cost for this attack is:

\[
E[t(T)] = N \cdot \left( \frac{\text{cyc}}{x} + \log_2 \left( \frac{N}{x} \right) \right).
\]

The estimate represents the effort needed to compute the entropy of a list of \( N/x \) elements of \( x \) bits and to sort these entropy values. Afterwards, the 4 consecutive elements with the highest entropy will contain the key. Since this estimated search cost is linearithmic with the size of the program, Shamir and Van Someren [189] indicate that there is stringent need for data obfuscation methods to hide hard-coded keys in binaries. Nevertheless, the cost of this automated attack is characterized by the values of \( u \) and \( v \), as well as the choice of \( x \) values. This attack can be stopped by breaking the last heuristic from Table 4.5, i.e. devise an obfuscation transformation which replaces the continuous sequence of bits representing the key in the memory dump, by some other data and/or code which at runtime will be used to decrypt the media file. This kind of reasoning led to the development of WBC a couple of years after this attack was published [50, 49].
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4.3.2. Semantic Attacks

Semantic attacks interpret the code of the program and/or the artifacts generated by or from it. This means that moving from one state to another inside the search tree involves interpreting code. The advantage of this category of attacks is that they are more accurate than syntactic attacks. However, their disadvantage is that they are often specific to a programming language or artifact (e.g. only applicable to source code, not machine code).

Data recovery via random testing

Random testing, is a dynamic analysis technique, which randomly chooses input values for a program \( P \) and records its outputs. Therefore, it treats the program as a black-box, i.e. it does not base its decision about the next action it will take on the code of the program or any past states. Consider the automated attack of recovering a license key of variable length via random testing, which is illustrated as the top-most path in the attack-net from Figure 4.1. Table 4.6 shows the instance of this attack based on our search model. In this case the data structure is a string of characters and the initial state is the empty string. Figure 4.9 shows a partial expansion of the search tree corresponding to this search problem. Note that the branching factor of each node is equal to the size of the alphabet which is used to create the string and the depth of the tree is infinite. In Figure 4.9, the nodes are laid out in alphabetical order simply for ease of readability, however, they are actually selected uniformly at random by random testing. Moreover, since the program is treated as a black-box, there is no information to guide the search, therefore this attack does not use a heuristic and it uses a breadth-first search strategy.

The cost of this automated attack depends on: (1) the depth of the goal nodes in the tree (denoted \( D \)), (2) the branching factor – equal to the size of the alphabet – (denoted \( S \)) and (3) the average number of CPU cycles needed to execute the program with a given input until the attack script can discern whether the input is a correct license key or not (denoted \( \text{cyc} \)). The expected value of the cost is therefore:

\[
E[t(T)] = S^D \cdot \text{cyc}.
\]

Note that in case \( D \) is known because the length of the license key is publicly known by the attacker, the structure of the search tree is different, because it can have one level with \( S^D \) values on that level. Therefore, even in this case the expected value of the search cost is the same as before. Any obfuscation transformation which slows the execution down for the license checking process would hamper this attack (e.g. garbage code insertion). It would delay the ability of the attacker to apply the goal test to the output of the program, because of the longer execution times of an obfuscated program, w.r.t. an unobfuscated program.

Location recovery via taint analysis

Up until this point we have mainly discussed passive analysis attacks, where the attacker may only observe the code of a program statically and/or dynamically. However, for several
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Search Problem Specification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Goal</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Data structure</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Initial state</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Search Algorithm Execution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Actions</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Strategy</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Heuristic</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.6.: Elements of search specification and execution for data recovery attack via random testing.

Figure 4.9.: Initial part of search tree corresponding to data recovery attack via random testing from Table 4.6.

attacker goals we must also consider active analysis attacks, where the attacker can modify the code statically or while loaded in process memory [175, 159] a.k.a. tampering attacks. In particular, the subgoal of identifying the location of self-checking code instructions is necessarily followed by the subgoal of disabling those instructions by modifying the code. Qiu et al. [175] propose such an attack based on taint-analysis.

Taint analysis is a program analysis technique, which can be applied both to static code as well as to dynamically generated instruction traces. The purpose of taint analysis is to analyze the information flow of so called tainted memory values, which are chosen by the MATE attacker. These tainted memory values can be any location of memory. Popular examples of tainted memory include: user inputs, return values of system calls, file contents, etc. Taint analysis interprets code instruction-by-instruction, using an instruction pointer. It propagates the taint to other memory areas which are either directly assigned tainted values (explicit information flow) or whose value is affected by a conditional branch whose boolean expression is dependent on one or more tainted values (implicit information flow). The automated MATE attack proposed by Qiu et al. [175], is illustrated in the attack-net.
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Figure 4.10.: Attack-net representing code location recovery attack via taint analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Search Problem Specification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Goal</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Data structure</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Initial state</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Search Algorithm Execution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Actions</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Strategy</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Heuristic</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.7.: Elements of search specification and execution for location recovery attack via taint analysis.

from Figure 4.10. The intuition behind this attack is that if the memory area of the code segment is tainted, then code integrity checks are conditional branch instructions whose boolean expressions are dependent on tainted values. The attack requires an instruction execution trace. It applies backward taint analysis to this trace, i.e. it taints all instructions and traces the execution back to the memory locations which are treated as code or which are used to create code (e.g. via decryption or unpacking). After it has identified these memory locations, it taints them and performs forward taint analysis in order to identify the instructions, which use the tainted memory as data, not code. Consequently, it performs a pattern matching attack on the identified instructions in order to locate the code checksums.

Table 4.7 shows an instance of our search model for Forward Taint Analysis transition from Figure 4.10. A state for taint analysis is a set of taint labels on memory and the set of instructions which were found to be integrity checks. We describe the search algorithm execution via a concrete example. Listing 4.1 shows a C code snippet illustrating an integrity check on a code segment. Here we assume that the code segment was identified in the backward taint analysis step of the attack by Qiu et al. [175], and it is pointed to by the variable
buffer, and has the length of \( N \) bytes. The checksum value is initialized on line 1 of Listing 4.1, which acts as an accumulator where the checksum of the code will reside. On lines 2-4 each byte of the code segment is added into the accumulator. Finally, line 5 checks if the dynamically computed checksum is different than a hard-coded expected value of \( V \). If so, the tamper response mechanism is called on line 6. Otherwise, the code continues its normal execution.

Figure 4.11 illustrates a partial expansion of the search tree corresponding to the search problem from Table 4.7 and the example code snippet from Listing 4.1. Note that each state (i.e., node in the tree) consists of the oval where the code and instruction pointer are illustrated, as well as the rectangle to its right which contains the taint labels for each memory location and the set of instructions which are integrity checks. In the initial state, the only tainted memory values correspond to the code segment (i.e., \( \text{buf}[0..N-1] \)) and no integrity check instructions have been detected. After two steps the memory value of the checksum accumulator is also tainted because it is assigned values of tainted memory. One step later in the search tree, the attack identifies the first conditional branch instruction that depends on a tainted memory value. Therefore, it adds the address of this instruction to the set of integrity check instructions. Afterwards, it may continue on either the path where the condition is false or on the path where the condition is true and the tamper response mechanism is invoked. Regardless of which paths the search execution chooses to explore first, taint-analysis needs to explore all \( n \) instructions of program \( P \), in order to determine which instructions are tainted and which not. If we denote by \( \text{cyc} \) the number of CPU cycles needed to update the taint labels in memory, then the estimated search cost of this search execution is as simple as:

\[
E[t(T)] = n \cdot \text{cyc}.
\]

**Over-tainting**

The drawback of taint analysis is over-tainting, which happens when memory values or instructions that are not actually dependent on tainted values are marked as tainted. For instance, we could add an opaque predicate after line 6 of Listing 4.1, which depends on the checksum and is always true. In that case, taint-analysis would mark the if-statement containing the opaque predicate as an integrity check instruction. Consequently, the if-statement would be removed along with the code inside this if-statement. This would break the functionality of the software after patching, by the attack.

Note that the goal of bypassing a license check may also be achieved by disabling the conditional instructions which compare the input to the license key [159]. This was indicated in the last path of the attack net in Figure 4.1. Therefore, an effective obfuscation

---

**Listing 4.1: Self-checksumming code example by Qiu et al. [175].**

```c
int checksum = 0;
for (int i = 0; i < N; i++){
    checksum += buf[i];
}
if (checksum != V)
    tamper_response();
```
transformation should not only hamper white-box test case generation, but also hamper active attacks. For instance, data obfuscation techniques such as (cryptographic) hash functions are most effective against passive attackers. However, they are easy to disable by tampering attacks [218]. Hence, we expect control-flow obfuscation techniques [59] to be more successful against active attacks. Basile et al. [30] and Varia [212] note the strong relation between obfuscation and resistance against tampering attacks. They provide formal models for tamper-resistance.

4.4. Summary

This chapter has presented the definition of an automated MATE attack as a multi-step workflow, which can be described using an attack-net. In order to characterize the effort
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attack</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Features for characterizing search cost</th>
<th>Estimated search cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Syntactic data recovery via pattern matching</td>
<td>Search for matching instruction in FLIRT database</td>
<td>length of the program ((N)), average depth of search tree ((D)), average branching factor ((B)), average size of nodes ((S))</td>
<td>(N/S \cdot D \cdot B \cdot \text{cyc})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syntactic code understanding via pattern recognition</td>
<td>Search for hyperplane which can discriminate malware from goodware samples</td>
<td>Number of features (n) and the number of points (N) in the data set</td>
<td>(N \cdot n \cdot \text{cyc})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syntactic location recovery via pattern recognition</td>
<td>Search for decryption key in memory dump of program</td>
<td>Length of memory dump in bytes ((N)), fraction of key size ((x))</td>
<td>(N/x \cdot (\text{cyc} + \log_2 N/x))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semantic data recovery via random testing</td>
<td>Search for test case which represents license key</td>
<td>Depth of the goal nodes in the tree ((D)) and its branching factor ((S))</td>
<td>(S^D \cdot \text{cyc})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semantic location recovery via taint analysis</td>
<td>Search for set of all locations of code integrity checking instructions</td>
<td>Number of lines of code ((n))</td>
<td>(n \cdot \text{cyc})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.8.: Summary of automated MATE attack survey.

of an automated MATE attack, a search model was proposed to describe the steps on a path from a source to a sink in the attack net. This model has been instantiated for a few automated MATE attacks proposed in the literature, however, we believe that it is possible to instantiate any automated MATE attack using our framework. A summary of the instantiations presented in this chapter, is shown in Table 4.8. Note that the first three attacks fall into the category of syntactic attacks, where code is treated as a string of bytes. The remaining two attacks described in this chapter fall into the category of semantic attacks, where code is interpreted according to its semantics. For both syntactic and semantic attacks we randomly selected three attacks – from the literature – to illustrate the three different attack types, i.e. data recovery, code understanding and location recovery. The missing code understanding attack type for the semantic interpretation category is done via symbolic execution and it will be presented in detail in Chapter 5, which is why we do not present it in this chapter.

This instantiation has facilitated reasoning about features needed to characterize the search cost of the automated MATE attacks (shown in the last two columns of Table 4.8), as well as countermeasures against these attacks. Since the next three chapters focus on automated MATE attacks based on symbolic execution, we have not discussed how to characterize such attacks in this section. The next chapter dives deeper into the problem of characterizing the effect of obfuscation on automated test case generation via symbolic execution.
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This chapter presents a characterization of automated symbolic execution attacks based on the model from Chapter 4. These characteristics are used to reason about and compare the resilience of a subset of obfuscation transformations from Chapter 3. Parts of this chapter have been published in a peer-reviewed publication [18] co-authored by the author of this thesis.

In Chapter 4 we introduced a search model that helps software developers reason about the resilience of their software against all automated MATE attacks. Instantiating this model for several steps of many different automated MATE attacks from an attack-net may seem like a daunting task. In order to remove this burden, in this chapter we first argue that there is a common step for many automated MATE attacks – even if these attacks have different attacker goals – namely generating high coverage test suites. Consequently, based on a survey state-of-the-art in test case generation by Anand et al. [2], we select symbolic execution for our case studies, because it does not require human-assistance and as opposed to black-box testing, it guides itself using the code of the program. We instantiate the search model from Chapter 4 in order to formalize the process of symbolic execution and we identify several relevant software characteristics that influence the effort of this automated MATE attack. Finally, we use these software characteristics for a systematic study of obfuscation resilience against automated attacks based on symbolic execution. This confirms that the software characteristics identified by instantiating the framework from Chapter 4, have a high impact on the effort of symbolic execution attacks.

As far as we are aware, there is no standard methodology for characterizing the resilience of different obfuscation transformations w.r.t. each other, against automated attacks. We are aware of works that focus on the empirical evaluation of the potency of obfuscation against human-assisted analysis [43, 44]. However, according to the pioneering work of Collberg et al. [58], obfuscation strength should be measured in terms of both potency against human-assisted attacks and resilience against automated attacks. This chapter is concerned with an empirical evaluation of the latter, with a focus on symbolic execution. Our work is complementary to existing work focused on human-assisted attacks, as well as works that evaluate the resilience of obfuscation against static analysis attacks [129, 65]. While focusing on symbolic execution may seem narrow in scope, it has been reported that a large number of deobfuscation techniques rely on symbolic execution [185].
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5.1. A Common Subgoal of Automated MATE Attacks

Schrittwieser et al. [184] note that motivations of MATE attackers are diverse. However, their goals can be placed under the following 2 categories:

1. Extracting proprietary algorithms or data (e.g. keys, credentials) from programs.
2. Modification of software to change its behavior, also known as software-tampering.

These categories can be mapped to the two code alternation categories from Section 4.1.4, namely passive and active, respectively. In Section 4.3 we saw that the goals in the passive category can be achieved by several means, i.e. program analysis techniques. The goals in the active category can be achieved by first identifying and disabling any integrity checks on the code itself [175] and then modifying the actual functionality of the target program. We believe that there is a common subgoal for both of these goals, namely automated test case generation.

In order to identify this common subgoal we look towards the automated MATE attacks presented in Section 4.3, as well as other state of the art automatic attacks. Automatic MATE attacks are often specific to certain implementations of obfuscation transformations (e.g. virtualization obfuscation [129, 100, 190, 60], opaque predicates [65], control-flow-flattening [209]), or they are specific to certain attacker goals (e.g. CFG simplification [228], identifying code self-checks [175], bypassing license checks [21]), or both. Except for those automated MATE attacks, which only have static analysis steps in the path from source to sink in an attack-net, e.g. [189, 129], all others use dynamic analysis often in combination with some form of static analysis. The main reason for the use of dynamic analysis is that obfuscation techniques such as run-time unpacking and self-modifying code cannot be analyzed statically. However, a pre-requisite of dynamic analysis is the generation of valid inputs for the program being analyzed. How these valid inputs are obtained is not always described in works that present automatic MATE attacks. In some works they are picked randomly, in others they are generated using a symbolic execution engine.

Random test case generation is not sufficient for common attacker goals. We argue that certain automated MATE attacks (e.g. uncovering trigger-based behavior in obfuscated malware [38]), require generation of test suites that achieve up to 100% reachable code coverage. Firstly, consider the goal of simplifying the CFG of an obfuscated program as presented by Yadegari et al. [228]. In order to ensure that the CFG is complete (i.e. there are no missing statements, basic blocks or arcs), the analysis technique requires execution traces that cover all the code of the program being analyzed. Secondly, consider the goal of identifying code which verifies checksums of other parts of the code as presented by Qiu et al.[175]. To ensure that all self-checking code instructions are identified (which is mandatory in case there is a cyclic dependency between the instructions which perform checking [45, 110]), the analysis technique requires execution traces that cover all the code of the program being analyzed. Thirdly, consider the goal of bypassing a license check as presented in [21]. If the license check is performed by a conditional statement based on
an input to the program, generating a test suite that covers all the code of the program guarantees that one of the test cases contains the license key. However, unlike the previous two goals, a test suite that achieves 100% coverage of reachable code is sufficient, but not necessary, because the license key may be guessed correctly before the test suite covers 100% of the reachable code. Nevertheless, we believe that test case generation is a common prerequisite for all state of the art automatic MATE attacks. Hence, our proposal in this thesis is to characterize the resilience of obfuscation transformations based on the increase in the effort needed to generate test cases for the obfuscated program relative to its unobfuscated counterpart.

We acknowledge the fact that after achieving this subgoal, an automatic MATE attack may need to perform further tasks (i.e. transitions in the attack-net) to achieve its end goal, because this subgoal is only one transition on a path from a source to a sink in the attack-net. However, the following transitions are different for different attacker goals, while the subgoal of automated test case generation is common for most state of the art attacks. We claim that the effectiveness of an obfuscation transformation can be measured by the increase in effort (i.e. slowdown) for automated test case generation.

5.1.1. The Effect of Obfuscation on Automated Test Case Generation

The main techniques for automated test case generation according to Anand et al. [2] are: symbolic/concolic execution, model-based test case generation, combinatorial testing, fuzzing, (adaptive) random testing and search-based testing. By “automated” we mean that the user does not need to provide a list of possible input values to the test generation method, only the program source or binary code, the type and number of inputs are needed. These test case generation techniques can be further divided into white-box testing techniques (i.e. symbolic/concolic execution), which analyze the program code to guide test case generation and black-box testing techniques (i.e. model-based testing, combinatorial testing, fuzzing, adaptive random testing and search-based testing), which do not analyze but simply run the code.

Since obfuscation techniques change the code of a program but not its input-output behavior, they only affect white-box testing techniques, modulo any overhead which is also incurred by black-box testing techniques due to executing any additional instructions in the obfuscated version of a program. We hence argue that the effectiveness of applying one or more obfuscation transformations can be measured by the increase in effort needed for a white-box testing technique to generate a test suite that covers all the reachable code of the given program (e.g. for the goal of CFG simplification) or to find an input that leads to a particular execution path (e.g. for the goal of extracting a license key).

If the absolute effort for a white-box testing technique to generate a test suite for an obfuscated program surpasses the effort for a black-box testing technique to generate a test suite that covers the same paths for the same program, then the attacker will use the test suite output by the black-box testing technique. Hence, we recommend bounding the number of obfuscation transformations applied (to protect a program), by the shortest time
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Listing 5.1: Program with easy to find test suite

```c
if (x > 127)
    // do this
else
    // do that
```

needed for a black-box test case generator to produce a test suite that covers all the reachable code of a given binary or to find an input that leads to a certain execution path. For instance, consider a program with a simple control-flow structure such as the one from Listing 5.1, where \( x \) is an unsigned character input value. Obfuscating this program using multiple layers of obfuscation would certainly make it hard to analyze statically. However, from the point of view of dynamic analysis this program has only 2 paths. Moreover, a black-box testing technique has a 50% probability of finding a test case that covers each of the 2 paths due to the fact that the if-statement on line 1 divides the range of input values into 2 equally sized subranges. This probability changes depending on the range and number of input arguments, as well as the types of conditional branches inside the code. For instance, for a license checking function, which takes a 32 byte string as input and has only one correct license key, the probability of a black-box test case generator of finding the correct license key is \( \frac{1}{2^{32}} \), which is quite low. Therefore, it is more economically attractive for a MATE attacker to analyze such a license checking function using a white-box approach.

5.1.2. Instantiating the Search Model for Symbolic Execution Attacks

Symbolic execution as originally described by King [130], involves simulating the execution of a program by replacing all input values of a program with “symbolic” values. As the simulation of the execution progresses, path constraints are added to “symbolic” values whenever these values are processed. When a branch condition is encountered, the simulation is forked into two paths: one path where the branch condition evaluates to true and the other where it evaluates to false. These two opposite conditions are separately appended to the path constraints existing before the branch, such that they generate two path constraints corresponding to each path.

Concolic or Dynamic Symbolic Execution The premise behind symbolic execution is that all code is available for simulation. However, in practice this may not hold, e.g. for system calls, which execute at OS kernel level. Concolic execution stands for concre + symbolic execution and it solves the issue of missing code by assigning concrete values to system call arguments and dynamically executing them [94, 40]. The concrete return values and side effects of system calls are then used to continue symbolic execution. Concrete value assignments are obtained by querying a Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT) solver using the path constraints for a certain path [89]. An SMT solver tries to find an assignment of concrete values to symbolic variables, which will satisfy all path constraints [28]. Internally
Search Problem Specification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goal</th>
<th>Test suite which achieves 100% coverage of reachable program code.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data structure</td>
<td>Code of program $P$, e.g. source code, binary code.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State</td>
<td>Code of $P$ with an instruction pointer (IP) at the current instruction to be interpreted. Plus the associated memory state of $P$ and the path constraint.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial state</td>
<td>IP is set to the entry point of $P$ and its memory state is empty.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Search Algorithm Execution

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actions</th>
<th>Interpret one of the possible next instructions according to the control-flow of the program.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strategy</td>
<td>Non Uniform Random Search (NURS), i.e. select a state randomly according to a distribution given by the heuristic (below).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heuristic</td>
<td>Minimum distance to uncovered instruction.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: Elements of search specification and execution for code understanding attack via symbolic execution.

SMT solvers often convert path constraints into boolean formulas and use a Boolean satisfiability (SAT) solver to find a solution. Other analysis techniques which improve on classical symbolic execution have been developed over the last decade also under the name dynamic symbolic execution [39, 181, 193]. In this thesis we use the term symbolic execution to refer to all the techniques which employ a mix between dynamic analysis and symbolic execution.

Covering Code with Symbolic Execution

Brumley et al. [38] propose a code understanding attack based on symbolic execution, for identifying and analyzing trigger-based behavior in malware. This is motivated by the fact that malware often contains trigger conditions, which must be satisfied in order for malware to exhibit its malicious (interesting) behavior, i.e. if trigger conditions are not met, then the malware appears to be a benign program. Their idea for uncovering trigger conditions is to explore as many paths as possible in the code by making different possible trigger types (e.g. time, user inputs, network inputs) symbolic and keeping other variables concrete. Any branch that depends on symbolic values is potentially a trigger condition inside the malware. However, since malware may have several trigger conditions and these could occur anywhere in the program, it is necessary to cover all code and as many paths as possible, ideally all paths if their number is not infinite.

Table 5.1 shows an instantiation of our search model from Section 4.2.2, for this automated attack. The data structure for this search problem is the code of the program being analyzed. Additionally to this data structure the state also has the following three auxiliary digital
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Figure 5.1.: Initial part of search tree corresponding to code understanding attack via symbolic execution from Table 5.1.
Listing 5.2: Program containing a trigger condition, i.e. it only prints “You Win” if the DBJ2 hash of the input is equal to a hard-coded value.

```c
int main(int ac, char* av[]) {
    int hash = 5381;
    unsigned char *str = av[1];
    while (int c = *str++) {
        hash += (hash << 5) + c;
    }
    if (hash == 0x49a54935)
        printf("You Win");
    return 0;
}
```

items associated to it: (1) an instruction pointer, (2) the memory contents of the program and (3) a path constraint. Consider the simple C program from Listing 5.2. This program computes the DJB2 hash algorithm on the characters of the string passed as the first argument (lines 2-7). If the result of the hash is equal to a hard-coded value, then a the string “You Win” is printed on the standard output (lines 9-10). Otherwise, nothing is printed and finally the program stops its execution (line 12). The boolean expression from line 9 can be seen as a trigger condition for this program.

A partial expansion of the search tree corresponding to the symbolic execution of this program, is presented in Figure 5.1, where the instruction pointer associated with the state is denoted IP. Note that the depth of this tree is bounded by the length of the first input argument, which is unbounded if that value is symbolic. The strategy and heuristic first pick those states on the fringe of the search tree which lead to the interpretation of an uncovered instruction. As symbolic execution moves from one state to another, it records all operations performed on symbolic values as SMT formulas, i.e. path constraints. At each branch instruction which depends on a symbolic value, there are two possible paths corresponding to the true and false cases of the branch. Therefore, the symbolic execution engine appends the boolean condition of the branch instruction, to the current path constraints corresponding to that symbolic value and sends this as a query to an SMT solver. The symbolic execution engine also sends another query corresponding to the negation of the boolean condition. The SMT solver returns: (1) SAT if it finds a solution for this query, (2) UNSAT if the query cannot be satisfied by any possible assignment, or (3) TIMEOUT if it is cutoff due to the fact that a certain time limit was reached and the query could not be proved to be SAT or UNSAT. If SAT is returned by the SMT solver, then it has found an input to the program which can lead to that state of the program. Otherwise, if UNSAT or TIMEOUT is returned, then the corresponding state cannot be reached and it is discarded. Therefore, SMT-/SAT-solvers also perform a search algorithm execution, which affects the overall effort of the symbolic execution engine. In the next section we map this SMT/SAT search problem onto our search model, in order to identify relevant features for
characterizing the search cost.

In Figure 5.1, the left-most leaf of the search tree indicates the state where “You Win” is printed on the standard output after one iteration of the while-loop. Using the minimum distance to an uncovered instruction as a heuristic, the Non Uniform Random Search (NURS) strategy from Table 5.1, may try to reach this state first. This state cannot be reached, because the following query to the SMT solver has no solution:

\[
5381 + (5381 \ll 5) + c == 0x49a54935,
\]

where \( c \) is an unsigned character, i.e. one byte value between 0 and 255. However, this does not mean that the corresponding line of code can never be covered. The symbolic execution search strategy performs another iteration of the while-loop of the program from Listing 5.2 (right sub-tree in Figure 5.1), and then it again tries to enter the if-statement in a subsequent state. Such states are not shown in Figure 5.1 due to space limitations, however, they are children of the states that execute the if-statement before the print statement.

From this search model of symbolic execution presented above, we can easily identify that the search tree structure depends on the length and the number of control-flow statements of the program. The more control structures dependent on symbolic values are in the program, the more branches the search tree has. Moreover, the depth of the tree is determined by the number of iterations of the loop. On the one hand, if the loop is bounded by a large integer value, then the search tree is very deep, but the trigger condition may be satisfied before the deepest node is reached. On the other hand, if the loop is bounded by a symbolic value, then the symbolic execution engine will search for the right value such that it finds a node in the search tree where the trigger condition is satisfied. The depth of the tree could be further increased if the program had nested control-flow structures.

Solving Path Constraints via SMT-/SAT-solvers

SMT instances are a generalization of boolean satisfiability (SAT) instances by adding equality, arithmetic, fixed-size bit-vectors, arrays, quantifiers, and other useful first-order theories [68]. SMT-/SAT-instances are also solved via search. This means that each arc of the search tree from Figure 5.1, involves another search performed by an SMT solver to find a concrete value for symbolic variables, which satisfies the path constraints. Since both SMT- and SAT-instances are similar, the same search algorithm can be applied to solve both of them, e.g. DPLL [67]. There are hundreds of works proposing improvements of various aspects of the DPLL algorithm published in the literature, some of the most successful are: Conflict-Driven Clause Learning (CDCL) [194] and Chaff [156]. However, all SMT-/SAT-solvers are in essence search engines, which seek a solution for any given query.

Table 5.2 shows the mapping of a random SAT problem to our search model. The data structure corresponding to this problem is a SAT instance (i.e. a boolean query), in conjunctive normal form, e.g.:

\[
(la + b + c) \cdot (a + c + d) \cdot (a + c + d + l) \cdot (a + c + d + l) \cdot (b + c + d) \cdot (la + b + c) \cdot (la + lb + c) == 1, \tag{5.1}
\]
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Search Problem Specification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Goal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial state</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Search Algorithm Execution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Actions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heuristic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2: Elements of search specification and execution for data recovery attack via SAT solving.

where \(a, b, c\) and \(d\) are Boolean variables (i.e. 0 or 1) also called literals, \(!\) represents logical negation, \(+\) represents logical OR and \(\cdot\) represents logical AND. A clause is a group of literals that are OR-ed (i.e. in disjunction) to each other. Note that the previous SAT instance is a random example and it is not derived from the path constraints of the symbolic execution depicted in Figure 5.1, because such a path constraint consists of dozens of Boolean variables (corresponding to each bit of the symbolic variables in that path constraint) and hundreds of clauses, which would not be suitable as a human-readable example in this thesis. When a literal is assigned a logical 1 value, the clauses to which this literal belongs to, become true. Therefore a SAT instance is a conjunction of clauses. The goal of the SAT solver is to find an assignment to all of the literals such that the SAT instance is satisfied. In the context of symbolic execution attacks, this assignment gives the MATE attacker a concrete test case to reach a new path in the symbolically executed program.

The pseudo-code for the DPLL \([67]\) algorithm used for solving SMT-/SAT-instances is illustrated in Algorithm 2, where \(\text{DPLL}\) is a recursive function which takes two arguments, namely a SMT-/SAT-instance (denoted \(\Theta\)) and a constant value for a literal in \(\Theta\). The first step of the \(\text{DPLL}\) function is to propagate the constant value of the literal passed in as an argument, to all clauses involving this literal, which is also called binary constant propagation. Afterwards, \(\text{DPLL}\) returns \(\text{true}\) if all clauses in \(\Theta\) are satisfied by the current assignment of literals. If one or more clauses in \(\Theta\) cannot be satisfied after the binary constant propagation, then \(\text{DPLL}\) returns \(\text{false}\). Otherwise, another unassigned Boolean variable is picked and \(\text{DPLL}\) is called recursively for each truth value of this Boolean variable.

Algorithm 2 is deterministic and it can be illustrated using a BDD, where each level...
ALGORITHM 2: Davis–Putnam–Logemann–Loveland (DPLL)

1 Input: SMT-/SAT-instance, denoted Θ;
2 Output: A truth value indicating if the instance is SAT or UNSAT;
3 function DPLL(Θ, constant value for one literal ∈ Θ) {
4     Propagate constant value of literal to all clauses in Θ;
5     if satisfied: all clauses in Θ are true then
6         return true;
7     end
8     if conflict: one or more clauses in Θ is false then
9         return false;
10    end
11    for each literal ∈ Θ do
12        return DPLL(Θ, literal = 0) or DPLL(Θ, literal = 1);
13    end
14 }

corresponds to a certain Boolean variable. The algorithm simply enumerates all possible combinations of values for all Boolean variables of an SMT-/SAT-instance, and stops when a satisfying assignment is found. This is equivalent to traversing a BDD and stopping at a leaf where the assignment to variables satisfies the SMT-/SAT-instance, which is the most naive way of searching for a solution. It is similar to enumerating all possible key values in order to guess the decryption key of a given plaintext-ciphertext pair. The complexity of this naive way of searching is exponential in the number of Boolean variables of the given SMT-/SAT-instance, and hence not practical. However, lines 11-13 of Algorithm 2 can be slightly modified to make a more informed decision based on what was observed from previous literal assignments which caused the function to return false. The past decades have seen significant advances in the time efficiency of SAT and SMT solving, due to such changes to the DPLL algorithm, which employ heuristics for prioritizing the order in which literals should be assigned [89]. The state of the art algorithm which performs such a prioritization is called Conflict-Driven Clause Learning (CDCL) [194]. State of the art solvers such as MiniSAT [76] and Z3 [68] employ CDCL. They also employ a tunable degree of randomness in choosing the next literal to be assigned, because this has been observed to give better solving times in practice. Nevertheless – since the problem of SAT solving is NP-complete – in practical scenarios a cutoff is employed to stop the search after a certain time.

Figure 5.2 shows a partial expansion of the search tree. The branching factor depends on how many literals have not yet been assigned. In the initial state the branching factor is equal to 8, because none of the literals have been assigned. Note that assigning a value to one literal (e.g. 1\text{a}) also assigned the opposite value to its negation (i.e. 1\text{b}), hence, at depth 1 in the search tree, the branching factor is 6, and so on. The contents of some nodes of the search
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Figure 5.2.: Initial part of search tree corresponding to data recovery attack via SAT solving from Table 5.2.

tree are not described in detail due to space limitations. However, for the nodes where the state is given, we use green and red backgrounds to indicate the clauses of literals which are satisfied and unsatisfied, respectively, by any previous assignment. This (un-)satisfiability of clauses is determined by the process of Boolean constant propagation, once a literal is assigned a constant values. Note that all but one of the leaves of the search tree in Figure 5.2 contains a solution, i.e. the penultimate leaf from left to right. The assignments to reach this leaf were: $a = 1$, $c = 1$ and $b = 1$. This also means that for this assignment both possible values for $d$ would also lead to a solution.

From the search model of SMT-/SAT-solving presented above we can identify that the size of the search tree depends on the number of literals, which in turn depends on the size (range) of the symbolic values from the path constraints. Therefore, the data type of the symbolic variables should have an impact on the effort needed by this attack, because wider variables – in terms of number of bits – should result in SMT-/SAT-queries with more literals. Also, different types of operators in program statements (e.g. addition, division, modulo, etc.) entail different complexities of the resulting SMT-/SAT-queries. Moreover, a higher nesting level of conditional branch statements is equivalent to having a more complex boolean condition in one branch statement, which also affects the complexity
of path constraints. All of these software features will be used in the case studies from Section 5.2 and Section 6.2.

5.2. Case Study

In this section we leverage the software features that were uncovered by formalizing symbolic execution attacks as two search problems. Moreover, we measure the execution time overhead added by existing code obfuscation transformations to the symbolic execution of different programs by state-of-the-art tools. We created 2 datasets of programs[15]. Using the first dataset we analyze the symbolic execution slowdown of obfuscated programs, w.r.t. their unobfuscated counterparts, for the attacker who wishes to attain 100% reachable code coverage (Section 5.2.2), e.g. to simplify the CFG or to identify and disable self-checks. Our goal in Section 5.2.2 is to determine which obfuscation transformations from 2 freely available obfuscation tools are more resilient against symbolic execution and which transformations should be used in combination with each other. Using the second dataset of programs our goal is to compare different symbolic execution engines (Section 5.2.3) which simulate the attacker that wants to reach a certain path, e.g. to bypass a license check. Section 5.3 presents a summary and the threats to validity for this case study.

5.2.1. Obfuscator and Analysis Implementations

Commercial obfuscation tools such as Themida [205], Code Virtualizer [204], VMProtect [214] and ExeCryptor [206] operate exclusively on the Microsoft portable executable (PE) format. However, implementations of state-of-the-art test case generators for PEs such as Microsoft SAGE [96] are not publicly available. Other tools such as KLEE [39], angr [193] and Triton [181] have no or limited support for analyzing PEs. BitBlaze Vine [196] and S2E [48] (based on KLEE), support the analysis of PEs, however, as existing work [227] already points out, they have issues analyzing code obfuscated by the commercial tools mentioned above. Commercial obfuscators employ anti-analysis tricks (e.g. obfuscated jumps, symbolic code), which profit from the fact that the operational semantics of some of the previously mentioned symbolic execution engines do not model all details of the execution environment (e.g. the flags register). However, as shown in [227], these anti-analysis tricks can be circumvented if the symbolic execution engine semantics are updated accordingly. Hence, these anti-analysis tricks do not affect the search tree or the heuristic of symbolic execution engines as discussed in Section 5.1.2. In this work we use obfuscation transformations in the Tigress C Obfuscator [56] and Obfuscator-LLVM [120], which operate at the C source code level, respectively LLVM intermediate representation level and we do not employ anti-analysis tricks.

We used KLEE version 1.3.0 with LLVM version 3.4 and the POSIX runtime provided by its custom klee-uclibc version 1.0.0 and the STP SMT solver [89] version 2.2.0. Additionally to using KLEE, in Section 5.2.3 we also use angr version 4.6 and Triton version 0.3.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code Metric</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Med</th>
<th>Avg</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Calculations</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conditionals</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.68</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logical</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assignment</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1.Loops</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2.Loops</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total LOC</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>12.66</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average.CC1.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>2.84</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Before obfuscation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code Metric</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Med</th>
<th>Avg</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Calculations</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>144.38</td>
<td>1343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conditionals</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>36.36</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logical</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>19.88</td>
<td>586</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assignment</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>61.64</td>
<td>205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1.Loops</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2.Loops</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total LOC</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>264.19</td>
<td>1881</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average.CC1.</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11.01</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) After obfuscation

Table 5.3.: Overview of manually written programs before and after obfuscation.

5.2.2. Experiment with First Dataset

The first dataset (available online) [15] contains 48 manually written C programs consisting of only one function, which prints strings on standard output after a few integer comparisons, summations and multiplications. Across all 48 programs, this function has between 4 and 18 Lines of Code (LOC) including: control-flow statements, integer arithmetic and system calls to `printf`. Note that the previous numbers of LOC do not include function declarations, comments and lines containing only closing brackets or empty spaces. Table 5.3a shows the minimum, median, average and maximum values of various code metrics of only the original (un-obfuscated) set of programs, as computed by the Unified Code Counter (UCC) tool [163]. This tool outputs a variety of code metrics including three variations of the McCabe cyclomatic complexity (CC), their average and the number of: calculations, conditional operations, assignments, logical operations, loops at different nesting levels, pointer operations, mathematical operations, logarithmic operations, trigonometric operations and total number of LOC. Each metric was computed on the main function of the C file of each program.

We have deliberately designed these programs to be small for the following 2 reasons: (1) the size of the obfuscated versions of these small programs increases between 18 and 1881 LOC (see Table 5.3b), and (2) we wanted to run a symbolic execution engine to cover 100% of the reachable code of each program and all of its obfuscated versions without any cutoff time, 10 times each, in order to check variability of the results. In case a symbolic execution engine is not able to cover 100% of the reachable code of a program, we can still perform relative overhead comparison. We can do this by simply stopping the symbolic execution of the obfuscated program when the test suite it generated has the same code coverage as the test suite generated by symbolically executing the un-obfuscated program. More generally, we must always compare the times needed to generate two test suites that have the same degree of code coverage when applied to the original or to the obfuscated program.

In Section 5.1.2 we discussed symbolic execution attacks as an instantiation of our search model from Section 4.2.2. There we mentioned a few program characteristics (i.e. length of input, structure of control flow, type of loop bounds), that would influence the
search tree corresponding to a symbolic execution attack (see Figure 5.1). Therefore, when creating these 48 programs we varied the following 7 code characteristics (not all possible combinations) in order to increase the heterogeneity of the programs, as well as to analyze the impact of each of these characteristics on symbolic execution. The values of these code characteristics are listed in the headers of the sub-tables from Table 5.4:

1. The size of the input of the program measured in bytes. Larger input sizes are expected to result in a larger number of literals in path constraints, but also in longer path constraints for programs which have loops bounded by symbolic values.

2. The maximum depth of nested control flow instructions (conditional branches and loops). Larger depth of control flow is expected to result in a larger branching factor for the search tree corresponding to symbolic execution.

3. The total number of if-statements. If-statements not dependent on symbolic values are not expected to increase the branching factor of the search tree corresponding to symbolic execution.

4. The number of if-statements dependent on the value of the input (as an integer). A larger number of if-statements dependent on symbolic values is expected to lead to more queries sent to the SMT-/SAT-solver.

5. The total number of loops. Loops not dependent on symbolic values are not expected to increase the branching factor of the search tree corresponding to symbolic execution.

6. The number of loops depending on the length of the input (in bytes). The longer the input the larger the depth of the search tree corresponding to symbolic execution.

7. The number of loops depending on the value of the input (as an integer). This allows variable upper bounds for loops, which is expected to result in a large depth of the search tree corresponding to symbolic execution.

Table 5.4.: KLEE execution time (in seconds) of original programs w.r.t. code characteristics of 1st dataset.
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**Testbed description:** For the experiment presented in this subsection we used KLEE to generate test suites that cover all the code in each program\(^1\). We have used a machine with an Ubuntu 14.04 64-bit operating system with 16GB of physical memory and an Intel Core i7-3520M CPU with 4 logical cores each having a frequency of 2.90GHz.

**Step 1 - Baseline symbolic execution time before obfuscation:** We ran KLEE on every original program 10 times and we analyzed the average values across these 10 runs. In this and all the of following steps (including those with angr from Section 5.2.3) the coefficient of variation \(c_v\) (i.e. standard deviation divided by the mean) of the symbolic execution time of the same program did not exceed 40% for any program. Moreover, \(c_v\) was less than 25\% for over 90\% of the symbolically executed programs. In other words the execution times for the same program can be considered roughly constant.

Table 5.4 shows execution time of KLEE for obtaining 100\% reachable code coverage on the original (unobfuscated) programs w.r.t. the previous 7 code characteristics. It is important to note that the high standard deviation w.r.t. the mean, is computed over all programs from the dataset and denotes the heterogeneity of the dataset, which is crucial in order to have some degree of generality for our findings. The top-left sub-table in Table 5.4 indicates that the time needed for symbolic execution increases with the size of the symbolic input. The following sub-tables indicate that programs containing only if statements were faster to symbolically execute than programs which contain loops. Moreover, nesting if-statements inside loops and nested loops lead to higher symbolic execution times. Finally, making the branch condition of if-statements or loops dependent on the value of the input also increases symbolic execution time.

**Step 2 - Compare symbolic execution overhead added by different obfuscation transformations:** We obfuscated each of the 48 programs using the following 30 different configurations of Tigress:

1. **EncodeLiterals** (EncL): replaces constant strings and integers by code which dynamically generates these constants during execution.

2. **EncodeArithmetic** (EncA): replaces arithmetic expressions with more complex equivalent expressions.

3. **Flatten** (Flat): transforms the control-flow of a function into a flat-hierarchy of basic blocks that all have the same predecessor and successor basic blocks.

4. **Virtualize** (Virt): transforms a function into an interpreter for a random language \(L\), translates the function’s code into \(L\) and saves it as bytecode.

\(^1\)The KLEE command used for this purpose is the following: klee --optimize --emit-all-errors --libc=uclibc --posix-runtime --only-output-states-covering-new --max-time=3600 --write-smt2s ./filename.bc --sym-arg <input_size>
5-8. *AddOpaque* (AddO): inserts opaque predicates i.e. branch conditions that are either always true or always false at runtime, but whose value is difficult to analyze statically. *UpdateOpaque* (UpdO): assigns new values to the variables used in opaque predicates, at runtime. We used 4 and 16 AddO, with and without UpdO.

9-28. Ordered combinations of every possible couple of the previous transformations, except for combinations with: *AddO4, AddO4-UpdO* and *AddO16-UpdO*.

29-30. *Flatten* and *Virtualize* were each applied 2 times consecutively on the same program.

Note that the only Tigress options used were those indicating the transformation type and the number of opaque predicates. For all other Tigress options we used the default values in order to limit the number of obfuscated programs that we then used as inputs to symbolic execution engines. The resulting code metrics as output by UCC for the obfuscated programs are shown in Table 5.3b.

Each of the 48 programs were also obfuscated using the following 9 different configurations of Obfuscator LLVM:

1. *InstructionSubstitution* (ISub): replaces arithmetic and boolean expressions with a sequence of expressions which evaluate to the same result. This transformation is similar to the *EncodeLiterals* transformation of Tigress.

2. *ControlFlowFlattening* (CFF): similar to the *Flatten* transformation of Tigress.

3. *BogusControlFlow* (BCF): similar to the *AddOpaque* transformation of Tigress.

4-9. Ordered combinations of every possible couple of the previous transformations.

All of the obfuscated programs corresponding to the first dataset were executed using KLEE. We recorded the SMT queries corresponding to every path using the `-write-smt2s` option. The value of the command line option `-sym-arg` indicates the length of the symbolic input argument passed to the program, this was changed accordingly for programs with input arguments having 1 byte and 16 bytes. We executed KLEE on every obfuscated program 10 times and we analyzed the average values across the 10 executions.

We computed the slowdown of symbolic execution of an obfuscated program w.r.t. its unobfuscated counterpart by: dividing the time needed for KLEE to analyze the obfuscated program by the time needed to analyze the corresponding original program. Figure 5.3 presents the average slowdown (using circles) in ascending order from left to right w.r.t. each employed transformations (X-axis) for the programs obfuscated using Tigress (left of vertical bar in Figure 5.3) and Obfuscator LLVM (right of vertical bar in Figure 5.3). Figure 5.3 also shows: the average increase in program size (plus signs), the percentage of time KLEE spent waiting for the SMT solver to answer all queries (solid line, only line that uses linear Y-axis on right of Figure 5.3), the average increase in total queries issued to the SMT solver (dashed line) and the average query size measured as number of nodes in the abstract syntax tree of an SMT query (dotted line). We make the following observations from Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3.: Impact of obfuscation on the KLEE symbolic execution for programs in 1st dataset. X-axis labels to the left of the vertical bar are Tigress transformations; those to the right are Obfuscator LLVM transformations. Right Y-axis is linear and applies only to "% Time waiting for solver" (solid line). Left Y-axis is logarithmic and applies to all other curves.

Observation 1: The EncL and AddO transformations of Tigress (even when employed together or in conjunction with UpdO), have a small impact on the slowdown of symbolic execution compared to the other obfuscation transformations. The reason for this small slowdown is the fact that the additional control-flow instructions introduced by these transformations are not input dependent and they can easily be solved by the SMT solver. This observation also applies to the corresponding transformations of Obfuscator LLVM, i.e. ISub, respectively BCF.

Observation 2: EncL in conjunction with any of the 3 transformations: EncA, Flat, and Virt, does not increase the slowdown more than simply employing those transformations alone. The reason is that EncL only splits constant literals (e.g. from print statements) into a sequence of instructions, which are concretely executed by KLEE, because they do not depend on symbolic values. This observation also applies to the corresponding transformations of Obfuscator LLVM, i.e. combining ISub with CFF does not increase the slowdown more than CFF alone.

Observation 3: Resilience increases when applying Virt and Flat after any other transformation. The reason for this is that both of these 2 transformations construct an interpreter-like structure whose complexity is proportional to the size of the given source code. The other 3 transformations of Tigress tend to add more code to the input program, hence applying them before Virt and Flat results in larger interpreter-like structures. This observation also applies to the CFF transformation in Obfuscator LLVM. Moreover, applying Flat after Virtualize increases the slowdown.

Observation 4: The average percentage of time spent waiting for the SMT solver to solve path constraints in the original program is equal to 66.35% for the original programs in the first dataset. EncL, AddO, ISub and BCF do not have a significant impact on this value.
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This is because very few additional queries are added by EncL and ISub. Also KLEE can simplify the majority of path constraints added by AddO and BCF via caching query results, i.e. without calling the SMT solver for each path constraint. On the other hand, EncA, Flat, and CFF each cause an increase of about 10% when used separately. EncA and Flat cause an increase of about 15% when used together. However, applying Flat twice does not lead to a 20% increase. Contrarily, Virt decreases the time spent waiting for the SMT solver by about 5% when used alone (despite issuing more and larger queries) and by 5-45% when used in combination with EncL, AddO and Virt.

**Observation 5:** Flat and CFF on average lead to an increase of 2 orders of magnitude in the number of queries issued by KLEE to the SMT solver. The queries are also approximately 10 times larger than the original queries. This indicates that the slowdown is due to the fact that KLEE is issuing many more large queries to the SMT solver which is expensive in terms of time. These queries are generated due to branches which are dependent on program input values. Programs which do not contain loops or if statements dependent on input values have no increase in the number of issued queries. An important advantage of flattening is that it has the smallest effect on program size compared to all other employed transformations.

**Observation 6:** EncA increases the query size 20 times. This suggests that the slowdown for this technique is due to the difficulty of solving the queries and not to the large number of queries as was the case in Observation 5. These queries are more difficult to solve due to the non-trivial complexity of the arithmetic expressions added by EncA. Remarkably, the size of the program is affected less by this transformation than by Virt, AddO and even EncL, because the complex expressions added by EncA are not as large as control flow statements added by the other transformations.

**Observation 7:** Virt tends to reduce the time that KLEE waits for the SMT solver. The reason for this reduction is due to the fact that this transformation adds more instructions to the execution paths, i.e. loading bytecode values and data values for every original statement of the program. Since all instructions have to be interpreted by the symbolic execution engine, this translates into higher slowdown. Applying Virt multiple times yields multiple levels of interpreter `fetch-decode-dispatch` instructions, hence the large slowdown when virtualization is applied twice. Similarly to flattening, Virt induces a higher slowdown on programs with loops or if-statements depending on program inputs.

**Step 3 - Compare SMT instances of original and obfuscated programs:** KLEE outputs an SMT file for every path that it finds in the program it analyzes. These SMT instances contain the path constraints necessary to generate a test case that leads to the corresponding path. We compared the SMT instances output by KLEE for all programs in the dataset (including the original programs).

**Observation 8:** The sets of SMT instances corresponding to each obfuscated version of a program are practically identical to the set of SMT instances of the original (unobfuscated) program, except for EncA, which were significantly larger. For all transformations (except
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RandomFunsOperators Parameter Value</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PlusA, MinusA, Lt, Gt, Le, Ge, Eq, Ne</td>
<td>Simple arithmetic and comparison operators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PlusA, MinusA, Mult, Div, Mod, Lt, Gt, Le, Ge, Eq, Ne</td>
<td>Harder arithmetic and comparison operators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shiftlt, Shiftrt, BAnd, BXor, BOr, Lt, Gt, Le, Ge, Eq, Ne</td>
<td>Shift, bitwise and comparison operators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PlusA, MinusA, Mult, Div, Mod, Lt, Gt, Le, Ge, Eq, Ne, Shiftlt, Shiftrt, BAnd, BXor, BOr</td>
<td>Harder arithmetic, shift, bitwise and comparison operators</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.5: Operator parameter values given to C code generator used for generating dataset.

EncA) only small differences occur such as using shifting and adding instead of multiplication. This is due to the fact that KLEE uses concrete values for instructions added by the majority of obfuscation transformations employed in this case-study. The concrete values can be simplified away from path constraints even without calling the SMT solver. This indicates that simply adding any additional computations is not enough to have a significant impact on the path constraints, hence the queries sent to the SMT solver. In order to have a significant impact on such queries the obfuscation transformation must add computations involving variables which will be marked as symbolic and these computations must not be trivial to solve via static techniques such as constant folding, common subexpression elimination, etc.

**Observation 9:** The time the symbolic engine waits for the SMT solver to find an answer to the query accounts for almost all the increase in effort added by obfuscating a program using EncA. Therefore, one possibility for improving obfuscation is to make these expressions more complex and difficult to solve by applying the EncA transformation multiple times to the same program. However, such an obfuscation could be bypassed by an attacker who knows all the substitution rules that the EncA transformation can use and then simply applies them backwards. Rolles [177] has developed a method that could automatically extract such substitution rules from programs by employing SMT solvers. In general, the complexity of SMT instances can be increased by non-linear transformations such as those employed in cryptographic hash functions (see Section 7.2).

**Observation 10:** None of the obfuscation transformations insert additional paths dependent on input values to the program, i.e. the sizes of the sets of SMT instances corresponding to each obfuscated version of a program have the same size as the set of SMT instances of the original (unobfuscated) program. This may be counter intuitive since AddO and BCF insert additional if statements. Since these if statements are not input dependent and always have the same truth value, the SMT solver is able to eliminate the dead branches of these if-statements, i.e. the symbolic execution engine will not analyze the code in those dead branches.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RandomFunsControlStructures Parameter Value</th>
<th>Control-flow depth</th>
<th>Number of if-statements</th>
<th>Number of Loops</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(if (bb n) (bb n))</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(if (bb n))</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(if (bb n)) (if (bb n)) (if (bb n))</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(if (if (bb n) (bb n) (bb n)))</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(if (if (bb n) (bb n) (bb n)))</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(for (bb n))</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(for (if (bb n) (bb n)))</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(for (bb n))</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(for (if (bb n) (bb n)))</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(for (if (bb n) (bb n) (bb n)))</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(for (if (bb n) (bb n) (bb n) (bb n)))</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.6.: Control structure parameter values given to C code generator used for generating dataset.

5.2.3. Experiment with Second Dataset

The second dataset contains 4608 C programs consisting of a main function and another function `f` randomly generated by the RandomFuns feature of Tigress. To generate the programs in this dataset we have also leveraged the program features identified when mapping symbolic execution to our search model, in Section 5.1.2. A set of parameters of the RandomFuns feature of Tigress, were added – by the author of Tigress – in order to cater to the code features we have identified in Section 5.1.2. The following is a list of parameters and their corresponding values we used to generate this dataset:

- The random seed value: `Seed ∈ {1,2,4}` (3 values). This parameter has no effect on symbolic execution time. However, we use it in order to generate more than one program instance for the same values of all other parameters.

- The data type of variables: `RandomFunsTypes ∈ {char, short, int, long}` (4 values). This parameter affects the complexity of path constraints because larger data types for symbolic values leads to SMT-/SAT-instance with a larger number of literals.

- The bounds of for-loops: `RandomFunsForBound ∈ {constant, input, boundedInput}` (3 values). This parameter affects the depth of the search tree corresponding to symbolic execution, because it includes variable upper bounds for loops.

- The operators allowed in expressions: `RandomFunsOperators` presented in Table 5.5 (4 values), which also describes each parameter value. This parameter affects the complexity of path constraints, because different operator types impose various degrees of difficulty for SMT-/SAT-solvers.

- The control structures: `RandomFunsControlStructures` presented in Table 5.6 (16 values), which also shows the depth of the control flow. The grammar for this
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code Metric</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Med</th>
<th>Avg</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Calculations</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>27.00</td>
<td>34.64</td>
<td>152.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conditionals</td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>10.02</td>
<td>16.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logical</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>9.00</td>
<td>12.17</td>
<td>69.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assignment</td>
<td>9.00</td>
<td>17.00</td>
<td>18.13</td>
<td>46.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1.Loops</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>2.85</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2.Loops</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total LOC</td>
<td>32.00</td>
<td>66.00</td>
<td>78.00</td>
<td>288.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average CC</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>3.21</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code Metric</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Med</th>
<th>Avg</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Calculations</td>
<td>22.00</td>
<td>98.00</td>
<td>183.36</td>
<td>870.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conditionals</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>21.00</td>
<td>105.41</td>
<td>504.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logical</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>14.00</td>
<td>63.75</td>
<td>458.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assignment</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>32.00</td>
<td>222.88</td>
<td>1078.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1.Loops</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>2.99</td>
<td>10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2.Loops</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>12.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total LOC</td>
<td>42.00</td>
<td>168.00</td>
<td>578.64</td>
<td>2932.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average CC</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>5.25</td>
<td>15.73</td>
<td>66.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.7.: Overview of randomly generated programs.

(a) Before obfuscation (b) After obfuscation

The parameter allows specifying a nested control-flow structure consisting of if and for statements. Opening a parenthesis increases the nesting level of control flow. The grammar also allows specifying the size of the basic blocks (denoted bb), via an integer number $n$. This parameter influences the number of paths, hence queries sent to the SMT-/SAT-solver.

- The number of statements per basic block was changed via the value of $n \in \{1, 2\}$ from Table 5.6. This parameter affects the length of the search tree for symbolic execution as well as the length of path constraints.

The total number of combinations is therefore: $3 \times 4 \times 3 \times 4 \times 16 \times 2 = 4608$. All other parameters were kept to their default values, except for the RandomFunsPointTest, which was set to true, meaning that the return value of the randomly generated function is checked against a constant value and if they are equal the program prints a distinctive message, i.e. “You win!” to standard output. We have set this constant value to be equal to the output of the randomly generated function when its input is equal to “12345”. Therefore, all of the 4608 programs will print “You win!” on the standard output if their input argument is “12345”.

Table 5.7a shows the minimum, median, average and maximum values of various code metrics of only the original (un-obfuscated) set of programs, as computed by the UCC tool [163] and the total number of LOC. Each metric was computed on the entire C file of each program, which includes the randomly generated function and the main function.

Each generated function takes an array of primitive type (e.g. char, int) as input (i.e. in) and outputs another array of primitive type (i.e. out), as shown in Listing 5.3. Each function first expands the input array into a (typically larger) state array via a sequence of assignment statements containing operations (e.g. arithmetic, bitwise, etc.) involving the inputs (lines 3-5). After input expansion, the values in the state array are processed via control flow statements containing various operations on the state variables (lines 6-17). Finally, the state array is compressed into the (typically smaller) output array via assignment statements (lines 18-19). These three phases represent a generic way to map data from an input domain to an output domain, as a license check would do. The if-statement on lines...
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Listing 5.3: Randomly generated program example.

```c
void f(int *in, int *out) {
    long s[2], local1 = 0;
    // Expansion phase
    s[0] = in[0] + 762;
    s[1] = in[0] | (9 << (s[0] % 16 | 1));
    // Mixing phase
    while (local1 < 2) {
        s[1] |= (s[0] & 15) << 3;
        s[(local1 + 1) % 2] = s[local1];
        local1 += 1;
    }
    if (s[0] > s[1]) {
        s[0] |= (s[1] & 31) << 3;
    } else {
        s[1] |= (s[0] & 15) << 3;
    }
    s[0] = s[1];
    // Compression phase
    out[0] = (s[0] << (s[1] % 8 | 1));
}
void main(int ac, char* av[]) {
    int out;
    f(av[1], &out);
    if (out == 0xa199abd8)
        printf("You win!");
}
```

24-25 resembles a license check, where the output of the randomly generated function \( f \) is compared against a hard-coded value. Note that the program illustrated in Listing 5.3 is an overly simplified instance of the programs generated by the Tigress. The programs in our dataset are larger and they also contain more complex control-flow structures and boolean conditions (including disjunctions and conjunctions) in control-flow statements. Finding an input value that passes this comparison is harder for a white-box test case generator to find, than an input that would fail the comparison. Hence, this dataset resembles license checking mechanisms, which would be part of larger programs such as games or professional editing and design software, etc. Note that programs containing license checking mechanisms are much larger than our randomly generated programs, however, an attacker would not symbolically execute the entire program. Instead, an attacker would isolate the license checking code and then proceed to symbolically execute only this fraction of the program.

Testbed description: For the experiment described in this subsection we used a machine with more cores to enable running multiple symbolic executions in parallel. The machine uses the Ubuntu 14.04 64-bit operating system and it has an Intel Xeon E5-1650v2 CPU with 12 logical cores each running at 3.50GHz and 64GB of physical memory.

Step 1 - Baseline symbolic execution time before obfuscation: The impact of these code characteristics on the execution time of KLEE given the original (unobfuscated) programs
Table 5.8.: KLEE execution time (seconds) on original programs w.r.t. code characteristics of 2nd dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Types</th>
<th>char</th>
<th>short</th>
<th>int</th>
<th>long</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mean</strong></td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>9.95</td>
<td>13.41</td>
<td>13.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>StdDev</strong></td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>6.48</td>
<td>7.86</td>
<td>8.34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Loop Bound</th>
<th>Constant</th>
<th>Bounded Input</th>
<th>Input</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mean</strong></td>
<td>8.45</td>
<td>8.43</td>
<td>10.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>StdDev</strong></td>
<td>8.07</td>
<td>7.28</td>
<td>9.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operators</th>
<th>Bitwise</th>
<th>Simple Arith.</th>
<th>Harder Arith.</th>
<th>All</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mean</strong></td>
<td>4.74</td>
<td>8.91</td>
<td>9.97</td>
<td>11.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>StdDev</strong></td>
<td>5.60</td>
<td>6.81</td>
<td>8.60</td>
<td>8.60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Depth</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mean</strong></td>
<td>7.75</td>
<td>9.35</td>
<td>9.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>StdDev</strong></td>
<td>6.22</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>8.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total # Ifs</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mean</strong></td>
<td>6.34</td>
<td>7.74</td>
<td>7.94</td>
<td>11.08</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>14.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>StdDev</strong></td>
<td>4.92</td>
<td>5.90</td>
<td>6.51</td>
<td>9.22</td>
<td>9.35</td>
<td>11.97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total # Loops</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mean</strong></td>
<td>12.27</td>
<td>6.34</td>
<td>6.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>StdDev</strong></td>
<td>9.64</td>
<td>4.57</td>
<td>5.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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can be seen in Table 5.8. As was the case with the input size in Table 5.4, the symbolic execution time increases with the size (ranges) of the data types. This is due to the fact that for higher ranges of values it is more difficult for SAT solvers to find a solution to queries derived from path constraints on symbolic values. Different types of bound conditions placed on loop statements cause a mild difference on symbolic execution time, i.e. if the loop iterates a constant number of times, then the symbolic execution engine will execute faster on average than if the number of loop iterations depends on the program input. Finally, the type of operators used by the program has an important impact on symbolic execution, because these operators are used by path constraints which are issued as queries to the SMT solver. We notice that bitwise operators are easier to solve than arithmetic operators. The type of arithmetic operators does not cause a large difference in symbolic execution. However, harder arithmetic tends to be slower to solve than simple arithmetic. More importantly, combining all operators seems to have an additive effect w.r.t. the time taken to solve path constraints.

**Step 2 - Compare symbolic execution overhead of different tools after obfuscation:** We have obfuscated the f functions with 5 obfuscation transformations from the Tigress tool: AddO, EncA, EncL, Flat and Virt. We only chose these 5 transformations, due to the fact that Obfuscator LLVM transformations are very similar to AddO, EncL and Flat. Table 5.7b shows the minimum, median, average and maximum values of various code metrics of only the obfuscated set of programs, as computed by the UCC tool [163], and the total number of LOC. Note that the majority of programs have now increased their LOC by one order of magnitude.

For this experiment we used KLEE and angr as symbolic execution engines and we let them run until they found the path in the program that prints a distinctive message on the standard output or the timeout of 1 hour is reached. When this path is entered we know that the check guarding that path has been bypassed by the symbolic execution engine. We did not use angr in the previous experiment because angr does not aim to achieve 100% code coverage, as opposed to KLEE. Note that we have also tried to employ the Triton symbolic execution engine [181] on the obfuscated programs for both datasets. However,
Table 5.9.: Symbolic execution slowdown on programs obfuscated using Tigress, relative to unobfuscated counterparts from 2nd dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Obfuscation</th>
<th>KLEE</th>
<th>angr</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>StdDev</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AddO16</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>1.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EncA</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>1.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EncL</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flat</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>1.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virt</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>2.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Triton crashed when symbolically executing programs obfuscated using Flat and Virt due to insufficient memory. Triton transforms each assembly instruction into a sequence of SMT constraints, which increases directly proportional to the execution trace, which is large for programs obfuscated with Flat and Virt.

Table 5.9 shows the median, mean and standard deviation of symbolic execution slowdown on programs obfuscated from the second dataset w.r.t. their unobfuscated counterparts. The slowdown is computed as the time needed to symbolically execute an obfuscated program until the path in the program that prints the distinctive message on the standard output is found, divided by the time need to symbolically execute the unobfuscated version of the program to find the corresponding path. The median and standard deviation were taken across 12713 obfuscated programs successfully analyzed by the KLEE and angr within the 1 hour time limit. We make the following observations using Table 5.9.

Observation 11: KLEE incurs a lower slowdown than angr for all of the 5 obfuscation transformations employed in this experiment. This indicates that KLEE is the best known attacker for the obfuscation transformations we have employed in this chapter. Note that KLEE also has limitations, e.g. it does not support goto instructions or in-line assembly in C programs. However we see this as a technical, not a fundamental limitation.

Observation 12: The slowdown of finding the path that prints a distinctive message (“win”) is much lower than the slowdown for covering all reachable code (which was the goal of the attacker in Section 5.2.2). This is expected since the symbolic execution engine may discover that particular path before covering all reachable code.

5.3. Summary and Threats to Validity

In Section 5.2.2, we have symbolically executed a set of programs obfuscated with 39 different configurations of 8 transformations from 2 obfuscation tools. We generated 100% reachable code coverage test suites that would be used by an attacker who aims to simplify the CFG of an obfuscated program. The results indicate that all the considered obfuscation transformations can be broken with different computational effort, which also depends on code characteristics of the original program. EncL and ISub are not effective against symbolic execution. AddO and BCF have a mild effect on the slowdown. EncA slows down symbolic execution due to the larger size of SMT queries. Flat and CFF slow down
symbolic execution due to the larger number of SMT queries issued to the solver. Virt slows down symbolic execution due to the high number of fetch-decode-dispatch instructions added. The results also indicate in which order obfuscation transformations should be applied to increase effectiveness, i.e. in general it is better to first add bogus code via opaque predicates, instruction substitution or by transforming constant literals into code and then applying control-flow and arithmetic obfuscation via Virt, Flat/CFF and EncA, respectively. However, we note that none of these obfuscation transformations add input-dependent paths to the programs. Therefore, in Chapter 7 we propose transformations which do insert input-dependent paths and measure how they affect symbolic execution time.

In Section 5.2.3 we have symbolically executed another set of programs obfuscated with 5 representative transformations from Tigress used in Section 5.2.2. Transformations from Obfuscator LLVM were not used in Section 5.2.3 because they had similar effects as their corresponding transformations from Tigress. In this second experiment (from Section 5.2.3), we compared the performance of different symbolic execution engines to find test cases that lead to a certain (difficult to reach) path in the obfuscated programs. This goal is different from obtaining 100% code coverage, which was the goal of the experiment from Section 5.2.2, because it represents an attacker who wants to bypass a license check in a program. Such an attacker does not necessarily need to generate a test suite that covers 100% of the code, in order to obtain the correct license key. We observed that for this goal, KLEE is most effective, followed by angr. However, the overhead of successfully recovering the correct license key via symbolic execution is about one order of magnitude smaller than that of covering 100% of the code. This indicates that protecting a license-checking mechanism against symbolic execution, requires a combination of more obfuscation transformations, than it would be necessary to protect against an attacker who aims to explore 100% of the code.

The results from Section 5.2.2 and Section 5.2.3 do not generalize for all possible programs. However, we believe that they have some degree of generality due to our carefully constructed datasets and the intuitive explanations we provide in our observations above. Note that the observations regarding program characteristics which influence the attack time (e.g. observation 3), are facilitated by the fact that we mapped symbolic execution and SAT solving to our search model in Chapter 4. Moreover, for the attacker goal of bypassing license checks – of the experiment from Section 5.2.3 – it is not feasible to simply take random programs from open source repositories (e.g. Github), because not all programs contain such checks. Artificially inserting checks into such programs would lead to the same threat to external validity as mentioned in this paragraph.

Symbolic execution has several limitations when applied to large software programs [3, 185]. However, we note that symbolic execution is currently a highly active field of research and has been successfully applied for finding bugs in Microsoft Windows 7 [95] and it is being used by several teams in the DARPA Cyber Grand Challenge for automated exploit generation [11]. Moreover, several deobfuscation techniques rely on symbolic execution [185]. Also, in practice, a software developer will not obfuscate all the code of a program, but only sensitive parts of it (e.g. license checking mechanisms). Furthermore,
obfuscation is often applied only to parts of software which are not frequently executed (i.e. so called “hot code”), in order to minimize performance impact [57], hence attackers may isolate and symbolically analyze smaller parts of the software [3].
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This chapter presents a framework for predicting the time required by a successful symbolic execution attack, on obfuscated programs. The framework requires the metrics stated in Chapter 5. Parts of this chapter have appeared in a publication [19] co-authored by the author of this thesis.

In Chapter 5 we saw that symbolic execution attacks are able to successfully analyze programs obfuscated using a set of different data- and code-transformations. We have both measured and compared the time needed for such an automated MATE attack when applied to programs protected by different combinations of obfuscation transformations. However, estimating the time an obfuscated program is able to withstand a given automated MATE attack is still an open challenge for software obfuscation.

This chapter proposes a general framework for choosing the most relevant software features to estimate the effort of automated attacks. Our framework uses these software features to build regression models that can predict the resilience of different software protection transformations against automated attacks.

Resilience is defined as a function of deobfuscator effort\(^1\) and programmer effort (i.e. the time spent building the deobfuscator) [58]. Nonetheless, in many cases we can consider the effort needed to build the deobfuscator to be negligible, because an attacker needs to invest the effort to build a deobfuscator only once and can then reuse it or share it with others. There have been works that propose measures for resilience. Udupa et al. [209] propose using the edit distance between control flow graphs of the original code and deobfuscated code. Mohsen and Pinto [155] propose using Kolmogorov complexity. Banescu et al. [21] propose using the effort needed to run a deobfuscation attack. However, none of these works attempt to predict the effort needed for deobfuscation, which has been identified as a gap in this field [199]. In this chapter we focus on predicting the effort needed by a deobfuscation attack.

\(^1\)In this thesis we quantify deobfuscator effort via the time it takes to run a successful automated MATE attack on a certain hardware platform; however, note that we could easily map time to CPU cycles, to provide a hardware independent measure of attack effort.
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6.1. A General Framework for Predicting the Cost of Automated MATE Attacks

Our general approach is illustrated as a work-flow in Figure 6.1, where ovals depict inputs and outputs of the software tools, which are represented by rectangles. The work-flow in Figure 6.1 requires a dataset of original (un-obfuscated) programs to be able to start. Afterwards, an obfuscation tool is then used to generate multiple obfuscated (protected) versions of each of the original programs. Subsequently, an implementation of a deobfuscation attack (e.g. control-flow simplification [228], secret extraction [21], etc.) is executed on all of the obfuscated programs, and the time needed to successfully complete the attack for each of the obfuscated programs is recorded. In parallel, feature values are extracted from the obfuscated programs. These features are identified by first mapping the automated MATE attack to our search model presented in Section 4.2.2, and then reasoning about the characteristics that affect the search algorithm execution elements, namely search tree, fringe, heuristic and search strategy.

Once the attack times are recorded and software features are extracted from all programs, one could directly use this information to build a regression model for predicting the time needed for deobfuscation. However, some features could be irrelevant to the deobfuscation
attack and/or they could be expensive to compute. Moreover, for most regression algorithms the resource usage during the training phase grows linearly or even exponentially with the number of different features used as predictors. Therefore, we add an extra step to our approach, namely a Feature Selection Algorithm, which selects only the subset of features which are most relevant to the attack. Feature selection can be performed in many ways. Section 6.1.1 briefly describes how we approached feature selection. After the relevant features are selected, the framework uses this subset of features to build a regression model via a machine learning algorithm.

Note that the proposed approach is not limited to obfuscation and deobfuscation. One can substitute the obfuscation tool in Figure 6.1, with any kind of software protection mechanism (e.g. code layout randomization [167]) and the deobfuscation tool by any known attack implementation corresponding to that software protection mechanism (e.g. ROPeme [135]). This way the set of relevant features and the output prediction model will estimate the strength of the chosen protection mechanism against the chosen attack implementation.

6.1.1. Selecting Relevant Features

Given a set of several software features (e.g. complexity metrics), it is unclear which software features one should aim to change (by applying various obfuscating transformations), such that the resulting obfuscated program is more resilient against certain automated deobfuscation attacks. A conservative approach would be to simply use all available software features in order to build a prediction model. However, this approach does not scale for several regression algorithms (e.g. SVM), because of the large amount of resources needed and also the time needed to train the model. There are several approaches for feature selection published in the literature, e.g. using genetic algorithms [27] or simulated annealing [138]. For our dataset – containing tens of thousands of entries and a few dozen features – we noticed that such feature extraction algorithms are time consuming, i.e. they require weeks of computation time. We have also experimented with principal component analysis (PCA) [170], in order to reduce the number of features. However, this approach did not yield a better prediction accuracy, for our dataset. Therefore, in this section we describe a few light-weight approaches for selecting a subset of features, which are most relevant for a particular deobfuscation attack. The first approach is based on computing correlations and the second approach is based on variable importance in regression models. In Section 6.2 we compare these approaches by building regression models using the features selected by each approach.

First approach: Pearson Correlation

One intuitive way to select relevant features, first proposed by Hall [101], is by computing the Pearson correlation [169] between each of the software features and the attack time. The Pearson correlation is a value in the range \([-1, 1]\]. A positive value means that both the time needed for deobfuscation and the software feature tend to have the same increasing
trend, while a negative value indicates that the deobfuscation time decreases as the software feature increases. If the absolute value of this correlation is in: [0.8, 1] then the variables are very strongly correlated, [0.6, 0.8) they are strongly correlated, [0.4, 0.6) moderately correlated, [0.2, 0.4) weakly correlated, (0, 0.2) very weakly correlated and 0 indicates no correlation at all.

After computing the correlation, we sort the features by their absolute correlation values in descending order and store them in a list $L$. The caveat in selecting the top ten features with the highest correlation is that several of those top ten features may contain couples which are highly correlated with each other. This means that we could discard one of them and still obtain about the same prediction accuracy. To avoid this issue, for each pair of highly correlated features in $L$, we remove the one with a lower correlation to the deobfuscation attack time. Afterwards, we select the remaining features with the highest correlations.

**Second approach: Variable Importance**

Another way of selecting relevant features from a large set of features is to first build a regression model (e.g. via random forest, support vector machines, neural networks, etc.), using all available features and record the prediction error. Check the importance of each variable (i.e. feature) using the technique described in [36], i.e. add random noise by permuting values for the $i$-th variable and average the difference between the prediction error after randomization and before. Repeat this for all $i = \{1, \ldots, n\}$, where $n$ is the total number of variables. Rank the variables according to their average difference in prediction error, i.e. the higher the prediction error, the more important the variable is for the accuracy of the regression model.

Similarly, to the previous approach based on Pearson correlation, we select those features which have the highest importance. In order to reduce over-fitting the regression model to our specific dataset, we employ 10-fold-cross-validation, i.e. the dataset is partitioned into 10 equally sized subsets, training is performed on 9 subsets and testing is performed on the remaining subset, for each combination of 9 subsets. Variable importance is averaged over all of these 10 regression models. Then the features are ranked according to their average importance, i.e. difference in prediction error when the values of that variable are permuted. This procedure is called recursive feature elimination [98].

**6.2. Case-Study**

This section presents a case-study in which we evaluate the approach proposed in Section 6.1. We are interested in answering the following research questions:

RQ1 Which features are most relevant for predicting the time needed to successfully run the symbolic-execution attack presented in Chapter 5?
RQ2 Which regression algorithms generate models that can predict the attack effort with the lowest error?

We focus on the deobfuscation attack based on symbolic execution presented in [21], which is equivalent to extracting a secret license key hidden inside the code of the program via obfuscation. However, in future work we plan to apply the approach proposed in Section 6.1, to other types of automated attacks, such as control-flow simplification [228]. Note that even for other attacks the work-flow from Figure 6.1 remains unchanged, only the details of the attacks and the software features will change.

6.2.1. Experimental Setup

All steps of the experiment were executed on a physical machine with a 64-bit version of Ubuntu 14.04, an Intel Xeon CPU having 3.5GHz frequency and 64 GB of RAM. Subsequently we describe the tools that we have used and how we have used them. The following subsections correspond to the top oval and the rectangles in Figure 6.1 (top to bottom).

Dataset of Original Programs

We have used the same dataset of 4608 programs generated by the RandomFuns feature of Tigress, presented in Section 5.2.3. Since this set of 4608 programs might seem too homogeneous for building a regression model, we used another set of 11 non-cryptographic hash functions [168] in our experiments. Similarly to the randomly generated functions, these hash functions, process the input string passed as argument to the program and it compares the result to a fixed value. In the case of the hash functions we print a distinctive message on standard output whenever the input argument is equal to “my_license_key” in ASCII characters. To increase the number of programs in this set, we generated 275 different variants for each of the non-cryptographic hashes using combinations of multiple obfuscation transformations. The point which we aim to show here is that even if we add a small heterogeneous subset to our larger homogeneous set of programs, the smaller subset is going to be predicted with the same accuracy as the programs from the larger set.

Table 6.1a shows the minimum, median, average and maximum values of various code metrics of only the original (un-obfuscated) non-cryptographic hash functions, as computed by the UCC tool and the total number of LOC. Each metric was computed on the entire C file of each program, which includes the hash function and the main function.

Obfuscation Tool

In Chapter 5 we have seen that the similar transformations between Tigress and Obfuscator-LLVM have a very similar behavior w.r.t. symbolic execution. Therefore, in this chapter we have used only the five obfuscating transformations offered by Tigress [56], in order to avoid redundancy. We generate five obfuscated versions of each of the 4608 randomly
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code Metric</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Med</th>
<th>Avg</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Calculations</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>6.45</td>
<td>12.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conditionals</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>3.27</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logical</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>5.36</td>
<td>11.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assignment</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>9.00</td>
<td>9.91</td>
<td>16.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1.Loops</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2.Loops</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total LOC</td>
<td>18.00</td>
<td>25.00</td>
<td>25.99</td>
<td>44.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average CC</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code Metric</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Med</th>
<th>Avg</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Calculations</td>
<td>18.00</td>
<td>27.00</td>
<td>127.70</td>
<td>350.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conditionals</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>100.81</td>
<td>444.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logical</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>54.45</td>
<td>240.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assignment</td>
<td>11.00</td>
<td>17.00</td>
<td>217.36</td>
<td>963.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1.Loops</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2.Loops</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total LOC</td>
<td>35.00</td>
<td>61.00</td>
<td>301.70</td>
<td>2002.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average CC</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>18.80</td>
<td>76.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Before obfuscation  
(b) After obfuscation

Table 6.1.: Overview of programs containing simple hash functions.

generated programs. The obfuscating transformations we have used are the same as in Chapter 5:

- **Opaque predicates**: introduce branch conditions in the original code, which are either always true or always false for any possible program input. However, their truth value is difficult to learn statically.
- **Literal encoding**: replaces integer/string constants by code that generates their value dynamically.
- **Arithmetic encoding**: replaces integer arithmetic with more complex expressions, equivalent to the original ones.
- **Flattening**: replaces the entire control-flow structure by a flat structure of basic blocks, such that it is unclear which basic block follows which.
- **Virtualization**: replaces the entire code with bytecode that has the same functional semantics and an emulator which is able to interpret the bytecode.

We obfuscated each of the generated programs using these transformations with all the default settings (except for opaque predicates where we set the number of inserted predicates to 16), we obtained $5 \times 4608 = 23040$ obfuscated programs. We obfuscated each of the non-cryptographic hash functions with every possible pair of these 5 obfuscation transformations and obtained $25 \times 11 = 275$ obfuscated programs.

Table 6.1b shows the minimum, median, average and maximum values of various code metrics of the obfuscated set of obfuscated programs involving simple hash functions, as computed by the UCC tool. Each metric was computed on the entire C file of each program, which includes the randomly generated function, the main function and other functions generated by the obfuscating transformation which is applied. For instance, the encode literals transformation generates another function which dynamically computes the values of constants in the code using a switch statement with a branch for each constant. Due to this reason we also notice that after applying the encode literals transformation to a program, its average cyclomatic complexity (CC) is slightly reduced because this function has CC=1 and it is averaged with two other functions with higher CCs.
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Deobfuscation Tool

Since all of the original programs print a distinctive message (i.e. “You win!”) when a particular input value is entered, we can define the deobfuscation attack goal as: finding an input value that leads the obfuscated program to output “You win!” without tampering with the program. As presented in Chapter 5, this deobfuscation goal is equivalent to finding a hidden secret key and can be achieved by employing an automated test case generator. Since we have the C source code for the obfuscated programs, we chose to use KLEE as a test case generator in this study; also KLEE was the fastest symbolic execution engine in the experiments presented in Chapter 5. We ran KLEE with a symbolic argument length of 5 characters, on all of the un-obfuscated and obfuscated programs generated by our code generator, for 10 times each. All of the symbolic executions successfully generated a test case where the input was “12345”, which is the input needed to achieve the attacker goal. Similarly, we ran KLEE with a symbolic argument length of 16 characters, on all of the un-obfuscated and obfuscated non-cryptographic hash functions, for 10 times each. Again, the correct test cases were generated on all symbolic executions, but this time the input was “my_license_key”. Note that this is only one way to attack an obfuscated program, and that it does not produce a simplified version of the obfuscated code as in [228]. Rather, it extracts a hidden license key value from the obfuscated code. We computed the mean ($M$) and the standard deviation ($SD$) of the reported times across all the 10 runs of KLEE and obtained that 83% of the programs have a relative standard deviation ($RSD = SD/M$) under 0.25 and 94% have $RSD \leq 0.50$. This means that the difference between multiple runs of KLEE on the same program is small.

Software Feature Extraction Tools

In Chapter 5 we saw that the type of operators used by the program have an impact on the time needed to symbolically analyze a program, because these operators affect the path constraints, hence they also affect the query sent to the SMT solver. Other papers [154, 191, 2] also suggest that the complexity of path constraints is a program characteristic with high impact on symbolic execution. However, these papers do not clearly indicate how this complexity should be measured. One way to do this is by first converting the C program into a boolean satisfiability problem (SAT instance), and then extracting features from this SAT instance. There are several tools that can convert a C program into a SAT instance, e.g. the C bounded model checker (CBMC) [52] or the low-level bounded model checker (LLBMC) [153], etc. However, the drawback of these tools is that the generated SAT instances may be as large as 1GBs even for programs containing under 1000 lines of code, because they are not optimized. Hence, for our dataset, the generated SAT instances would require somewhere in the order of 10TBs of data and several weeks of computational power, which is expensive.

Instead, we took a faster alternative approach for obtaining an optimized SAT instance from a C program, which we describe next. KLEE generates a satisfiability modulo theories
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(SMT) instance for each execution path of the C program. We selected the SMT instance corresponding to the difficult execution path, i.e. the path that prints out the distinctive message on standard output. These SMT instances (corresponding to the difficult path), were the most time consuming to solve by KLEE’s SMT solver, STP [89]. Many SMT solvers including Microsoft’s Z3 [68], often internally convert SMT instances to SAT instances in order to solve them. Hence, we modified the source code of Z3 to output the internal SAT instance, which was saved in separate files for each of the programs in our dataset. For extracting features from these SAT instances we used SATGraf [162], which computes graph metrics for SAT instances, where each node represents a variable and there is an edge between variables if they appear in the same clause (see Figure 6.4). A community in a graph is a set of nodes which have a high number of connections between them and a lower number of connections with other nodes of the graph. Connections between the nodes of a community are called intra-community edges, while connections to nodes outside the community structure are called inter-community edges. To measure the degree of division of a network into communities, the modularity metric (also called Q value) is used. Graphs with a high number of intra-community edges and a low number of inter-community edges have a high modularity. The modularity decreases as the number of intra-community edges decreases and the number of inter-community edges increases. SATGraf computes features such as the number of community structures in the graph, their modularity, and also the minimum, maximum, mean and standard deviation of nodes and edges, inside and between communities. Such features have been shown to be correlated with the difficulty of solving SAT instances [161]. Since symbolic execution includes many queries to an SMT/SAT solver, as shown in [18], these features are expected to be good predictors for the time needed for a symbolic execution based deobfuscation attack. In sum, we transform the path that corresponds to a successful deobfuscation attack into a SAT instance (via an SMT instance), and then compute characteristics of this formula, to be used as features for predicting the effort of deobfuscating the program.

For computing source code features often used in software engineering, on both the original and obfuscated programs, we used the UCC tool [163]. For the programs in our dataset the last four metrics are all zeros, therefore, in our experiments we only used the other eleven metrics, including the total number of LOC. Additionally, we also propose using four other program features, namely: the execution time of the program, the maximum RAM usage of the program, the compiled program file size and the type of obfuscating transformation.

In total we have 64 features out of which 49 SAT features which characterize the complexity of the constraints on symbolic variables and 15 program features which characterize the structure and size of the code. In the following we show that not all of these features are needed for good prediction results.
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6.2.2. Feature Selection Results

This section presents the results for the Feature Selection Algorithms presented in Section 6.1.1. However, before selecting the most relevant features, we identify how many features (predictor variables) are needed to get good prediction results. For this purpose we performed a 10-fold-cross validation with linear and random forest (RF) regression models using all combinations of 5, 10 and 15 metrics, as well as a models with all metrics. The results in Figure 6.2 show that using 15 variables is enough to obtain a RF model with root-mean-squared-error (RMSE) values, which are as good as those from RF models built using all variables. Similar results were obtained for linear models, except that the overall RMSE was higher w.r.t. that of the RF models. Therefore, in the experiments presented in the following sections, we will only select the top best 15 features in both of the two approaches described in Section 6.1.1.

First approach: Pearson Correlation

After employing the algorithm described in Section 6.1.1, we were left with a set of 25 features, with their Pearson correlation coefficients ranging from 0.4523 to -0.0302. The top 15 metrics in this range are shown in Figure 6.3a. The strongest Pearson correlation of the time needed for running the deobfuscation attack is with the average size of clauses in the SAT instance (mean_clause), followed by: the average number of times any one variable is used (meanvar), the standard deviation of the ratio of inter to intra community edges (sdedgeratio), the average number of intra community edges (meanintra), the average number of times a clause with the same variable (but different literals) is repeated (mean_reused), the average community size (meancom), the number of unique edges (unique_edges), the number of variables (vars), the standard deviation of the number of inter community edges (sdinter), the maximum number of distinct communities any one community links to (max_community), the number of communities detected with the online community detection algorithm (ol_coms), the maximum ratio of inter to intra community edges within any
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When predicting the cost of symbolic execution attacks on obfuscated code, we considered various features to understand the cost of deobfuscation.

### Pearson Correlation

- mean_clause
- meanvar
- sdedgeratio
- meanintra
- mean_reused
- meancom
- unique_edges
- vars
- sdinter
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- ol_coms
- maxedgeratio
- maxinter
- max_total
- Trans

### Variable Importance

- weight
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- meaninter
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- L1.Loops
- max_clause
- num_max_inter

(a) Top 15 features via first approach.  
(b) Top 15 features via second approach.

**Figure 6.3.: Feature Selection Results**

The Pearson correlation matrix and variable importance scores for the selected features are shown in the figure. The features are ranked based on their importance scores.

### Community and Inter-Community Features

- Community (maxedgeratio), the maximum number of inter community edges (maxinter), the maximum number of edges in a community (max_total) and finally the type of obfuscation transformation employed.

None of the previous features are very strongly correlated to deobfuscation time. The first three features are moderately correlated, the following ten features are weakly correlated and finally the last two features are very weakly correlated. However, notice that the top fourteen features are all SAT features, and none are code metrics from the UCC tool or program features such as execution time, memory usage or file size.

### Second approach: Variable Importance

To rank our features according to variable importance we performed recursive feature elimination via random forests, as indicated in Section 6.1.1. Figure 6.3b shows the top 15 features sorted by their variable importance. The features selected using this approach are quite different from those selected in Section 6.2.2. The common features between these two approaches are: sdinter, ol_coms, sdedgeratio, meancom and meanintra. The first two common features are ranked 2nd and 3rd according to variable importance, however, the most important feature w.r.t. variable importance is the weight of the graph (weight), computed as the sum of positive literals minus the sum of negative literals. The 4th most important variable in Figure 6.3b is the average number of inter community edges (meaninter), followed by: sdedgeratio, meancom, meanintra (see descriptions of these 3 features in Section 6.2.2), the standard deviation of community sizes (sdcom), the standard deviation of intra community edges (sdintra), the modularity of the SAT graph structure (ol_q), the overall ratio of inter to
intra community edges (edgeratio), the category of the McCabe cyclomatic complexity [149] (Risk), the number of outer-loops (L1.Loops), the size of the longest clause (max_clause) and the number of communities that have the maximum number of inter community edges (num_max_inter).

Similarly, to the first approach, the majority of selected features are SAT features. The only two features which are not SAT features: Risk and L1.Loops are computed by the UCC tool. The number of loops was indeed indicated also in [18] as being an important feature. The Risk has four possible values depending on the value of the cyclomatic complexity (CC), i.e. low if CC ∈ [1, 10], moderate if CC ∈ [11, 20], high if CC ∈ [21, 50] and very high if CC is above 50. CC gives a measure of the complexity of the branching structure in programs (including if-statements, loops and jumps). However, it is remarkable that the CC value was ranked lower than the Risk.

Insights from Feature Selection Results

SAT features are important for symbolic execution, because most of the time of the attack is spent waiting for the SAT solver to find solutions for path constraints [18]. Taking a closer look at the common SAT features of both feature selection approaches, we can characterize those SAT instances, which are harder to solve. The graph representation of such an instance has a large number of balanced community structures, i.e. a similar number of intra- and inter-community edges. On the other hand, easy to solve instances tend to have established community structures, i.e. many more intra-community than inter-community edges. To check this observation, we downloaded the Mironov-Zhang [154] and the Li-Ye [137] benchmark suites for SAT solvers, containing solvable versions of more realistic hash functions such as MD5 and SHA. All of these instances had balanced community structures.

Figure 6.4 illustrates the graph representation\(^2\) of the SAT instance of the MD5-27-4 hash function of the Li-Ye benchmark suite[137] proposed during the 2014 SAT Competition. It is visible – from the number of yellow dots – that this graph has a high number of variables. More importantly it is also visible that one cannot easily distinguish graph community structures, because they are relatively small and well connected with other communities. This kind of structure is hard to solve, because each assignment of a variable has a large number of connections and therefore ramifications inside the graph at the time when unit propagation is performed by the SAT solver. However, note that if the graph is fully connected, then it is easy to solve. Therefore, there is a fine line between having too many connections and too few, where the difficulty of SAT instances increases dramatically. This last observation is similar to the constrainedness of search employed by Gent et al. [92], when analyzing the likelihood of finding solutions to different instances of the same search problem. This makes sense since a SAT solver is executing a search when it is trying to solve a SAT instance.

\(^2\)These graph representations were generated using the SATGraf tool [162].
Figure 6.4.: Graph representation of SAT instance corresponding to an MD5 hash with 27 rounds. Solving this instance takes approximately 25 seconds on our testbed.

Figure 6.5.: Graph representation of SAT instance corresponding to a program whose symbolic execution time is under 1 second.

On the other hand, many of our randomly generated C programs which were fast to deobfuscate, had established community structures. Figure 6.5 illustrates the graph representation of a program generated using our C code generator. This program was generated with the following parameter values:

- RandomFunsTypes was set to int, which means that the variable types are integer.
- RandomFunsForBound was set to a constant value, which means that the bound does not depend on any symbolic variables, which reduces the number of branches of
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(a) SAT instance corresponding to a program containing a non-cryptographic hash function, before obfuscation. This instance is solved in about 7.5 seconds.

(b) SAT instance corresponding to same program from Figure 6.6a, after being obfuscated with virtualization and flattening. This instance is solved in about 438 seconds.

Figure 6.6.: The Effect of Obfuscation on SAT Instances.

• RandomFunsOperators was set to ShiftLt, ShiftRt, Lt, Gt, Le, Ge, Eq, Ne, BAnd, BOr and BXor, which is the set of logical and bitwise operators, that were shown to be fastest to solve in Chapter 5.

• RandomFunsControlStructures was set to (if (if (if (bb n) (bb n)) (if (bb n) (bb n))) (if (bb n) (bb n))), which consists only of if statements, hence the search tree is not deep.

• n = 1, which means that all basic blocks consist of only one statement.

• RandomFunsPointTest was set to true, which means that a license check is added to the program in the form of an if statement.

This instance is expected to be fast to solve, because it does not involve any loops dependent on symbolic inputs and it only involves logical and bitwise operators. Balanced community structures translate to a high diffusion of the symbolic input to output bits, i.e. affecting any bit of the input license key will affect the result of the output, which is the case for collision-resistant hash functions, as well as the effect of obfuscation transformations like virtualization, flattening and arithmetic encoding.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature Set</th>
<th>SVM</th>
<th>RF</th>
<th>GP</th>
<th>NN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UCC (11 features)</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>0.018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearson (15 features)</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Var. Importance (15 features)</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.2.: The NRMSE between model prediction and ground truth (average over NRMSE of 10 models)

The Effect of Obfuscation on SAT Instances

In this context of representing SAT instances as graphs, it is interesting to note the effect of obfuscation transformations on SAT instances. For instance, Figure 6.6a illustrates the SAT instance of a non-obfuscated, non-cryptographic hash function from our dataset. The community structures of this hash function are established, hence, the instance can be solved in about 7.5 seconds. However, after applying two layers of obfuscation, first using the virtualization and then the flattening, transforms the SAT instance of this program into the one illustrated in Figure 6.6b. This instance, has a balanced community structure, hence, slower to solve (438 seconds) and shares a resemblance to the MD5 instance from Figure 6.4. We have also noticed that the arithmetic encoding transformation has this effect on SAT instance. However, the opaque predicate and literal encoding alone do not have such an effect.

6.2.3. Regression Results

For each of the regression algorithms presented next, we have used several different configuration parameters. Due to space limitations, we only present the configuration parameters which gave the best results. We randomly shuffled the programs in our 2 datasets of programs into one single dataset and performed 10-fold cross-validation for each experiment. To interpret the root-mean-squared-error (RMSE) we normalize it by the range between the fastest and slowest times needed to run the deobfuscation attack on any program from our dataset. Since our dataset contains outliers (i.e. either very high and very low deobfuscation times), the normalized RMSE (NRMSE) values are very low for all algorithms, regardless of the selected feature subsets, as shown in Table 6.2. This could be misinterpreted as extremely good prediction accuracy regardless of the regression algorithm and feature set. However, we provide a clearer picture of the accuracy of each regression model by computing the NRMSEs after removing 2% and 5% of outliers from both the highest and the lowest deobfuscation times in the dataset. This means that in total we remove 4%, respectively 10% of outliers. Instead of showing just the numeric values of the NRMSE for each these three cases (0%, 4% and 10% of outliers removed), we show cumulative distribution functions of the relative (normalized) error in the form of line plots, e.g. Figure 6.7. These line plots show the maximum and the median errors for all the three cases, where the x-axis represents the percentage of programs for which the relative error (indicated on the y-axis) is lower than the plotted value.
Figure 6.7.: Relative prediction error of RF model.

Figure 6.8.: RF models with different feature sets.

Note that in addition to the following regression algorithms we have also employed both linear models and generalized linear models [160]. However, the results of the models generated by these algorithms were either much worse compared to the models presented in the following, or the models did not converge after 24 hours.

**Random Forests (RFs)**

Random forests (RFs) were proposed by Breiman [36] as an extension of random feature extraction, by including the idea of “bagging”, i.e. computing a mean of the prediction of all random decision trees. In our experiments we constructed a RF containing 500 decision trees.

Figure 6.7 shows the maximum and median relative errors for 0%, 4% and 10% of outliers removed. As more outliers are removed the relative error increases due to a decrease in the range of deobfuscation times in the dataset. However, even when 10% of outliers are removed, the maximum error is under 17% and the median error is less than 4% for 90% of the programs, which seems acceptable for most use cases.

Note that the model in Figure 6.7 was built using the 15 features selected via variable
importance, presented in Section 6.2.2. We chose to show the results from the model built using these features because, they are better than those produced by models built using other subsets of features. As we can see from Figure 6.8, the relative error values when building models with UCC metrics only and with the Pearson correlation approach, give worse results in terms of both maximum and median error rates.

Support Vector Machines (SVMs)

Support vector machines (SVMs) were proposed by Cortes and Vapnik [61] to classify datasets having a high number of dimensions, which are not linearly separable.

Figure 6.9 shows the relative errors for the SVM model built using the features selected via the second approach (see Section 6.2.2). The accuracy of this model is lower than the RF model from Figure 6.7, i.e. the maximum relative error is just below 35% for 90% of the programs, when we remove 10% of the outliers. However, the median error is less than 7% in the same circumstances. The reason why SVM performs worse than RF is due to the bagging technique applied by RF, whereas SVM uses a single non-linear function.

Again we chose to show the SVM model built using the features selected via variable
importance in Figure 6.9, because, as we can see from Figure 6.10, the maximum and median error rates for this model are much lower than the SVM models built using only UCC metrics or the features selected via Pearson correlation. Note that the maximum error of the model built using variable importance surpasses that of the other two models around the 90% mark on the horizontal axis. This means that for 10% of the programs the maximum error of the model built using the features selected by variable importance, is higher than the error of the other two models. However, note that the median error is around 10% lower in the same circumstances.

Genetic Programming (GP)

Given the set of all code features as a set of input variables, GP [108] searches for models that combine the input variables using a given set of functions used to process and combine these variables, i.e. addition, multiplication, subtraction, logarithm, sinus and tangent in our experiments. GP aims to optimize the models such that a given fitness function is minimized. For our experiments, we used the root-mean-square error (RMSE) between the actual time needed for deobfuscation and the time predicted by the model, as a fitness function. The output of GP is one of the generated models with the best fitness value. In our case this member is a function of the code features, which has the smallest error in predicting the time needed to execute the deobfuscation attack on every program. For instance, the best GP model built using the features selected via variable importance is shown in equation 6.1:

\[
\begin{align*}
time &= (\text{edgeratio} + \cos(\text{ol\_coms}) + \cos(\text{sdcom} + \text{num\_max\_inter}) + \text{L1.\_Loops}) \\
&\quad \times (\text{sdinter} \times (\text{sdedgeratio} - \sin(\text{mean\_intra} \times -1.27))) \\
&\quad \times (\text{sdedgeratio} - \sin(\text{mean\_intra} \times -1.27)) \times (1.03 - \sin(0.04 + \text{sdinter})) \times \text{sdedgeratio} + 10.2.
\end{align*}
\]

Note that only seven distinct features were selected by the GP algorithm for this model, from the subset of 15 features. Figure 6.11 shows the maximum and median error values for the GP model from equation 6.1. Note that the maximum and median error levels for the dataset where 10% of outliers are removed, are 55%, respectively 19% for 90% of the...
programs. This error rate is much higher than both RFs and SVMs and is due to the fact that the GP model is a single equation.

**Neural Networks (NNs)**

Multi-layer neural networks (NNs) were introduced by Werbos [221] in the 1970s. Recently, the interest in NNs has been revived due to the increase in computational resources available in the cloud and in graphical processing units. A neural network has three characteristics. Firstly, the *architecture* which describes the number of neuron layers, the size of each layer and connection between the neuron layers. In our experiments we used a NN with five hidden layers each containing 200 neurons. The input layer consists of the set of code features and the output of the NN is a single value that predicts the time needed to run the deobfuscation attack on a program. Secondly, the *activation function* which is applied to the weighted inputs of each neuron. This function can be as simple as a binary function, however it can also be continuous such as a Sigmoid function or a hyperbolic tangent. In our experiments we use a ramp function. Thirdly, the *learning rule* which indicates how the weights of a neuron’s input connections are updated. In our experiment we used the Nesterov Accelerated Gradient as a learning rule.

Figure 6.12 shows the maximum and median error of the NN model built using all metrics. Note that in the case of NNs it is feasible to use all metrics without incurring large memory usage penalties such as is the case for SVMs. The performance of this model is better than the SVM and GP models, but not better than the RF model.
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6.3. Summary and Threats to Validity

Based on the results presented above, we answer the research questions elicited in the beginning of Section 6.2. Firstly, in Figure 6.2 we have seen that given our large set of 64 program features, using only 15 is enough to obtain regression models with RMSEs as low as the regression models where all the features are used. From Figures 6.3a and 6.3b we have seen that both approaches to feature selection ranked SAT features above code metrics commonly used to measure resilience, namely cyclomatic complexity or the size of the program. This means that the most important characteristics for symbolic execution based attacks is the complexity of the path constraints involving symbolic variables. The reason why SAT features have a higher impact on symbolic execution is that most of the time during symbolic execution is spent waiting for the SMT solver and these features indicate the time that is needed by the SMT solver to find a counter example for path constraints.

Secondly, Table 6.2 shows the RMSE for different regression models normalized by the fastest and slowest deobfuscation attacks in our dataset. Since our dataset contains outliers, the results from Table 6.2 are misleading. Therefore we removed 4% and 10% of the outliers from our dataset and plotted the cumulative distribution of the errors for each of the regression models. From Figures 6.8 and 6.10 we observe that the second approach to feature selection, based on variable importance, gives better results than the first approach, based on Pearson correlation. Therefore, in Figure 6.13 we plot the maximum and median errors of the models from the four different regression algorithms, where 10% of outliers are removed from the dataset. From the first glance at Figure 6.13, one may conclude that RF has the lowest overall maximum error rate, followed by NN, SVM and GP. However, the median error of the RF, NN and SVM models are all lower than 8% for all programs. This indicates that if the median error is the key performance indicator, it is much less important whether we pick RF, NN or SVM as the regression algorithm. Another observation is that the size of the prediction models from RF models are generally smaller than those of SVM models as seen in Table 6.3. However, models obtained from GP and NN are one, respectively two orders of magnitude smaller than RF models. The size of SVM, RF and GP
models grows proportionally to the number of features used. An advantage of NN models is their relatively small size of around 50 Kilobytes is constant for any number of features used. This is understandable because the number of weights and neurons is negligibly influenced by the number of features used to build the model.

In sum, the most relevant features for characterizing the deobfuscation attack based on symbolic execution, are SAT features (RQ1). Moreover, the regression algorithm which yields the highest prediction accuracy is random forest (RQ2).

These results can be used to build the Smart Obfuscation Engine (SObE) shown in Figure 6.14, where the ovals represent inputs and outputs. SObE takes three inputs: (1) the original program source code, (2) the maximum allowed performance overhead of the resulting obfuscated program and (3) the resource and time available to the attacker (attacker budget). SObE first gives the original program to the Obfuscation Executive (OE) [104]. The OE proposed by Heffner and Collberg [104], uses software complexity metrics and performance measurements to choose a sequence of obfuscating transformations, that should be applied to a program in order to increase its potency. Therefore, the OE in Figure 6.14 applies a set of obfuscation transformations that satisfy the maximum allowed overhead. Afterwards, SObE computes the relevant features (determined in Section 6.2.2) on the obfuscated program and then uses the best prediction model from Section 6.2.3 to estimate the effort needed by the deobfuscation attack. If the effort is less than the attacker’s budget, then this is signaled to the OE and the process restarts, otherwise the obfuscated program is output.

**Threats to Validity** In our case study, we have generated a dataset of unobfuscated programs of up to a few 100s of LOC. Obfuscating these programs generates programs having up to a few 1000s of LOC. Therefore, the regression models generated in the case study may not be accurate for all possible programs. In our experiments we have found that the size of the program is very weakly correlated with the time needed to run the deobfuscation attack based on symbolic execution. This is slightly counter-intuitive because, one may think that more LOC implies more complex path constraints due to additional computations. In reality, the length of the execution trace is more important than the LOC,
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i.e. even programs with less than 100 LOC may have loops which execute for millions of iterations, as opposed to programs with 1000s of LOC, which do not contain loops with such a high number of iterations.

The experiments in this chapter mainly focus on relatively small programs, because of three issues of symbolic execution (which will be discussed in more detail in Section 7.2), i.e.: (1) an explosion of the number of paths to be analyzed in the program, (2) a divergence between the operational semantics of the program and the semantics implemented by the symbolic execution engine and (3) path constraints which require a long processing time by an SMT-/SAT-solver. These issues often arise when analyzing real-world programs, which often employ OS API calls and third party library calls. Such functions generally contain intricate control-flow structures to handle all possible inputs and errors. Moreover, these functions highly likely make calls to other OS API functions or third party library functions, a.s.o. Therefore, a program containing as few as 10 LOC, may cause a path explosion if this program calls functions to: (1) read the contents of a file, whose name is indicated by a symbolic variable, (2) archives the contents and (3) sends the result to an IP address indicated by another symbolic variable. In this thesis we have limited the number of function calls in the programs from our datasets (i.e. the only third library functions called were printf, atoi and strtol), to be able to control the type and amount of code that will be symbolically executed. Therefore, when applying our prediction model to real-world programs it is necessary to inline any third party library functions that we have not used. Moreover, our prediction model was built for programs, which were successfully attacked by the KLEE symbolic execution engine before the cutoff time of 1 hour was reached. This means that our prediction model may underestimate the resilience of more complex (obfuscated) programs against symbolic execution. However, the value predicted by our model – in the case of such complex programs – will be a conservative estimation of the resilience against symbolic execution attacks.

We tested the prediction accuracy of our best RF model (from Figure 6.7) when including a small non-artificial dataset of programs containing non-cryptographic hash functions. Figure 6.15 indicates that the prediction error of our best RF model (trained using 10-fold-
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instance Name</th>
<th>Solver(s)</th>
<th>Predicted(s)</th>
<th>Predicted/solver</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MD5-27-4</td>
<td>25.37</td>
<td>71.56</td>
<td>2.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mizh-md5-47-3</td>
<td>681.29</td>
<td>950.43</td>
<td>1.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mizh-md5-47-4</td>
<td>235.53</td>
<td>1069.19</td>
<td>4.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mizh-md5-47-5</td>
<td>1832.96</td>
<td>437.98</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mizh-md5-48-2</td>
<td>445.19</td>
<td>523.70</td>
<td>1.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mizh-md5-48-5</td>
<td>227.05</td>
<td>644.38</td>
<td>2.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mizh-sha0-35-2</td>
<td>330.48</td>
<td>158.57</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mizh-sha0-35-3</td>
<td>139.93</td>
<td>213.03</td>
<td>1.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mizh-sha0-35-4</td>
<td>97.62</td>
<td>214.61</td>
<td>2.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mizh-sha0-35-5</td>
<td>164.71</td>
<td>193.49</td>
<td>1.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mizh-sha0-36-2</td>
<td>85.44</td>
<td>222.07</td>
<td>2.59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.4.: Prediction results of realistic hash functions via RF model trained with SAT features from Section 6.2.2. The solver and predicted time are given in seconds.

cross-validation on both datasets), for the samples in the smaller dataset alone, has similar levels to the prediction error of the entire dataset.

We also performed a reality check, i.e. we verified that the SAT features we identified are also relevant for the realistic hash functions. For this purpose we have first trained a RF model using only the top 10 most important SAT features from Section 6.2.2, computed on the SAT instances of our dataset or randomly generated programs and non-cryptographic hash function. Afterwards, we have applied this RF model to the Mironov-Zhang [154] and the Li-Ye [137] benchmark suites for SAT solvers, containing solvable versions of more realistic hash functions such as MD5 and SHA. Table 6.4 shows the results obtained from applying the RF model to the hash functions, which were solvable by the minisat solver used by STP (KLEE’s SMT solver), on our machine. Note that the Li-Ye [137], suite contains many other instances of MD5 with more rounds, however, those could not be solved within a 10 hour time limit on our test machine. The last column of Table 6.4 gives the ratio between the predicted and the actual time needed to solve each instance. Except for the mizh-md5-47-4 and mizh-md5-47-5 SAT instances, which are the most over- and respectively under-estimated, the rest of the predictions are quite encouraging, given that we have not trained the RF model with any SAT instances corresponding to MD5 or SHA hash functions.

Other features which we have not used in our work and are yet to be discovered, may further improve prediction. We plan to explore more features in future work. In this work we have focused on a deobfuscation attack based on symbolic execution. Other attacks which will be the topic of future work, may be predicted more accurately. Our choice of feature extraction and regression algorithms is limited, however, we believe we have covered a representative set of algorithms.
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This chapter presents novel obfuscation transformations, which aim to raise the bar against symbolic execution attacks. These transformations specifically target the program characteristics derived using the search model from Chapter 4. Parts of this chapter have been published in two peer-reviewed publications [18, 20] co-authored by the author of this thesis.

In Chapter 4 we saw that a software developer who wants to protect an application against automated MATE attacks should first identify all likely attacks and describe them using an attack-net (see Figure 4.1). Each path from the source(s) to one of the sinks of an attack net, represents one automated MATE attack, which consists of several steps (i.e. transitions of the petri-net). In Section 4.2, we proposed viewing each of the non-trivially solvable transitions, as search problems. Therefore, we argue that the cost of an automated MATE attack is equivalent to the sum of costs of solving each of the search problems (i.e. executing each transition) in that attack.

Since MATE attackers are generally driven by economic incentives, they will most likely choose the automated attack with the lowest cost. In the survey from Section 4.3, we saw that different attack steps (i.e. search problems) have different costs on unprotected (i.e. un-obfuscated) programs. We also mentioned some obfuscation techniques to hamper various attacks. In this chapter we present two novel obfuscation techniques for raising the bar against symbolic execution attacks. These obfuscation techniques were derived based on an observation made in the case-studies about symbolic-execution attacks, presented in Chapter 5. This observation states that existing obfuscation transformations do not add execution paths dependent on symbolic variables, they only add paths dependent on other variables. Therefore, the two transformations we propose both add such paths in different ways.

7.1. The Impact of Obfuscation on Search Problems

Before jumping into the details of the proposed obfuscation techniques, we reiterate over the automated MATE attack-net discussed in Section 4.2, to motivate the contributions of this chapter. Consider the attack-defense tree from Figure 7.1, corresponding to the attack-net Figure 4.1, representing the set of automated MATE attacks for bypassing license checks.
in an application, e.g. a computer game. The ovals in the attack-defense tree represent attacks, while the rectangles represent defenses (i.e. countermeasures for the associated attack node). By successfully executing one of the automated MATE attacks corresponding to the oval-leaves of the tree, the attacker achieves the goal of bypassing the license check.

The license check can be bypassed by employing different types of static and/or dynamic analyses. One way is to dynamically execute the program with all possible inputs, until the password is found (left-most child of the root in the tree from Figure 7.1). However, if the defender increases the range of the license key by using several (e.g. >16) alphanumeric characters and also includes special characters, this guessing attack is considered too costly. The reason is that the search problem corresponding to this attack can be modeled as shown in Table 4.9, which means that the attack tree has a branching factor equal to the number \( b \) of different alphanumeric characters and a depth equal to the length of the license key \( l \). Therefore, the total number of leaves in the search tree corresponding to this attack is \( b^l \), which is extremely large if \( b > 36 \) – because there are 36 alphanumeric characters – and \( l > 16 \).

Another approach is to extract all hard-coded standard C-strings inside a program and put them inside of a list (second child of the root in the tree from Figure 7.1). Then try each entry from the list of hard-coded strings, as an input to the dynamic program execution, until the key is found. Since this list is likely much smaller than the input space of the program, the search cost is much smaller. A preceding step of this brute-force search for the key in the list of hard-coded strings, is to extract all hard-coded strings from a binary executable. The heuristic for that step is that by definition strings are consecutive sequences of – more than 5 – printable ASCII characters ending with a null byte. This heuristic can be broken by the convert static data to procedural data obfuscation transformation presented in Section 3.3. If there defender uses this obfuscation transformation to break strings into single (encoded) characters, which are dynamically (decoded and) stitched together in the correct order, this attack is no longer feasible. Therefore, after applying this obfuscation transformation, the attacker has to either find a better approach or roll-back to a brute-force
on the input space.

A further approach is to locate the checks inside the code and then patch them, such that entering a correct license key is no longer necessary (right-most child of the root in the tree from Figure 7.1). Locating the checks inside the code can be done in two different ways. The first way is to use a static pattern for license checks and identify all instructions in the code that match this pattern. However, such patterns can be erased by employing code obfuscation transformations such as virtualization. The second way to locate checks is by performing information-flow analysis, e.g. via taint analysis on the value given as input to the license key argument. This way, any branch in the code that depends on a tainted value can be considered a license check. Nevertheless, this attack can be hampered by adding opaque predicates based on symbolic values, to every branch in the existing code. These opaque predicates can be easily added such that they do not affect the original functionality of the program. This would cause taint analysis to identify all branches as license checks, which is incorrect.

Therefore, according to the attack-defense tree from Figure 7.1, another way to bypass the license check is to extract the license key value from the code via symbolic execution. One may object that symbolic execution could also be hampered by using a cryptographic hash function on the input license key and comparing the result of the hash with a hard-coded value. However, without applying any code obfuscation transformation on top of this hash function, it would be easy to locate and patch using code pattern matching.

### 7.2. Existing Anti-Symbolic Execution Obfuscations

Anand et al. [2] indicate 3 fundamental issues of symbolic execution: (1) path explosion, (2) path divergence and (3) complex constraints. Therefore, works that propose obfuscation techniques against symbolic execution focus on exploiting at least one of these fundamental issues, which we discuss in the following.

#### 7.2.1. Path Explosion

Wang et al. [219] propose an approach based on an unsolved mathematical problem, which involves only linear operations on integers, called the Collatz conjecture [91]. This obfuscation implies adding a loop bounded by a symbolic value to an existing program. Such a loop would generate a path explosion for the symbolic execution engine, however, executing it dynamically, it will always converge to a fixed known value, i.e. 1 in the case of the Collatz conjecture. Our work also proposes an approach that causes path explosion, however, in contrast to Wang et al. [219], our approach is not based on unsolved mathematical conjectures.
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7.2.2. Path Divergence

Yadegari and Debray [227], Sharif et al. [191] and Cavallaro et al. [42] show that converting explicit control-flow into implicit control-flow hampers white-box test case generators based on taint-analysis and symbolic execution. Path divergence refers to situations where the symbolic execution engine cannot compute precise path constraints from the program code. This leads to a divergence between generated tests and the actual program paths.

The key to transforming explicit to implicit control flow is using symbolic variables for computing an address where the program jumps to unconditionally. This transformation removes any comparisons between the symbolic variables and constants used by symbolic execution engines. In the case of such obfuscation transformations one may employ heuristics based on knowledge about the architecture of the CPU [227].

Another type of obfuscation transformation which is known to cause path divergence is dynamically modifying code [10]. Such code cannot be analyzed statically, because its static image changes at runtime while the code is executing. If the value of the instructions that are being dynamically generated depend on input values, then the symbolic execution engine must guess the right value of the instruction that is to be executed, which is difficult. The drawback of dynamically modifying code is that it opens the door to remote attacks. Since most software developers are more concerned about remote attacks than automatic analysis attacks, they would avoid using such transformations and resort to obfuscation transformations which do not induce this risk. Therefore, in this work we proposed obfuscation transformations which do not introduce remote attacks.

7.2.3. Complex Constraints

Applying cryptographic hash functions to equality checks based on input values is a type of data obfuscation transformation, which is problematic for symbolic execution. In particular, the SMT solvers used by symbolic execution engines are known to have practical limitations w.r.t. inverting cryptographic hash functions [154, 191]. However, we note that cryptographic hash functions are based on large look-up tables containing random numbers which are publicly known and easy to locate in code, if they are not obfuscated using one of the transformations presented in Chapter 3. Therefore, we argue that an active MATE attack will be able to locate and disable explicit checks which only use hash functions on input values. Implicit checks cannot be disabled, however they may cause the application to crash which is undesirable for many developers or even worse they may open the door for remote attacks as discussed in the previous paragraph. Moreover, hash functions are only applicable for equality comparisons and therefore range comparisons need to be protected in a different way. In this chapter we discuss obfuscation transformations that hide the location of checks via control-flow obfuscation.
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Listing 7.1: Range divider with 2 branches

```c
if (x > 42)
   z = x + y + w
else
   z = (((x ^ y) + ((x & y) << 1)) | w) + 
      (((x ^ y) + ((x & y) << 1)) & w);
```

Listing 7.2: Program with loop

```c
int main(int argc, char* argv[])
{
    unsigned char *str = argv[1];
    unsigned int hash = 0;
    for(int i = 0; i < strlen(str); str++, i++)
    {
        hash = (hash << 7) ^ (*str);
    }
    if (hash == 809267)
        printf("You win!");
    return 0;
}
```

7.3. Proposed Obfuscation Transformations

The proposed obfuscation transformations are inspired by observation 10 in step 3 of the experiment described in Section 5.2.2, i.e. branch instructions added by control-flow obfuscation transformations do not depend on program inputs. Therefore, we propose making branch instructions added by control-flow obfuscation transformations dependent on program inputs to increase the slowdown of symbolic execution by creating a path explosion. Making such branch instructions input dependent may or may not be effective for existing obfuscation transformations. For instance, making the opaque predicates \( p \) added by Tigress input dependent, causes KLEE to issue a query that includes the branch condition corresponding to \( p \). However, the SMT solver always determines that \( p \) or \( \neg p \) is unsatisfiable or it times out before it can find any satisfiable assignment and does not analyze the code in such unfeasible paths. In the following we propose two obfuscation transformations which introduce feasible paths in the original program.

7.3.1. Range Dividers

Our first proposal is an obfuscation transformation called *range divider*. *Range dividers* are branch conditions that can be inserted at an arbitrary position inside a basic block, such that they divide the input range into multiple sets. In contrast to opaque predicates, *range divider* predicates may have multiple branches, any of which could be true and false depending on program input. This will cause a symbolic execution engine to explore all branches of a range divider. In order to preserve the functionality property of an obfuscator, we use equivalent instruction sequences in all branches of a *range divider* predicate, as
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Listing 7.3: Program from Listing 7.2 obfuscated with range divider

```c
int main(int argc, char* argv[]) {
    unsigned char *str = argv[1];
    unsigned int hash = 0;

    for(int i = 0; i < strlen(str); str++, i++) {
        char chr = *str;
        if (chr > 42) {
            hash = (hash << 7) ^ chr;  
        } else {
            hash = (hash * 128) ^ chr;
        }
    }

    if (hash == 809267)
        printf("You win!");
    return 0;
}
```

illustrated in Listing 7.1. To prevent compiler optimizations from removing range divider predicates, due to equivalent code in their branches, we employ software diversity (on the code of every branch) via different obfuscation configurations, e.g. in Listing 7.1 we used the `EncodeArithmetic` transformation of Tigress, on the `else` branch. We have experimented with all optimization levels of LLVM `clang` and none of them remove range divider predicates if their branches are obfuscated. On the downside, range dividers increase the size of the program proportionally to the total number of branches.

The effectiveness of a range divider predicate against symbolic execution depends on:

1. The number of branches of the predicate, denoted $\rho$; note that for switch-statements $\rho > 2$ and is equal to the number of cases plus the default branch.

2. The number of times the predicate is executed, denoted $\tau$.

More specifically, its number of paths increases according to the function: $\rho^\tau$. For example, consider the program from Listing 7.2, which computes a value (hash) based on its first argument ($argv[1]$) and outputs “You win!” on the standard output if this value is equal to 809267. It has an execution tree with $2 \times strlen(argv[1])$ paths, because it does not contain a range divider. The search tree corresponding to applying symbolic execution to this program is illustrated in Figure 7.2a. Note that – for the sake of brevity – the nodes do not contain the entire source code, but just an indication of where the instruction pointer is pointing to. We also only show branch conditions in all internal nodes, the leaves are just the `printf` and the `return` statements. Note that the goal of the search is to find a node where the instruction pointer is at `printf` and the node is `SAT`. The depth of this tree is proportional to the length of the input. The program in Listing 7.3 is obtained by obfuscating the program from Listing 7.2 using divide range predicate with $\rho = 2$ branches. The resulting program has $2^{\text{strlen(argv[1])}}$ paths, because the predicate
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![Search tree for program without range divider (Listing 7.2).](image1)

![Search tree for program with range divider (Listing 7.3).](image2)

Figure 7.2.: The effect of range dividers on the search tree.

is executed $\tau = \text{strlen(argv[1])}$ times. The search tree corresponding to applying symbolic execution to this program is illustrated in Figure 7.2b. Note the new nodes labeled `rd:if`, which represents the `if`-statement corresponding to the `range divider` on line 7 of Listing 7.3. Similarly to the search tree from Figure 7.2a, the depth of this tree is proportional to the length of the input, but the number of paths is much larger.

**Limitations of range dividers** We can further increase the number of paths by adding more branches to the `divide range` predicate from Listing 7.3. However, the number of possible branches is upper-bounded by the cardinality of the type of the variable used in the range divider. In the example from Listing 7.3 the maximum number of branches is 256 because variable `chr` is of type `char`. Therefore, the maximum number of branches in this example is achieved by a `switch`-statement with 256 cases as shown in Listing 7.4. This effectively results in a branching factor of $\rho = 256$ for each iteration of the loop. Hence, the number of paths is $256^{\text{strlen(argv[1])}}$. The symbolic execution slowdown induced by `range dividers` is caused by: (1) the increase in the number of paths, but also (2) the type of obfuscation transformations applied on each branch of each `range divider`.

### 7.3.2. Input Invariants

The `divide range` obfuscation transformation proposed in Section 7.3.1 may induce a high increase in the effort needed by symbolic execution engines. However, this depends on the code which is being obfuscated. If the code does not include any loops (e.g. the program from Listing 7.5), then obfuscating with `range dividers` will not induce a significant slowdown of symbolic execution attacks. Therefore, in this section we propose obfuscation transformations which are able to obfuscate even the simplest code, however, with the cost of changing the exact input-output semantics of the program. That is, we deliberately violate the `functionality` property of the obfuscator definition of Barak et al. [26], which states...
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Listing 7.4: Program from Listing 7.2 obfuscated with maximum number of branches of range divider

```c
int main(int argc, char* argv[]) {
    unsigned char *str = argv[1];
    unsigned int hash = 0;
    for(int i = 0; i < strlen(str); str++, i++) {
        char chr = *str;
        switch (chr) {
            case 1: hash = (hash << 7) ^ chr;
            break;
            case 2: // obfuscated version of case 1
                break;
            ...// obfuscated version of case 1
            default: // obfuscated version of case 1
                break;
        }
    }
    if (hash == 809267)
        printf("You win!");
    return 0;
}
```

that if \( O(P) \) is the obfuscated version of program \( P : D \rightarrow R \), where \( D, R \subseteq \{0, 1\}^* \) are the input domain, respectively output range of the program, then \( \forall i \in D : P(i) = O(P)(i) \). However, Barak et al. [26] also define an approximate obfuscator as a transformation for which the functionality property holds with high probability. Similarly to an approximate obfuscator, our obfuscation approach relaxes the functionality property, but does so in a different way. In our approach the functionality property only holds for the set of inputs that satisfy the input invariants (i.e. predicates over inputs), specified by the user to the obfuscation engine. For all other input values the behavior of the program is undefined. With this obfuscation approach, we are essentially extending the input domain and output range of a program, i.e. \( O(P) : D' \rightarrow R' \), where \( D \subseteq D' \) and \( R \subseteq R' \). In fact one could imagine the extensions go even further, allowing \( O(P) \) to fail in different ways than \( P \), such as \( P \) crashing on bad inputs, while \( O(P) \) entering an infinite loop on the same bad inputs, or producing the wrong results, etc. We believe this idea has very interesting implications for future implementations of obfuscation transformations.

An implementation of input invariants We have implemented this transformation on top of the Virtualize transformation of Tigress [55]. We picked Virtualize because of its high number of branches in the interpreter, however, note that this idea could be applied to the control-flow flattening as well. Intuitively, we want to make all of the branches of the interpreter dependent on a symbolic value, which in the case of bypassing license checks is the input argument. Therefore, we use the resulting value of the input invariant predicate as a key to encode the virtualized bytecode program, before sending it to the end-user. At
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Listing 7.5: Point function program

```c
int main(int argc, char* argv[]) { // Virtualization bytecode:
    char branch_cond = 1; // a5 00 07

    branch_cond &= argv[1][0] == '1'; // 87 00 00 02
    branch_cond &= argv[1][1] == '2'; // 87 00 01 03
    branch_cond &= argv[1][2] == '3'; // 87 00 02 04
    branch_cond &= argv[1][3] == '4'; // 87 00 03 05
    branch_cond &= argv[1][4] == '5'; // 87 00 04 06

    if (branch_cond) // 1f 00 02
        printf("You win!
"); // 03 00
    return 0; // 42 01
}
```

runtime, the input invariant predicate will be applied to the input given by the end-user and the result will be used to decode the bytecode, hence, causing all decoded bytecode values to be symbolic. This means that on each iteration of the interpreter the branching factor for the symbolic execution search tree is going to be equal to the number of instruction handlers of the interpreter. Moreover, if the attacker enters an input for which the invariant does not hold, then the functionality of the program is different from its intended functionality, i.e. it may crash due to the fact that there is no suitable instruction handler for the decoded bytecode instruction, or it may execute another instruction handler.

For clarity, we provide all of the steps of the Virtualize transformation, including the input invariants for the program in Listing 7.5. This program prints the message “You win!” on standard output if the first argument passed to this program is equal to “12345”, similar to our license check programs from previous chapters. The virtualization transformation is applied to this program using the following steps and the result is illustrated in Listing 7.6:

1. Map variables, function parameters and constants to entries in a common data array, which represents the memory of the interpreter. This array is initialized on lines 3-4 in Listing 7.6. Its first position represents the branch cond variable from Listing 7.5 and the following entries represent constants such as the return value, the ASCII codes of the characters from ‘1’ to ‘5’ and logical true encoded as 1.

2. Map all statements in a function to a new randomly chosen language, which represents the instruction set architecture (ISA) of the interpreter. In our example the ISA is defined by:
   - Variable assignment is encoded using 3 bytes, namely the opcode (0xa5) and the index of the left- and right-hand operands inside the data array.
   - Equality comparison, followed by applying the logical AND operation to between the result and another variable. Examples of such instructions are shown on lines 4-5 in Listing 7.5. Such an instruction is encoded using 4 bytes, namely the opcode (0x87), the variable to which the boolean value is assigned and the two other byte values which are compared for equality.
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Listing 7.6: Point function program with virtualization and input invariants

```c
int main(int argc, char* argv[]) {
    char const *strings = "You win!
";
    unsigned char data[8] = {0, // branch_cond var
        0, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 1}; // constants
    unsigned char code[30] = {0xa5, 0x91, 0x00, 0x91, 0x07, 0x91, 0x87, 0x91, 0x00, 0x91,
        0x87, 0x91, 0x00, 0x91, 0x04, 0x91, 0x87, 0x91, 0x00, 0x91, 0x03, 0x91, 0x03, 0x91,
        0x87, 0x91, 0x00, 0x91, 0x04, 0x91, 0x87, 0x91, 0x00, 0x91, 0x02, 0x91, 0x03, 0x91,
        0x01, 0x91, 0x03, 0x91, 0x42, 0x91, 0x01, 0x91};
    unsigned char decode_var = str_hash(argv[1]);
    for (int i = 0; i < 30; i++) {
        code[i] ^= decode_var;
    }
    int vpc = 0;
    while (1)
        switch (code[vpc]) {
            case 0xa5 : // variable assignment
                data[code[vpc+1]] = data[code[vpc+2]];
                vpc += 3;
                break;
            case 0x87 : // equality comparison plus and
                data[code[vpc+1]] &= argv[1][code[vpc+2]] == data[code[vpc+3]]);
                vpc += 4;
                break;
            case 0x1f : // if statement
                vpc += (data[code[vpc+1]]) ? 0 : data[code[vpc+2]];
                vpc += 3;
                break;
            case 0x03 : // printf string
                printf("%s\n", strings + code[vpc+1]);
                vpc += 2;
                break;
            case 0x42: // return
                return data[code[vpc+1]];
        }
}
```

- Conditional branch statements are encoded using 3 bytes, namely the opcode (0x1f), the boolean variable which is tested and the number of bytes to jump over if the variable is false.

- Printing a string on standard output is encoded using 2 bytes, namely the opcode (0x03) and the index of the string to be printed in the list of hard-coded strings of the function. In our example the list of hard-coded strings contains only one string and is defined on line 2 of Listing 7.6.

- The return instruction is encoded using 2 bytes, namely the opcode (0x42) and the value that should be returned by the program.

Now we can write virtualization bytecode corresponding to the C program in Figure 7.5, which is shown in the comments of the code from the same figure.
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Listing 7.7: Hash function applied to strings

```c
unsigned char str_hash(char* str) {
    unsigned char hash = 0xAA;
    unsigned int i = 0;
    for(i = 0; *str != 0; str++, i++) {
        hash ^= ((i & 1) == 0) ? ((hash << 7) ^ (*str) * (hash >> 3)) :
          (˜((hash << 11) + ((*str) ^ (hash >> 5))));
    }
    return hash;
}
```

Listing 7.8: Function from [220], which checks if first parameter has a value between the values of the second and third parameters.

```c
int range_hash(int x, int lower, int upper) {
    int p = ((x - lower) ^ ((x ^ lower) & ((x - lower) ^ x))) >> 31;
    int q = ((upper - x) ^ ((upper ^ x) & ((upper - x) ^ upper))) >> 31;
    return 1 & ˜(p | q);
}
```

3. Generate a (random) hash or checksumming function to map an input invariant to an integer number. In our example we use the `str_hash` function from Listing 7.7, which maps a string to an unsigned char value. This function is appropriate when we use input invariants that require the input to be equal to a certain value. For input invariants where the input is expected to be an integer number between 10 and 25, the function would like the one from Listing 7.8. Note that these functions could be further obfuscated to raise the bar even further.

4. Use the hash or checksumming function to generate a key based on the input invariant. Encode each byte of the code array using this key. In our example applying the function from Listing 7.7 to “12345” returns value 0x91 and we XOR each byte of the code array with this value. The encoded bytecode is stored inside the code array, which is initialized on lines 5-9 in Listing 7.6.

5. Add bytecode decoder code to the function, based on the input value entered by the user. The decoder code can be seen on lines 10-13 in Listing 7.6, and it involves XOR-ing each byte of the code array with the result of applying the hash function to the user input. If the user input satisfies the invariants the bytecode is correctly decoded, otherwise the result is garbage bytecode, and the behavior of the program is undefined.

6. Create an interpreter for the previously generated ISA, which can execute the instructions in the code array using the data array as its memory. The input-output behavior of this execution must be the same as that of the original program. The interpreter can be seen on lines 15-36 of Listing 7.6. It consists of an infinite while loop, which has a switch statement inside. Each case section of the switch statement is
an opcode handler, i.e. each possible opcode in the bytecode program is processed by a dedicated part of the interpreter. The current instruction to be processed by the interpreter is indicated by an integer variable of the interpreter called the virtual program counter (VPC). The VPC is used to index the instructions in the code array and it is initialized with the offset of the first instruction in that array. In every instruction handler the operands of the current instruction are used to perform the operation(s) corresponding to this instruction. Afterwards, the VPC is set to the offset of the following bytecode instruction to be executed. This interpreter should be augmented with cases representing bogus opcodes for all possible byte values in order to increase the branching factor in the search tree associated to symbolic execution.

A user can specify the input invariants using: (1) the position of the argument in the list of arguments, (2) the type of the argument (integer or string) or its length and (3) the exact value or the interval of possible argument values. Note that different invariant types lead to keys with different cardinalities. The invariants with the highest cardinality keys are those that specify an integer or string argument with an exact value.

By using the invariant as a decoding key, we multiply the size of the search tree for symbolic execution by the cardinality of the range of possible key values (denoted \(C\)). However, if the number of different instruction opcodes (denoted \(O\)) is lower than \(C\), then the branching factor of the search tree associated to symbolic execution is \(O\). If we denote the length of a trace of a bytecode program – measured in number of random ISA instructions – as \(L\), then the number of paths in the obfuscated program is equal to \(\min(C, O)^L\).

As opposed to range dividers, – which cause an exponential path explosion when the original (un-obfuscated) program already contains a loop where the range divider predicate is inserted – our virtualization obfuscation based implementation of input invariants introduces a loop structure even if the original program does not contain one. Therefore, input invariants offer a higher degree of resilience against symbolic execution attacks, to a wider range of programs than range dividers.

**Limitations of input invariants** The effectiveness of this transformation against symbolic execution engines is higher than any other transformation we have employed in our case-study. To illustrate its effectiveness, we have chosen a program consisting of a single if-statement shown in Listing 7.5, because it is representative of the simplest possible code structure that one may want to protect against symbolic execution. We obfuscated this program using our modified Virtualize transformation with the invariant that the input is equal to 12345 and executed both the original program from Listing 7.5 and its obfuscated counterpart using KLEE. The point function from the program in Listing 7.5 was analyzed in approximately 500 milliseconds. While attempting to run the symbolic execution engine uninterrupted, similar to experiment 2 from Section 5.2.2, we resorted to stopping the analysis of the obfuscated program after it ran for 1 week. However, we note that the test suite that would find the path that prints “You win!” (the goal of experiment 5 in Section 5.2.3) was found in approximately 4980 seconds, which is still a slowdown by 4
orders of magnitude w.r.t. the unobfuscated counterpart. Contrast this with the smaller slowdown factors from Table 5.9.

7.4. Summary

In this chapter we have seen that obfuscation can affect search problems in two different ways, i.e.:

- Obfuscation can increase the branching factor and/or the depth of the goal state in the search tree, e.g. increasing the range of the license key implies a goal state at a greater depth in the search tree corresponding to random testing.

- Obfuscation can break the heuristic used by the search strategy, e.g. converting constant strings to procedures – that reconstruct the constant strings at runtime – breaks the heuristic used by the extraction of hard-coded standard C-strings.

Afterwards we have presented existing obfuscation transformations, specifically targeted towards raising the bar against attacks based on symbolic execution. These transformations are divided into three categories, named after the weakness of symbolic execution that they target, namely: path explosion, path divergence and complex constraints. Subsequently, we proposed two obfuscation transformations which result in a path explosion called: range dividers and input invariants. We chose to focus on obfuscation transformations that cause a path explosion, because in Chapter 5 we observed that many existing obfuscation transformations that increase cyclomatic complexity of the program, do not cause a path explosion. The two proposed obfuscation transformations are tunable according to the application to be protected and cause an exponential increase in the number of paths in the search tree corresponding to symbolic execution.
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8. Related Work

This chapter presents related work in the sub-field of obfuscation strength evaluation and alternative solutions to software obfuscation and diversity for the purpose of software protection. Parts of this chapter have been published in peer-reviewed publications [21, 18, 17, 112] co-authored by the author of this thesis.

The main contribution of this thesis is related to the characterization of obfuscation strength. Therefore, we describe different existing approaches to this problem. Moreover, we also present alternative and complementary approaches to software obfuscation and diversity. Figure 8.1 shows a classification of protections against MATE attacks proposed by Collberg et al. [58]. We will briefly discuss about each of these protection classes in this chapter. The obfuscation class from Figure 8.1 can be generalized to any software-only protection that does not rely on trusted entities. Consequently, we also present a few complementary approaches to obfuscation that fit into this class. Complementary approaches include those technical protections that should be mixed with software obfuscation and code diversity to raise the bar against attacker.

8.1. Characterizing Obfuscation Strength

Since the obfuscation taxonomy of Collberg et al. [58], there have been several works that tackle the problem of characterizing or quantifying the strength of obfuscation from a variety of angles. In this section we classify them in three main categories, namely (1) formal approaches, (2) empirical approaches based on human-assisted MATE attacks and (3) empirical approaches based on automated MATE attacks. In the following we present representative works from each of these classes and we contrast them to this thesis.

8.1.1. Formal Approaches

Dalla Preda [64] models attacks against obfuscation transformations as abstract domains expressing certain properties of program behaviors. Since obfuscation transformations are characterized by the most concrete preserved property, the complete lattice of abstract domains allows comparing obfuscation transformations with respect to their potency against various attackers. Therefore, an obfuscation transformation is either effective against an attacker or not, regardless of the difference in effort needed to deobfuscate
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programs obfuscated with different transformations. Our work provides a more fine-grained characterization of the resilience of obfuscation transformations w.r.t. to the effort required by the attacker to deobfuscate a program.

Pucella and Schneider [174] investigate the effectiveness of defenses based on software diversity, in the context of memory safety. Their main result is to characterize such defenses as to be probabilistically equivalent to strong typing which would guarantee memory safety for buffers, thus reducing the security of the defense mechanism to the strength of strong typing. In particular, they analyze address obfuscation [32], a defense mechanism against memory corruption attacks, that uses a secret key to randomize the offsets of code and data in heap memory. Their idea is to treat address obfuscation as a probabilistic type checker, which has a certain probability $p$ of crashing the program when a buffer overflow occurs. As opposed to Pucella and Schneider [174], this thesis does not consider attacks that exploit memory safety vulnerabilities, but automated MATE attacks. Moreover, we provide a framework to reduce any automated MATE attack to search problems, whose expected cost can be estimated using characteristics of the program under attack or any artifact (e.g. instruction execution traces), generated by that program.

Ganesh et al. [88] propose the concept of *attack resistance*, which takes a crypto-like approach towards quantifying the strength of defenses based on software diversity against known attacks, e.g. code injection. As opposed to our framework which covers all MATE attackers, *attack resistance* only focuses on code injection attacks, which exploit buffer overflow vulnerabilities. Moreover, *attack resistance* quantifies the strength of a defense mechanism (e.g. ISR [126]), by indicating the probability of a successful attack, while we compute the average effort for an attack measured in time (e.g. CPU cycles) or memory (e.g. MBs).

8.1.2. User Studies

Sutherland et al. [199] and Ceccato et al. [43, 44] characterize the strength of obfuscation transformations by potency against human-assisted attacks, e.g. step-by-step debugging. This involves user studies where test subjects are asked to perform some tasks (e.g. bypass a
check or recover information) on code obfuscated with a limited number of transformations. Such user-studies are inherently biased by small sets of test subjects. Moreover, test subjects are generally bachelor or master students of computer science, which are seldom experienced in reverse engineering obfuscated code. Nevertheless, such works are important for measuring potency against human-assisted attacks; our work is complementary to this approach.

Sutherland et al. [199] perform a user study, where they find that the ability/knowledge of the MATE attacker is significantly correlated with the success rate of the subjects. On the other hand they also present empirical results showing that the success rate of the human-assisted MATE attacks are not strongly correlated with the number of LOC, cyclomatic complexity or with any Halstead metrics. This result is similar to our finding from Chapter 6, however, we have only focused on automated MATE attacks using symbolic execution, not on human-assisted attacks.

Ceccato et al. [43] confirm the results of Sutherland et al. [199] for un-obfuscated programs, however, they find that by obfuscating these programs, the gap between the success rate of knowledgeable and less knowledgeable subjects decreases. This means that even knowledgeable MATE attackers must spend a large amount of effort when dealing with obfuscated code. In another work Ceccato et al. [44] investigate the relative strength of two different obfuscation transformations, namely scrambling identifier names and opaque predicates. They find that scrambling identifier names poses more challenges for human-assisted attacks than opaque predicates. This holds in the context where identifiers in the original program have a proper semantic meaning (in English). This finding emphasizes the difference between human-assisted MATE attacks – which is the focus of user studies – and automated MATE attacks – which is the focus of this thesis – because scrambling identifier names has no effect on automated attacks.

8.1.3. Code Metrics Based Approaches

Udupa et al. [209] propose using the edit distance between control flow graphs of the original code and deobfuscated code. Mohsen and Pinto [155] propose using Kolmogorov complexity. However, they do not attempt to predict the effort needed for deobfuscation, which has been identified as a gap in this field [199]. In this thesis we focus on predicting the effort needed by a deobfuscation attack.

Karnick et al. [124] proposed to measure the quality of Java obfuscators by summing up potency and resilience and subtracting cost of memory consumption, file storage size and execution time from the sum. They measure potency with a subset of the features proposed by Collberg et al. [58]. They measure resilience by using concrete implementations of obfuscators, measuring whether they were successful or if they encountered errors and averaging the measurements across the total number of obfuscators. We acknowledge that using multiple concrete implementations of a deobfuscation attack (e.g. disassembly, CFG simplification) is important to weed out any issues specific to a particular implementation. In this work we aim to provide a more fine-grained measure of deobfuscation effort,
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instead of a categorical classification such as succeeded or failed for each deobfuscation attack implementation, as done in [124]. Moreover, we also predict this fine-grained effort. Anckaert et al. [7] propose applying concrete software complexity metrics on four program properties (i.e. instructions, control flow, data flow and data), to measure resilience. Several of the metrics indicated in [7] overlap with those proposed by Collberg et al. [58], however, other metrics are included such as: number of operands of an instruction, the number of different values of these operands, knot count [223], number of live values, size of points-to sets, number of def-use pairs [202], distance between def-use pairs in traces. Similarly to our work, Anckaert et al. [7] measure resilience of different obfuscating transformations against concrete implementations of deobfuscation attacks. Nonetheless, they apply deobfuscation attacks which are specific to different obfuscating transformations, while we use a general deobfuscation attack (based on symbolic execution) on all obfuscating transformations. Moreover, they disregard the effort needed for deobfuscation and measure the effect of different obfuscating transformations on software complexity metrics and the subsequent effect of deobfuscation on these metrics. In this thesis we not only measure but also predict the effort needed to run a successful deobfuscation attack. Moreover, the experiments from Section 6.2 indicate that SAT features – that are most important for slowing down symbolic execution – are not affected by applying control-flow obfuscation transformations such as opaque predicates, even though code complexity metrics are increased.

Vissagio et al. [213] propose using a combination of static code metrics (i.e. n-gram, entropy and word size) in order to detect if a certain JavaScript program is obfuscated or not. In the process they also compare which of the four different obfuscation transformations are more resilient to this detection approach by comparing the p-values of different statistical tests (i.e. Mann-Whitney and Kolmogorov-Smirnov). We see their work as complementary to ours, however, as opposed to our approach, it does not give an indication of the effort needed by the attacks.

Wang et al. [217] also use attack nets in order to quantify the cost of MATE attacks. As opposed to our work, they assume a range of six discrete values for the cost of a transition, i.e. \{1, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25\} where higher values indicate a higher cost of the transition. In this thesis, we focus on a fine grained quantification of transitions.

Wu et al. [224] propose using a linear regression model over a fixed set of features, for measuring the potency of obfuscating transformations. In contrast to our work, they do not provide any evaluation of their approach. They suggest obtaining the ground truth for training and testing a linear regression model, from security experts who manually deobfuscate the obfuscated programs and indicate the effort required for each program, which is far more expensive compared to our approach of using automated attacks. We obtain our ground truth by running an automated attack and recording the effort (measured in execution time), needed to deobfuscate programs. Moreover, we also propose a way of selecting which features to use for building a regression model.

In sum, Collberg’s taxonomy [58] proposes evaluating obfuscation using four dimensions. Most of the related work focuses on simply measuring potency, resilience and cost. Wu
et al. [224] discuss estimating potency. Zhuang and Freiling [233] propose using a naive Bayes algorithm to estimate the optimal sequence of obfuscating transformations, from a performance point of view. Kanzaki et al. [122] propose code artificiality as a measure to estimate stealth. However, there is a gap in estimating resilience, which we fill in this work.

8.2. Alternatives to Diverse Obfuscation

As indicated in Figure 8.1, there are several ways in which one could protect against MATE attacks. Since in this thesis we focus on technical protection via obfuscation, we present the other types of protections in the remainder of this chapter.

8.2.1. Encryption via Trusted Hardware

Software protection via encryption is usually enabled by trusted hardware, also called trusted computing. Intel has released a hardware based technology [5], known as Software Guard eXtension (SGX), which enables software developers to protect the confidentiality of their applications’ code via protected execution areas called enclaves. Dewan et al. [71] also use a trusted hypervisor to protect the sensitive memory of programs against unauthorized access by leveraging trusted hardware. Feng et al. [81] propose performing randomly-timed stealthy measurements which can be validated locally, using Intel’s Active Management Technology [113]. These approaches provide high security guarantees. However, they require trusted hardware to be available and the installation of a hypervisor. Software developers of popular software (e.g. web browsers), generally do not want to restrict their user base by imposing such requirements.

8.2.2. Server-Side Execution

Tamper protection via communication with trusted servers is employed in massive multiplayer online games (MMOGs) to detect cheating. Anti-cheat software such as PunkBuster [78], Valve Anti-Cheat (VAC) [211], Fides [121] and Warden [107] perform client-side computation, which are validated by a trusted server.

Martignoni et al. [145] and Seshandri et al. [187] propose establishing a trusted computing base to achieve verifiable code execution on a remote un-trusted system. The trusted computing base in the two methods is established using a verification function. The verification function is composed of three components: (i) a checksum function, (ii) a send function, and (iii) a checksum function. However, the main difference between the two methods is the checksum function. In the work of Martignoni et al. [145] generates a new checksum function each time and sends it encrypted to the un-trusted system. In the work of Seshandri et al. [187], the checksum function is known a priori and the challenge issued by the dispatcher consists in a seed that initializes this function. Since the remote component in both methods knows precisely in which execution environment the function
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must be executed and knows the hardware characteristics of the un-trusted system, it can compute the expected checksum value and can estimate the amount of time that will be required by the un-trusted system to decrypt and execute the function, and to send back the result. Since Intel x86 architecture, the architecture for which the approach of Seshandri et al. [187], was developed, is full of subtle details, researchers have found ways to circumvent the remote component. Also, a limitation of the approach of Martignoni et al. [145], is the impossibility to bootstrap a tamper-proof environment on simultaneous multi threading (SMT) or simultaneous multi processing (SMP) systems. On such systems, the attacker can use the secondary computational resources (parallel threads for example) to forge checksums or to regain control of the execution after attestation.

Jakobsson and Johansson [119] propose a similar technique for detecting malware on mobile devices. Collberg et al. [56] propose tamper protection by pushing continuous updates from a trusted server to the client, which force the attacker to repeat reverse engineering and patching on each update. One disadvantage of these protection techniques is their dependence on external trusted servers. This dependence may cause a denial-of-service to end-users of the protected software applications which are also meant to be used offline, in case Internet connectivity is unavailable. Therefore in this thesis we focus on solutions that operate locally, i.e., without dependence on a trusted server.

8.2.3. Code Tamper-detection and Tamper-proofing

Code tamper-detection and tamper-proofing are complementary techniques to software diversity and obfuscation and they aim to detect, respectively prevent unauthorized modifications of a program’s code. However, these techniques are not generally stealthy, and hence they should be combined with diverse obfuscation in order to hamper MATE attackers from disabling such mechanisms.

Chang and Atallah [45] propose building a network of code regions, where a region can be a block of user code, a checker, or a responder. In this method checkers check each other in addition to user code by comparing a known checksum of piece of code to runtime checksum of the same code. If the checker has discovered that a region has been tampered with, a responder will replace the tampered region with a copy stored elsewhere. An important aspect of this algorithm is that it is not enough for checkers to check just the code, they must check each other as well. If checkers are not checked, they are easy to remove. Horne et al. [110] build on top of [45], by hiding the expected (precomputed checksum) value which is easy to identify, because of its randomness. The idea is to construct the checksum function such that unless the code has been tampered with, the function always checksums to a known number (usually zero). Having this function allows to insert an empty slot within the region under protection, and later give this slot a value that makes the region checksum to zero. The technique of Horne et al. [110] randomly places large numbers of checkers all over the program, but makes sure that every region of code is covered by multiple checkers. To minimize pattern-matching attacks, this method describes how to generate a large number of variants of lightweight checksum functions. The disadvantage
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of the code introspection approach used by both [45] and [110] is its stealthiness, because code that reads itself is seldom used for other purposes.

Chen et al. [46] propose an idea called oblivious hashing, where the checksum value is computed over the execution trace rather than the static code. The checksum can be computed by inserting instructions that monitor changes to variables and the execution of instructions. A problem with automating this technique, is that it is hard to predict what side effects a function might have. It might destroy valuable global data or allocate extraneous dynamic memory that will never be properly freed. Furthermore, there is a problem with non-deterministic functions that depend on the time of day, network traffic, thread scheduling, and so on, because they do not have a fixed output that can be checked. This technique also faces the issue of automatically generating challenge data (test inputs) that most of the code of a function. The approach by Ibrahim and Banescu [112] implements a variant of oblivious hashing therefore it also suffers from the same disadvantages. However, we address the last issue by proposing the use of symbolic execution in order to generate the challenge data.

Jacob et al. [117] propose an approach which depends on a unique property of the x86 instruction set architecture (ISA). The x86 ISA has a variable instruction length (1-15 bytes) with no alignment, this means instructions can start at any offset in the code. This results in the possibility of having overlapping or even nested instructions. So the basic idea will be that when a block is executed it computes a checksum of another block. For the purpose of protecting the code, we need two blocks to share instruction bytes. Having two blocks to share instruction bytes, can be achieved by interleaving the instructions and inserting jumps to maintain semantics. The advantage in this technique is that the code checksumming computations will not require reading the code explicitly. The disadvantage is mainly the performance overhead of the added instructions. Jacob et al. [117] report that the protected binary can be up to three times slower than the original. Even though this overhead may be acceptable in many circumstances, this technique cannot be applied to programs that execute on the Common Language Runtime such as programs written in C#.

Cappaert et al. [41] propose a technique that hinders both code analysis and tampering attacks simultaneously through code encryption. During run-time, code decryption can be done at a chosen granularity (e.g. one function at a time), when that part of code is needed at run-time. This technique performs integrity-checking of the code by using it to compute the keys for decryption and encryption. The basic idea is using the checksum value of a function, as the decryption key of another function. The advantage of this technique is that the encryption key is computed at run time, which means the key is not hard-coded in the binary and therefore hard to find through static analysis. The disadvantage of this technique is the run-time overhead as well as the its stealth.
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8.3. Summary

On the one hand, formal approaches to characterizing strength of software protection either provide coarse grained quantification (e.g. resistant or not resistant against an attack) or they focus on remote attacks. User studies generally focus on measuring the potency of human-assisted MATE attacks. We focus on automated MATE attacks.

On the other hand, approaches based on code metrics focus only on measuring: potency, resilience and cost, which also considers automated MATE attacks. We do not only measure the resilience against automated MATE attacks, but also provide a search model that can be used to reason about the characteristics which are most relevant for such attacks. Moreover, we use the identified characteristics to predict the time needed by a symbolic execution to successfully attack a given program. Finally, we also provide solutions in the form of novel obfuscation transformations for raising the bar against such symbolic execution attacks.

Alternatives to obfuscation and software diversity that rely on trusted hardware or an external trusted server, may offer stronger security guarantees than software obfuscation, however, they also involve higher deployment costs. Other alternatives based on tamper-detection and tamper-proofing are often mixed together with obfuscation and software diversity in order to improve their stealthiness.
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This chapter first presents a summary of what has been done throughout the chapters of this thesis. Subsequently, we state the results of the thesis and the lessons learned during the development of this work. Afterwards, we discuss limitations and avenues for future work.

This thesis presents a general approach towards characterizing the strength of obfuscation against any automated Man-At-The-End (MATE) attack in the context of software diversity. Even though the framework is not specific to practical obfuscation transformations, we have only applied it to such transformations, because cryptographically secure obfuscation is still far from being practical (see Chapter 2). Since there are dozens of practical obfuscation transformations proposed in the literature (see Chapter 3), it is difficult for practitioners to choose which transformations to use, even if they know the capabilities of the MATE attacker. Therefore, in Chapter 4 we propose formalizing different steps of an automated MATE attack as search problems. This formalization facilitates reasoning about the software features which are most relevant for estimating the effort of such attacks, because this effort is proportional to the search cost. This estimation enables practitioners to select those obfuscation transformations which affect the software features that increase the effort of the attack.

Our framework is applicable to any automated MATE attack. However, since it is not feasible to do an in-depth study of all existing MATE attacks in the span of one doctoral thesis, we wanted to find common step for several automated MATE attacks and perform an in-depth case-study on it. We identified a common subgoal for the majority of dynamic MATE attacks, which include, but are not limited to the following three attacker goals:

- Simplifying the CFG of an obfuscated program, as proposed by Yadegari et al. [228].
- Identifying and disabling the integrity checks hidden inside of an obfuscated program, as proposed by Qiu et al. [175].
- Bypassing the license check(s) in obfuscated software with premium features, as proposed by Banescu et al. [21].

This common subgoal is test case generation for the purpose of executing all the code of the obfuscated program and finding specific paths in an obfuscated program (see Chapter 5). This common subgoal allows us to set a limit to the number of obfuscation transformations...
that should be applied to a program in order to defend against the previously enumerated attacker goals (see Chapter 5).

Since test case generators involve searching for different test cases, we can formalize state-of-the-art test case generators as search problems using our framework from Chapter 4. For this purpose we pick test case generators based on symbolic execution and perform different case-studies using manually written and automatically generated programs. The reasons why we picked symbolic execution is that it represents a state of the art technique for white-box test case generation. As opposed to black-box test case generation – which is not affected by code obfuscation – symbolic execution is affected by code obfuscation transformations, which are the focus of this thesis. In the case-studies we measured the search cost of symbolic execution for thousands of programs obfuscated with various practical code obfuscation transformations. The results confirmed that the software features which we identified by formalizing symbolic execution as a search problem, are actually relevant to characterize the effort of this automated MATE attack (see Chapter 5).

The software features that were identified to be relevant for characterizing the effort of an automated symbolic execution attack, could be measured using dozens of metrics. Since it is unclear which metrics a software developer should focus on when aiming to produce the highest increase in effort for symbolic execution attacks, we proposed an approach to prioritize these metrics by using regression models to predict the attacker effort (see Chapter 6). This way we determined which features are the most important when it comes to predicting the time needed for such attacks.

Finally, we have leveraged the information regarding the most relevant software features for symbolic execution to propose novel obfuscation techniques, which raise the bar against such automated MATE attacks (see Chapter 7). An implementation of one of the obfuscation transformations we proposed, was able to increase the effort of symbolic execution by four orders of magnitude w.r.t. applying the same attack on a program that was not obfuscated using our technique.

**Overall Conclusion**  Altogether, the chapters of this thesis answer all the research questions posted in Section 1.5. This indicates reaching the goal of this thesis (see Section 1.4), i.e. having a framework that can characterize the strength of obfuscation and aid practitioners in choosing and/or developing new obfuscation transformations against all automated MATE attacks.

**9.1. Results and Lessons Learned**

In this section we highlight some of the most interesting results and discuss the lessons learned during the development of this thesis.

**Obfuscation strength is proportional to effort of the best known automated MATE attack.** The strength of obfuscation can be quantified by estimating the effort of the best
known automated MATE attack. There are multiple known automated MATE attacks that can achieve a certain attacker goal. Depending on the obfuscation transformations applied to a program, an attacker will choose to apply the cheapest – in terms of time and/or memory – automated MATE attack. If the attacker does not know which of the attacks is the cheapest, s/he can run all known attacks in parallel and chose the best/cheapest attack.

All automated MATE attacks can be formalized as one or more search problems. The key insight of this thesis is that all automated MATE attack consist of one or more steps. At least one of these steps is a search problem, whose average case complexity can be estimated using characteristics of the data structure used by the search algorithm. Moreover, many automated MATE attacks have common steps. One example of a common step identified in this thesis is automated test case generation.

Several control-flow obfuscation transformations are weak against symbolic execution. Our empirical case-studies indicate that for the datasets of programs used in this thesis, a subset of the existing obfuscation transformations are weak against white-box test case generation via symbolic execution, when applied once, individually. This subset includes popular obfuscation transformations described in Chapter 3, such as:

- Encoding (converting) constant literals to procedures, which compute these constant values dynamically.
- Adding bogus control flow and dead code via opaque predicates, which are expressions whose values are invariant during runtime.
- Flattening the control-flow of an application into a giant switch statement.
- Virtualization obfuscation, which maps the original program to a randomly generated ISA and an interpreter for that ISA.

The rationale behind this finding is that such obfuscation transformations do not add additional execution paths dependent on symbolic variable, even though they do add numerous branches to the program. The most resilient obfuscation transformation w.r.t. symbolic execution attacks has proved to be arithmetic encoding, because it is the transformation that increases the SAT features of a program to the highest extent. However, we have also observed that virtualization and control-flow flattening do increase the time needed by symbolic execution due to other software features. Moreover, we have observed that by combining multiple obfuscation transformations the cost of symbolic execution is increased significantly.

SAT features are more important than cyclomatic complexity, w.r.t. characterizing the effort of symbolic execution attacks. For programs for which our generated dataset is representative, features such as the complexity of path constraints (measured via SAT
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features), are more important than cyclomatic complexity, size of the program, number of conditional operations, etc. This insight is different from other works that focus on characterizing the strength of obfuscation, which often use cyclomatic complexity and program size as metrics for obfuscation strength. The rationale behind this observation is that SAT features capture the complexity from instructions involving only symbolic variables, and do not include complexity added by other instructions – like other code metrics do – which do not significantly impact the time needed to symbolically execute a program.

The effort needed by an automated MATE attack can be estimated using regression based on the software features identified using our search model. Using the software features identified using our search model, we were able to build regression models that could estimate the effort (i.e. time) needed by a symbolic execution attack. With a median error of 4% our best regression model can accurately predict the time it takes to deobfuscate a program using a symbolic execution based attack, for programs in our dataset. Moreover, we have also obtained encouraging results with realistic hash functions such as MD5 and SHA instances used in SAT competitions. Such a prediction of the effort for an attack on a certain application is important for practitioners, who can thus easily decide if they must protect their applications using additional obfuscation transformations, without actually needing to invest the effort to run the attack themselves. Note that such an attack could cost days or weeks of computation time and delay time to market.

9.2. Limitations

The most important limitation of this thesis is the use of small, artificially created programs, as opposed to performing a case-study using real-world programs, namely programs containing calls to functions from third party libraries, OS API functions, etc. The main reason behind this limitation is due to the fact the current symbolic execution engines do not scale for most large (real-world) programs. Symbolic execution has several limitations when applied to large software programs (see Section 7.2). Applying symbolic execution with a small cutoff value of 1 hour – as we did for the thousands of small programs in our case-studies – to a large program, would lead to a timeout of the SAT-/SMT-solver or the symbolic execution engine itself. Such a timeout would mean an unsuccessful attack in the context of our case-studies. However, symbolic execution is currently a highly active field of research and has been successfully applied for finding bugs in Microsoft Windows 7 [95] and it is being used by several teams in the DARPA Cyber Grand Challenge for automated exploit generation [11]. Moreover, several deobfuscation techniques rely on symbolic execution [185]. Furthermore, obfuscation is often applied only to parts of software to minimize performance impact [57], hence attackers may isolate and symbolically analyze smaller parts of the software [3]. Nevertheless, we cannot claim that the results from our case-studies from Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 generalize to all programs. Our results also
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inherit all the limitations and bugs inside tools used in our experiments (e.g. Tigres, KLEE, angr, etc.).

The search model – which is the main insight of this thesis – can be applied to any other automated MATE attack, which may scale to real-world programs as well. Such attacks include those executed by modern fuzzers (e.g. AFL [231]), which were not investigated in this thesis. Although, such attacks are a main direction of future work.

Our framework of characterizing obfuscation strength based on the effort needed by the best known automated MATE attack, does not take into account unknown (e.g. future) attacks. This means that our framework can only provide an upper bound on the lower bound of the attacker effort, not a lower bound, which would be ideal for establishing formal security guarantees. However, we note that the strength of standard cryptographic ciphers (e.g. AES, RSA, ECC, etc.) is also quantified in a similar manner [74], namely using the strength of the best known attacks against such ciphers.

9.3. Future Work

One direction of future work is to instantiate our search based framework and perform case-studies using other automate MATE attacks. In this thesis we have focused only on attacks based on symbolic execution, because they require no manual adjustments when applied against several different popular code obfuscation transformations. However, in order to bring additional empirical support for our hypothesis, all of the attacks described in Chapter 4 should be investigated in-depth, at least to the same extent as we have investigated symbolic execution in Chapters 5, 6 and 7.

In future work we also plan to use datasets consisting of real-world programs and additional obfuscation tools. We believe that obtaining representative datasets of programs would also be of paramount importance for benchmarking both new and existing obfuscation and deobfuscation techniques. Therefore, we believe the research area of benchmark (program) generation needs much more work, since it could be a driving factor for the field of software protection.

Another avenue for future work is to employ other machine learning techniques in order to derive better prediction models for deobfuscation attacks. An interesting idea in this direction is deriving software features relevant for increasing automated MATE attack effort using deep neural networks. However, such a task would also require a set of representative un-obfuscated programs, which stresses the importance of future work in the direction of benchmark generation.
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